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i Executive summary 

The benchmark workshop on anglerfish (Lophius budegassa, Lophius piscatorius) and hake (Mer-
luccius merluccius) (WKANGHAKE) was the first ICES benchmark entirely dedicated to assess-
ment models run with the integrated model Stock Synthesis (SS) software. Besides the data work-
shop, which was held in November 2021, several online sessions were held on a continuous basis 
with all participants, including the reviewers and chairs between November 2021 and February 
2022. Those sessions were focused on model development through constant online feedback be-
tween stock assessor teams, reviewers, and chairs. The continuous feedback resulted in several 
key issues being resolved before the actual benchmark meeting took place in February 2022 and 
was of great benefit to both the assessment teams and the reviewers. Four stocks, pertaining to 
the ICES assessment working group WGBIE (Working Group for the Bay of Biscay and the Ibe-
rian Waters Ecoregion) were assessed during the benchmark. These were: Hake (Merluccius mer-
luccius) in divisions 8.c and 9.a, Southern stock (Cantabrian Sea and Atlantic Iberian waters; 
hke.27.8c9a); Hake (Merluccius merluccius) in subareas 4, 6, and 7, and divisions 3.a, 8.a–b, and 
8.d, Northern stock (Greater North Sea, Celtic Seas, and the northern Bay of Biscay; hke.27.3a46-
8abd); White anglerfish (Lophius piscatorius) in Subarea 7 and divisions 8.a–b and 8.d (Celtic Seas, 
Bay of Biscay; mon.27.78abd); and Black-bellied anglerfish (Lophius budegassa) in Subarea 7 and 
divisions 8.a–b and 8.d (Celtic Seas, Bay of Biscay; ank.27.78abd). For all stocks a final model was 
developed and agreed to be appropriate to determine stock status and provide short-term catch 
forecast. The extensive exploration of input data and model configurations carried out during 
the benchmark also resulted in several recommendations regarding on how to improve the esti-
mation of biological parameters to be used in the models, and the possibility of developing area-
based models in future benchmarks which would likely allow conflict resolutions in survey in-
dices observed in most of the models. 
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1 Introduction 

Benchmark workshop on anglerfish and hake 

The benchmark workshop on anglerfish (Lophius budegassa, Lophius piscatorius) and hake (Mer-
luccius merluccius) (WKANGHAKE) was chaired by Giuseppe Scarcella (CNR) and Massimiliano 
Cardinale (SLU) and reviewed by invited external experts Lisa Ailloud (NOAA), Matthew Smith 
(NOAA), and Dean Courtney (NOAA). The benchmark participants met online 23–25 November 
2021 for a data workshop, and 14–18 February 2022 for a five-day assessment methods work-
shop. For all stocks in this benchmark, it was proposed to use Stock Synthesis (SS) as the assess-
ment method. See also the work presented in WKTADSA1 that was done in preparation of this 
benchmark for further details on model development. WKANGHAKE worked to: 

1. As part of the data workshop:
a) Publish an ICES data call for information on length and maturity data from sampled

catches for hake to assist in validating the maturity ogive. Collate and analyse sub-
mitted data;

b) Consider the quality of data proposed for use in the assessment;
c) Examine the raising of discards in collaboration with representatives from

WKMIXFISH;
d) Make a proposal to the benchmark on the use and treatment of data for each assess-

ment, including discards, surveys, life history, fishery-dependent, recreational, etc.;
e) Stakeholders are invited to contribute data (including data from non-traditional

sources) and to contribute to data preparation and evaluation of data quality.

2. In preparation for the assessment methods workshop:
a) Following the data workshop, produce working documents to be reviewed during

the benchmark assessment workshop at least 14 days prior to the meeting.

3. As part of the assessment methods workshop, agree to and thoroughly document the
most appropriate:
a) Method for conducting the stock assessment;
b) Method and values for fisheries and biomass reference points that follow the best

available science (i.e. taking into consideration the recommendations made by
WKREF1 and WKREF2) and are in line with ICES guidance (see ICES Technical
Guidelines on reference points2);
(i) If additional time is needed to conduct the work and agree to reference points,

a short additional reference point workshop will be scheduled to conduct this
work.

c) Method for conducting the short-term forecast.

4. As part of the assessment methods workshop, knowledge of environmental drivers, in-
cluding multispecies interactions, and ecosystem impacts should be integrated in the
methodology. A full suite of diagnostics (regarding data, retrospective behaviour, model

1 ICES. 2021. Workshop on Tools and Development of Stock Assessment Models using a4a and Stock Synthesis 
(WKTADSA). ICES Scientific Reports. 3:33. 197 pp. https://doi.org/10.17895/ices.pub.8004 

2 ICES. 2021. ICES fisheries management reference points for category 1 and 2 stocks. Technical Guidelines. In Report of 
the ICES Advisory Committee, 2021. ICES Advice 2021, Section 16.4.3.1. https://doi.org/10.17895/ices.advice.7891 
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fit etc.) should be examined as a whole to evaluate the appropriateness of any model 
developed and proposed for use in generating advice. 

5. If no analytical assessment method can be agreed, then an alternative method (the former 
method, or following the ICES data-limited stock approach see WKLIFE X3 should be 
put forward by the benchmark; 

6. Update the stock annex as appropriate; and 

7. Develop recommendations for future improvements of the assessment methodology and 
data collection. 

The following four stocks, pertaining to the ICES assessment working group WGBIE (Working 
Group for the Bay of Biscay and the Iberian Waters Ecoregion), were selected for the benchmark, 
listed here with the corresponding section in the report:  

• Section 2: Hake (Merluccius merluccius) in subareas 4, 6, and 7, and divisions 3.a, 8.a–b, 
and 8.d, Northern stock (Greater North Sea, Celtic Seas, and the northern Bay of Biscay; 
hke.27.3a46-8abd). 

• Section 3: Hake (Merluccius merluccius) in divisions 8.c and 9.a, Southern stock (Canta-
brian Sea and Atlantic Iberian waters; hke.27.8c9a). 

• Section 4: Black-bellied anglerfish (Lophius budegassa) in Subarea 7 and divisions 8.a–b 
and 8.d (Celtic Seas, Bay of Biscay; ank.27.78abd). 

Section 5: White anglerfish (Lophius piscatorius) in Subarea 7 and divisions 8.a–b and 8.d (Celtic 
Seas, Bay of Biscay; mon.27.78abd). 

 
3 ICES. 2020. Tenth Workshop on the Development of Quantitative Assessment Methodologies based on LIFE-history 

traits, exploitation characteristics, and other relevant parameters for data-limited stocks (WKLIFE X). ICES Scientific 
Reports. 2:98. 72 pp. http://doi.org/10.17895/ices.pub.5985 
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2 Greater North Sea, Celtic Seas, and northern Bay of 
Biscay hake 

Merluccius merluccius in subareas 4, 6, and 7, and divisions 3.a, 8.a–b, and 
8.d, Northern stock; hke.27.3a46-8abd

2.1 Introduction 

In the data workshop and the benchmark process several issues that can compromise the quality 
of the assessment of the northern stock of European hake were identified. Between the data 
workshop and the final benchmark meeting these issues were addressed. This section is struc-
tured as follows. First, for each issue, a subsection has been added explaining how it was ad-
dressed, its impact on the perception of the stock and/or assessment model performance and the 
final decision on whether or not to introduce it in the final model configuration. After presenting 
how the issues have been addressed, a section with the final model configuration has been 
added, with a deep analysis of the model performance and estimated stock perception. The final 
section concerns the development of the reference points. 

2.2 Maturity 

The maturity ogive currently in use was calculated in the benchmark carried out in 2010 using 
data from Bay of Biscay and using a knife-edge curve with L50 = 42.85 cm (ICES, 2010). In the data 
workshop, time-series of L50 estimated using AZTI’s data from the Bay of Biscay was presented. 
The L50 showed an increasing trend in the most recent years that could be due to both a change 
in the way resting individuals is assigned and/or a real trend in the biological process of matu-
ration. After the working group, a deeper analysis was conducted using the data call and 
DATRAS. There were differences in the estimated L50 between laboratories that were difficult to 
explain. It seemed that resting individuals, difficult to distinguish from immature ones, are as-
signed systematically as immatures in some cases, which leads to higher L50 estimates. It is 
known that maturity stage of hake is difficult to determine after the main spawning peak in the 
first quarter occurs. Thus, it is recommended to calculate the maturity ogives using only data in 
the spawning period (i.e. January-May). This implies that only data for the Bay of Biscay is avail-
able as the rest of the data comes from research surveys that take place in autumn. 

Figure 2.1 shows the temporal trend of L50 in the spawning period in the Bay of Biscay. There are 
two clear periods, from 2000 to 2011 and from 2012 to 2021. Before 2011, L50 is well below the 
value used currently in the assessment. After 2011, the values for females are close to the histor-
ical value used. The way resting individuals is classified changed in 2014, which is assumed to 
have a minor impact in the first quarter. Thus, the change could represent a real change in the 
maturation process, which could be related to the increased biomass level. However, there was 
not enough time to test its impact on the stock assessment and model performance during the 
benchmark.  

Benchmark Decision: Use the same L50 as used in the past, similar to the one observed for females 
in recent years. 

Benchmark Recommendations: It is recommended that the WGBIOP revise the maturity data 
available for northern hake and calculate a maturity ogive, for females, to be used in the assess-
ment of the stock and together with the RCG defines an adequate sampling protocol. 
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Furthermore, it is recommended that they revise the maturity data collected for this stock. When 
using only first quarter data, the maturity data only covers the Bay of Biscay, which represents 
only the southern part of the stock distribution and, therefore, a broader spatial coverage is 
needed. Moreover, if WGBIOP thinks that maturity data outside the first quarter is not reliable, 
it would be more efficient to concentrate the sampling during the first quarter while ensuring a 
good spatial coverage along the spatial distribution of the stock. 

 

Figure 2.1. Estimated L50 over time. Dashed line = L50 used in the assessment. 

2.3 Length-weight relationship 

The length weight relationship used in the base case, 𝑊𝑊(𝑔𝑔) = 𝛼𝛼 ∙ 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐)
𝛽𝛽 , has parameters 

α = 0.00513 and β = 3.074 and was estimated in the 1980s. In a working document presented dur-
ing the data workshop (see Annex 3: Working documents) a trend in the estimated mean at 
length over time was observed (Figure 2.2). It was initially proposed to use 3-year blocks based 
on the mean value in each block. The impact of using the 3-year block approach was tested and 
it was estimated to be very low.  

Benchmark Decision: As there was no time to analyse the stock specific length-weight data for 
Northern hake during the benchmark and the impact of the 3-year block was limited, it was 
decided to use the length-weight relationship calculated for the Southern hake stock (α =6.59e-
06, β = 3.16826) because, initially, the biological part was common for both stocks. 

Benchmark Recommendation: To carry out an interbenchmark workshop as soon as possible to 
revise the biological components of the model. 
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Figure 2.2. Estimated weight-over-time for lengths of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 and 80 cm (from left to the right, and top 
to the bottom). 

2.4 Growth parameters 

In the ‘base case’ configuration Linf and K were both fixed to Linf = 130 cm and K = 0.17 yr-1. De 
Pontual et al. (2013) based on tagging data proposed Linf = 125 cm and K = 0.17 yr-1. In a working 
document presented during the workshop, (see annex 3: working documents) proposed to cal-
culate Linf based on a meta-analysis on different hake species and life invariants for the Southern 
hake stock. In this case, Linf is derived from maturity ogives. As maturity for northern hake stock 
needs further analysis as initially, the growth parameters for both males and females were bor-
rowed from the southern hake stock.  

Benchmark Decision: As there was no time to analyse the conditioning of the biological part of 
the model during the benchmark it was decided to maintain the same values used initially in the 
sex-disaggregated model. 

Benchmark Recommendation: To carry out an interbenchmark workshop as soon as possible to 
revise the biological components of the model. 

2.5 Natural mortality 

In the base case model configuration, the natural mortality (M) value was equal to 0.4 for all ages. 
However, this value did not have any strong scientific support. In the final run, a sex-dependent 
natural mortality vectors were used, with higher natural mortality rate at younger ages, and 
constant mortality beginning at age 5. The vector of sex-separated values was based on the meth-
ods used to estimate natural mortalities in the assessment of the Adriatic and Sicilian European 
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hake (FAO, 2019a, b). The differences obtained in the stock perception using a constant mortality 
or a variable one is shown in Figure 2.3. The performance of the model in terms of model fit was 
similar. The recruitment was significantly higher to compensate the higher fishing mortality, but 
the overall trend was similar. In recent years, the drop in the biomass was sharper.  

Benchmark Decision: In the final run, a sex-dependent natural mortality was used with higher 
natural mortality rate at younger ages and constant mortality since age 5. These values were the 
same as the ones used in the southern hake stock. 

Benchmark Recommendation: To carry out an interbenchmark workshop as soon as possible to 
revise the biological component of the model. 

  

 

Figure 2.3. Time-series of stock status indicators in the Base Case fit and the case with age-dependent natural mortality 
(top) and SPR time-series relativo to SPR0, horizontal red line corresponds to SPR at MSY (bottom).  

2.6 Steepness 

Steepness was equal to 0.99 in the ‘Base Case’ which is not biologically realistic. As sigmaR is big 
enough to give flexibility to the model to estimate recruitment deviations adequately, the impact 
of different steepness values in the historical development of the stock is low. However, steep-
ness does impact on the estimation of virgin biomass, reference points and projections. Steepness 

Base Case Natural Mortalities 
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was estimated by the model and provided a relatively precise estimate (0.9; Figure 2.4), slightly 
above the value used for the Southern hake stock, 0.88, that was taken from the literature (see 
section 3 in this report).  

Benchmark Decision: Steepness is estimated by the model in the current configuration. 

Benchmark Recommendation: Monitor the robustness of the estimation of steepness to changes 
in biological parameters or addition of new year data. 

Figure 2.4. Estimate of the probability distribution of steepness.  

2.7 Initial condition 

Using total catches of European Hake from ICES reports, and assuming the same distribution of 
catches among stocks (south and north) and fleets as in the early years of the time-series (1946–
1977) Total catches of northern European hake were reconstructed back to 1946 by fleet. The 
objective was to obtain a better estimation of the virgin biomass. However, the results obtained 
were pretty similar to those obtained using data from 1978. Hence, it was decided not to extend 
the time-series back to 1946 because it required making a lot of assumptions and there was no 
real gain observed. 

Benchmark Decision: Do not extend the time-series of catches. 

Benchmark Recommendation: No recommendation. 

2.8 Weight of the likelihood components 

The amount of length data in the model (9 fleets + 8 surveys, 4 seasons, annual length–frequency 
distribution (LFD) data since 1978, seasonal since 1990) produces a big imbalance in the propor-
tion between the different likelihood components of the model, with 97% of the likelihood com-
ing from the LFD. This makes the model a bit ‘insensitive’ to other data sources, especially the 
survey indices. We tested the Dirichlet (Thorson, 2017) and McAllister and Ianelli (1997) ap-
proaches, for assigning weights to the likelihood components, but they had little impact on the 
results presumably because the sample size used as input data are not a real sample size but only 
a relative weighting between fleets and surveys. Alternatively, the LFDs were down-weighted 
by multiplying all the LFDs by 0.1 in one scenario, and by multiplying the survey LFDs by 0.1 
and the fleet LFDs by 0.01 in another scenario. The run test and the retrospective patterns im-
proved when LFDs were down-weighted by 0.1 but the hindcasting was worse. The diagnostics 
were better in the scenario where all LFDs were multiplied by 0.1.  

Benchmark Decision: All the LFD-s were multiplied by 0.1 

Benchmark Recommendation: Continue investigating the correct way of weighting the likeli-
hood components. 
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2.9 IAMS survey 

A new Irish survey starting in 2016 was presented during the data workshop. This index has a 
wide coverage along Celtic Sea and targets bigger individuals than EVHOE and IE-IGFS. Fur-
thermore, it provides sex-disaggregated data. Thus, the index could be useful to have more in-
formation on big individuals and sex ratio for sex-separated model. The introduction of the index 
had little impact on the overall performance of the model and the estimates but it was decided 
to keep it within the model as the time-series will increase in future and the value of the index 
will increase. 

Benchmark Decision: Inclusion of the index in the final configuration of the model. 

Benchmark Recommendation: None.  

2.10 Disaggregation of the OTHER fleet 

OTHER fleet, that accounts for catches in the northern part of the stock distribution (ICES divi-
sions 3, 4 and 6), was a minor fleet in the past. However, with the expansion of the stock its 
contribution to the total catch is currently around 30%. This fleet includes catches from different 
gears like trawlers and gillnetters. During the workshop it was considered necessary to disaggre-
gate this fleet into two segments, Trawlers and Non-Trawlers. The disaggregation was only pos-
sible since 2013 when InterCatch was first used for reporting catch data. The disaggregation of 
the fleet produces a similar fit, in terms of model performance, with a lower decrease in biomass 
in the most recent period (Figure 2.5). 

Benchmark Decision: Disaggregation of the OTHER fleet in two new fleets since 2013. 
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Figure 2.5. Time-series of stock status indicators in the Base Case fit and the case with the OTHER fleet dissagregated 
(top) and SPR time-series relativo to SPR0, horizontal red line corresponds to SPR at MSY (bottom). 

2.11 Discards 

In the assessment of northern European hake stock, discards were not raised externally but they 
were taken from InterCatch and directly introduced in the model even if discards are estimated 
internally by SS, they could be underestimated. During the data workshop, it was proposed to 
check the data and raise the discards externally in some cases where no samples are available 
but where discards are likely to occur. The code developed by Marine Institute in Ireland was 
applied to raise discards from 2014 to 2020. The values obtained were more similar to what was 
observed before 2014. As LFD did not change, the impact of total discards in the assessment were 
minimal. 

Benchmark Decision: Introduce the externally raised discards in the model input. 

2.12 Selectivity and fishing mortality 

Several scenarios of selectivity and fishing mortality (F) were tested. Using blocks or random 
walks from year 1998, for Spanish fleet in the first case and for all the fleets in the other. Fishing 
mortality method 4 (i.e. a fleet-specific parameter hybrid F approach ) was tested using method 
2 only for 2 fleet or for all of them. The scenarios were compared using performance statistics 
(run test, Mohn’s rho and hindcasting test).  

Benchmark Decision: F method 4 was selected, with hybrid method for SPTRAWL7, 
TRAWLOTH, FRNEP8, SPTRAWL8, NSTRAWL and OTHERS) and parametric for GILLNET, 
LONGLINE and OTHIST. For selectivity a random walk since 1998 for selection and retention 
was used for all the fleet.  

2.13 Sex disaggregated configuration 

Hake is a dimorphic species with very different growth pattern by sex, while females reach more 
than 130 cm it is rare to observe males above 80 cm. The sex-disaggregated model with similar 
model configuration provided better estimates than the sex-aggregated model with better diag-
nostics, especially retrospective pattern. The differences in the stock indicators were small and 
the trends were almost identical. See Figure 2.6. 

Benchmark Decision: Use the sex-disaggregated configuration in the final configuration 

Base Case New Fleet 
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Figure 2.6. Time-series of stock status indicators in the Base Case fit and a similar model but disaggregated by sex (top) 
and SPR time-series relativo to SPR0, horizontal red line corresponds to SPR at MSY (bottom). 

2.14 Analysis of the final configuration 

Figure 2.7 compares the stock indicators using the last accepted model configuration (ICES, 
2019a) and that developed during the benchmark. The main differences in recruitment come 
from the age-dependent natural mortality, with greater mortality currently observed on larger 
individuals. For SSB and F the trends are very similar. 

All the abundance indices passed the run test and only one of their LFDs failed. In the commer-
cial fleets, only two of the LFDs passed but there were not big patterns observed in general (Fig-
ures 2.8–2.12). 

Table 2.1 shows the MASE statistic (Carvalho et al., 2021) for the surveys and the length–fre-
quency distributions. Among the scientific surveys, the EVHOE index has the best predictive 
power. On the other hand, Porcupine and IGFS had a moderate predictive power. For IAMS, the 
MASE was large but this is likely due to the shortness of the time-series. 

In terms of retrospective pattern (Carvalho et al., 2017), the fit was quite stable from year to year 
with a very low Mohn’s rho value and no directional trend in the peels (Figure 2.13), which is 
significantly better compared to the results in the last assessment of this stock. 

In the jitter analysis, half of the fits converged to a similar log-likelihood where differences were 
< 0.001 in percentage (Figure 2.14). In terms of indicators, all the runs gave quite similar results 
(Figure 2.14). However, the likelihood of the Base model configuration was not the lowest one. 
In the other half of the runs, there was a set of runs with a log-likelihood somewhat above the 
log-likelihood of the base model configuration and which produced a similar stock perception. 
The rest of the runs did not converge or did not produce sensible results.  
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Figure 2.15 shows the parameters that vary the most in the jitter. In general, there are two sets of 
values with the parameters all related to the shape of the selectivity curves and the extra standard 
deviation (SD) in abundance indices. The extra SD in abundance indices had very little variation 
so the impact was very low. In the parameters related with selectivity curves, three are related 
with IAMS and other three with RESGASCQ-2. These parameters are highly correlated in gen-
eral, so even if the differences in the values are high, the impact was very limited because prob-
ably the effect cancels out. There was only one parameter for RESGASQ-4 survey, but the varia-
tion was very low. 

Table 2.1. Hindcast indicators, by fleet/survey and joint. The lower the indicator, the better. The value for IAMS is incor-
rect because there was a bug in the code due to the short time-series.  

Index Season MASE MAE.PR MAE.base MASE.adj
EVHOE 4 0.69499829 0.60947167 0.87693981 0.69499829
PORCUPINE 3 1.08199357 0.38695456 0.3576311 1.08199357
IGFS 4 1.0051 0.55140025 0.54860238 1.0051
IAMS 1 9.88704541 2.23840752 0.22639802 9.88704541
joint 1.79811695 0.89351615 0.49691771 1.79811695
SPTRAWL7 3 1.41147638 0.1025314 0.07264125 1.02531405
TRAWLOTH 3 1.05696154 0.05594858 0.05293341 0.55948581
FRNEP8 3 2.83480347 0.06577269 0.02320185 0.65772695
SPTRAWL8 3 1.18949944 0.09932706 0.08350325 0.99327065
GILLNET 3 0.366817 0.07538834 0.20552031 0.366817
LONGLINE 3 1.00698727 0.03868664 0.0384182 0.3868664
NSTRAWL 1 1.7091354 0.11424396 0.06684313 1.14243961
OTHERS 1 1.3934256 0.10789964 0.07743481 1.07899642
EVHOE 4 0.69751383 0.14165756 0.20308925 0.69751383
PORCUPINE 3 0.82086067 0.09605108 0.11701265 0.82086067
IGFS 4 0.64257888 0.21073119 0.32794602 0.64257888
IAMS 1 0.96546592 0.14052274 0.14554914 0.96546592
joint 0.8869052 0.10278662 0.11589359 0.8869052
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Figure 2.7. Time-series of stock status indicators in the Base Case fit and the final model configuration (top) and SPR time-
series relativo to SPR0, horizontal red line corresponds to SPR at MSY (bottom). 

 

Figure 2.8. Residuals of the surveys, green bands mean the data has passed the run test and red ones indicate it has not 
passed. 
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Figure 2.9. Joint residuals of the surveys, an RMSE value below 30% indicates a low conflict between the different surveys. 

Figure 2.10. Residuals of the fleets’ length-frequencies. Green bands mean the data has passed the run test and red ones 
indicate it has not passed. 
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Figure 2.11. Residuals of the surveys’ length-frequencies. Green bands mean the data has passed the run test and red 
ones indicate it has not passed. 

 

Figure 2.12. Joint residuals of the surveys, an RMSE value below 30% indicates a low conflict between the different 
surveys. 
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Figure 2.13. Retrospective analysis of SSB and fishing mortality together with the confidence intervals and the Mohn’s 
rho value. 

Figure 2.14. Jitter analysis with the iterations with the same or lower log-likelihood value. In the first three plots the 
time-series of fishing mortality, SSB and recruitment are shown. In the last scenario, the value of the log-likelihood, the 
black dot and the horizontal red line, correspond to the log-likelihood of the final fit.  
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Figure 2.15. Value of the parameters which estimated value has a CV higher that 1% in the jitter analysis. 

2.15 Reference points 

2.15.1 Introduction 

The reference points previously evaluated for northern hake are given in Table 2.2. These were 
recalculated during the ICES Working Group for the Bay of Biscay and Iberian Waters Ecoregion, 
WGBIE (ICES, 2019b), after a benchmark workshop (ICES, 2019a).  

Given the new revision of the assessment configuration during current workshop, the reference 
points were reviewed again following the latest ICES Advice technical guidelines on reference 
point estimation for category 1 and 2 stocks4. 

2.15.2 Software 

Two complementary methods were used for the reference points estimation. First, the SS soft-
ware that allows inferring MSY reference points (with associated uncertainty). And, next the 
EqSim functions (under the msy R package provided by ICES), for checking the compliance of 
MSY reference points with the ICES precautionary criterion (less than 5% probability of SSB < Blim 
in the long term) and the calculation of other reference points that rely on risks calculation, such 
as Flim and Fp05. 

Currently adopted SS model for northern hake is sex-separated, with 4 seasons and 2 spawning 
events, where recruits are generated based on a Beverton and Holt stock–recruitment 

 
4 ICES. 2021. ICES fisheries management reference points for category 1 and 2 stocks; Technical Guidelines. In Report of 

the ICES Advisory Committee, 2021. ICES Advice 2021, Section 16.4.3.1. https://doi.org/10.17895/ices.advice.7891. 
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relationship which considers female only SSB. Additionally, it models several fleets. However, 
EqSim only deals with stock data with both sexes combined and one fleet running in yearly steps. 
Therefore, the SS output has been collapsed (to both sexes stock spawning at the beginning of 
the year, exploited by a single fleet) and the maturity has been recalculated for getting female-
only SSB. 

2.15.3 Precautionary reference points 

Blim 

The stock shows a wide dynamic range of SSB, and evidence that recruitment is or has been 
impaired (Figure 2.16). So, in this case, Blim is the breakpoint of the segmented regression fitted 
using the recruitment and the female only SSB (as in SS) estimated from revised assessment, 
Blim = 62 086 t. 

Bpa 

The ICES basis for advice requires that a precautionary safety margin incorporating the uncer-
tainty in actual stock estimates leads to a precautionary reference point Bpa, which is a biomass 
reference point designed to avoid reaching Blim. Consequently, Bpa was calculated as Blim * 
exp(1.645 𝜎𝜎𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆) where 𝜎𝜎𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 0.147 was taken as the SS3 estimate of the log spawning biomass 
uncertainty in the most recent year (2020); Bpa = 79 071 t. 

Flim 

Flim is derived from Blim and is determined as the F that on average would bring the stock to Blim. 
This value is derived from long-term simulations (with EqSim) as the F that in stochastic equilib-
rium will result in median(SSB) = Blim. The value estimated was Flim = 0.73 year-1. 

Fpa 

Fpa was set at Fp05. This value is derived from long-term simulations (with EqSim) as the F which 
combined with MSY Btrigger (under the ICES MSY advice rule) fulfilling the precautionary crite-
rion of having less than 5% probability of SSB < Blim in the long term. Fpa = 0.54 year-1. 

2.15.4 MSY reference points 

The ICES MSY framework specifies a target fishing mortality, FMSY, which over the long term, 
maximizes yield, and also a spawning biomass, MSY Btrigger, below which fishing mortality is 
reduced proportionately relative to FMSY (ICES MSY advice rule). The ICES basis for advice notes 
that, in general, FMSY should be lower than Fpa, and MSY Btrigger should be equal to or higher than 
Bpa. The values of FMSY should be checked using stochastic simulation to ensure that expected 
errors in the advice do not result in >5% probability of SSB < Blim. 

Given the SS estimates for MSY-related values, a stochastic evaluation using equilibrium sto-
chastic simulations was carried out using EqSim for checking the precautionary criteria. 

2.15.4.1 Configuration of the simulations 

Definition of the stock recruitment model 
The form of the Beverton and Holt stock–recruit model is assumed as estimated in SS, so we 
force the SR function to have the same steepness and R0 and calculate the recruitment variability 
(𝜎𝜎𝑅𝑅). All the stock recruitment pairs since 1987 were used as a basis to estimate 𝜎𝜎𝑅𝑅 for the simu-
lations. The latest recruitment estimate (2020) was considered too uncertain and excluded from 
the time-series. 
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Simulations’ setup 
The default setting for the biological vectors (weights-at-age, proportion mature at age, propor-
tion natural and fishing mortality occurring before spawning…) is a 5-year window in which 
values for the simulation period are taken by resampling. According to ICES guidelines, the sim-
ulations should represent the current productivity state of the stock and make no inference on 
the direction of future changes. Based on this guideline, the mean values for the last 5 observed 
years were considered appropriate.  

In the absence of an estimate of Fcv and Fphi, EqSim assumes default values of 0.212 and 0.423 
respectively. These values were used. 

The simulations were based on 1000 replicates of the stock, used the value of Blim and Bpa defined 
above and considered MSY Btrigger = Bpa (see rational below). 

The detail of the configuration of the simulation is given in the table below.  

sim_Trig <- eqsim_run( fit_bh, 

                       Fcv = 0.212, Fphi = 0.423, SSBcv = 0,  

                       rhologRec = rho, 

                       Btrigger = Btrigger, Blim = Blim, Bpa = Bpa, 

                       Nrun = 1000, Fscan = Fscan, verbose = F) 

2.15.4.2 Simulation output and FMSY estimation 

Simulations were first run implementing no assessment error and not implementing the ICES 
MSY advice rule (i.e. setting MSY Btrigger = 0 in the simulations) in order to estimate Flim. The F 
value for which the median of the SSB across replicates was equal to Blim was 0.73 (Figure 2.17). 

MSY reference points were extracted from SS yield-per-recruit simulations (Figure 2.18), where: 
FMSY = 0.24 year-1, BMSY = 163 929 t and MSY = 78 855 t. The FMSY ranges were calculated as those F 
values associated with yield that is 95% of the peak of the yield curve (Figure 2.18) with lower 
and upper values estimated at 0.147 and 0.37 year-1, respectively. 

Following ICES guidelines, MSY Btrigger should be set equal to Bpa in the case of the northern hake, 
for which fishing mortality has been higher than FMSY in most of the historical period.  

Finally, simulations were run implementing assessment errors and the ICES MSY advice rule 
using a MSY Btrigger = Bpa (79 071 t) to check if the candidate FMSY value from SS (0.24) and the FMSY 
ranges (0.217, 0.37) were still found to be precautionary, which was the case as Fp05 was estimated 
at 0.704 (Figure 2.19 and 2.20). 

2.15.5 Conclusions 

Proposed revision of the reference points is shown in Table 2.3. 

2.16 Forecast assumptions 

The following are default forecast options. The ICES Working Group should evaluate these an-
nually and adapt as necessary: 

• Mean weights-at-age, maturity-at-age: average last 3 year; 
• Discard proportions-at-age: average last 3 years; 
• Exploitation pattern: average last 3 years; 
• F status-quo average last 3 years unless there is a clear trend in F, in which case F can be 

rescaled to the last year; 
• F in the intermediate year: F status-quo; 
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• Recruitment in the intermediate and forecast years: predicted from Stock Synthesis
stock–recruit relationship;

• Recruitment estimates in the last 2 data year(s): The recruitment has a big retrospective
pattern and the last two years are significantly corrected as new data comes into the
model. This correction has a big impact in the short-term forecast and hence in the catch
advice. Thus, recruitment deviations in last two assessment years should be turned off
and the recruitment estimates should correspond to the values predicted by the stock–
recruitment model.
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2.18 Figures and tables 

Table 2.2. Current northern hake reference points.  

Framework Reference point Value Technical basis Source 

MSY approach MSY Btrigger 56000 Bpa ICES (2019b) 

FMSY 0.26 Stochastic simulations on a segmented regres-
sion stock–recruitment relationship 

ICES (2019b) 

Precautionary 
approach 

Blim 40000 The breakpoint of the segmented regression 
stock–recruitment relationship 

ICES (2019b) 

Bpa 56000 1.4 × Blim ICES (2019b) 
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Framework Reference point Value Technical basis Source 

Flim Undefined Flim (0.84) is no longer considered appropriate 
given the estimate of Fpa 

ICES (2021) 

Fpa 1.02 Fp.05 with AR: The F that provides a 95% probabil-
ity for SSB to be above Blim.  

ICES (2019b; 
2021) 

Management 
plan 

FMGT Not defined   

SSBMGT Not defined   

MAP MSY Btrigger 56000 MSY Btrigger ICES (2019b), 
EU (2019) 

MAP Blim 40000 Blim ICES (2019b), 
EU (2019) 

MAP FMSY 0.26 FMSY ICES (2019b), 
EU (2019) 

MAP range Flower 0.180 Consistent with ranges resulting in no more than 
5% reduction in long-term yield compared with 
MSY (ICES, 2019b). 

ICES (2019b), 
EU (2019) 

MAP range Fupper 0.40 Consistent with ranges resulting in no more than 
5% reduction in long-term yield compared with 
MSY (ICES, 2019b). 

ICES (2019b), 
EU (2019) 

Table 2.3. Proposed revision of the northern hake reference points after the 2022 benchmark. 

Framework Reference point Value Technical basis 

MSY approach MSY Btrigger 79071 Bpa 

FMSY 0.24 SS simulations 

Precautionary 
approach 

Blim 62086 The median of the segmented regression stock–recruitment rela-
tionship breakpoint (Type 2 stock recruitment) 

Bpa 79071 exp(1.654 ×σ) × Blim, 𝜎𝜎 = 0.147. 

Flim 0.73 The F that provides a 50% probability for SSB to be above Blim. 

Fpa 0.54 Fp.05 with ICES MSY AR: The F that provides a 95% probability for 
SSB to be above Blim.  

Management 
plan 

FMGT Not defined  

SSBMGT Not defined  

 MAP MSY Btrigger 79071 MSY Btrigger 

 MAP Blim 62086 Blim 

 MAP FMSY 0.24 FMSY 

 MAP range Flower 0.147 Consistent with ranges resulting in no more than 5% reduction in 
long-term yield compared with MSY (ICES, 2019b). 
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Framework Reference point Value Technical basis 

MAP range Fupper 0.37 Consistent with ranges resulting in no more than 5% reduction in 
long-term yield compared with MSY (ICES, 2019b). 

Figure 2.16. Northern hake stock recruitment model used for stochastic simulations. SS estimates of the stock–recruit-
ment pairs used for model fitting are depicted in red (1978–2019). Black lines show the average Beverton and Holt model. 
The grey dots represent simulated values, the yellow line represents the median and the blue lines the 5% and 95% 
percentiles for the simulated values. 
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Figure 2.17. Northern hake. Median (across 1000 iterations) for the mean yield at stochastic equilibrium as a function of 
the fishing mortality applied. Blue vertical line corresponds to Fmsy (with dashed line representing the Fmsy range limits). 
Green vertical lines represent the fishing mortality at which p(SSB<Blim)>5%. Simulations run without assessment error 
and not implementing ICES MSY advice rule.  

 

Figure 2.18. Northern hake. MSY estimates from SS3 assessment.  
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Figure 2.19. Northern hake. Simulated recruitment, SSB, yield and p(SSB<Blim) as a function of the fishing mortality in the 
long-term simulations with EqSim under ICES AR. (a), (b) and (c): solid line represents the median value across the 1000 
iterations, dashed lines represent 5% and 95% percentiles of the distribution, historical estimates are depicted by the 
black dots.  

Figure 2.20. Northern hake. Fp05 estimation in the long-term simulations with EqSim under ICES AR. 
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3 Cantabrian Sea and Atlantic Iberian waters hake 

Merluccius merluccius in divisions 8.c and 9.a, Southern stock; 
hke.27.8c9a 

3.1 Introduction 

The last stock assessment model for the southern Atlantic hake (Merluccius merluccius) stock was 
carried out in GADGET with data from 1982 to 2019. This model was rejected in 2020 mainly due 
to problems with the retrospective pattern and convergence problems. Other data-limited alter-
natives were explored. The objective of this work is developing a Southern hake SS model able 
to provide catch advice in the ICES context. The initial Southern hake SS model was developed 
in WKTADSA5 (ICES, 2021) with the same data and similar assumptions than those used in the 
WGBIE for the GADGET model. Afterwards the work continues intersessionally addressing the 
identified issues for both, data and models. Data news were presented in the WKANGHAKE 
data compilation workshop (November 2021) and a case base model, incorporating all these data, 
was presented the first day of the benchmark workshop on anglerfish and hake (WKANGHAKE, 
2022). A final SS model was finally accepted by WKANGHAKE. The process of this development 
is presented here. 

This section is structured as follows. (1) First, a summary of the data review and main decisions 
(details can be seen in the working documents); (2) then a progress of the benchmark meting 
were model decisions were taken; (3) a description of the final model; (4) reference points; (5) 
projection settings and (6) final considerations. 

3.2 Data review 

There are working documents with methodological details for all the new data presented.  

Catch data review from 1948 to 2020 includes total catch review for the older period (1948 to 
2001) for landings and discards and an extension back for length distributions. 

• Catch data review from 1948 to 2020  
a) Period 1948–1971: there is only Portuguese data. Spanish was estimated based on 

Sp/Pt proportions. 
b) Period 1972–1981: No length distribution by fleets. Only yearly catch by country and 

main fleets.  
c) Period 1972–1985: Spanish catch data estimated at the beginning of the 1990s by 

Spanish experts. No document found about the procedure used. 
d) Discards are only routinely estimated after 2004. Before that only discards in years 

1994, 1997 and 2000 were estimated. 

• Catch length distribution review 
a) No length distribution available before 1982. 
b) Period 1982–1993: there are new data disaggregated by fleet that includes length dis-

tribution in a yearly basis and only until 80+ cm. 

 
5 ICES. 2021. Workshop on Tools and Development of Stock Assessment Models using a4a and Stock Synthesis 

(WKTADSA). ICES Scientific Reports. 3:33. 197 pp. https://doi.org/10.17895/ices.pub.8004 
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c) Period 1994-present: the same data as usual, seasonally data with Length frequency
Distribution 100+ cm.

d) Discards length distribution are only available after 2004 and in years 94, 97 and
2000.

e) Length distribution weights were initially set based on the sample size.

SS Fleets and length distribution 

It was accepted to use the old time recovered of catch data (1948–1981) although their high un-
certainty. Increase their weight compared with recent time-series was recommended. However 
preliminary SS runs showed a biomass in the first period quite instable.  

Benchmark Decision: Cutting the time-series starting in 1960 helped to stabilize this first period. 

The final 4 fleets used in the SS model combine fleets with similar length distributions. From 
lower to higher length target these fleets are: (1) the Cadiz trawl fleet alone (CdTrw); 4 trawl 
fleets (Trawlers), 2 artisanal fleets (Artisanal) and 2 fleets, gillnetters and longliners, targeting 
large fish (Volpal).  

Benchmark Decision: to divide historical fleet (1960–1981) in trawlers and volpal by mirroring 
the selectivity (LFD) of the modern fleets and combine fleets 1982–1993 (80+ cm) with fleets 1994–
2020 (100+ cm). 

Total discards estimation and length distribution are available after 2003 and some years before. 

Benchmark Decision: to assume that discards were negligible before 1994 when the implemen-
tation of minimum landing size of 27 cm started to be enacted. Afterwards, years without discard 
estimation were estimated by the SS model. 

CPUE was standardized for different fleets both, in Spain (WD 13) and in Portugal (WD 12). The 
three Spanish trawls were standardized in and joined in one CPUE weighted by the inverse of 
variance for years 2003–2020 (SpCPUE_trawlers). Gillneters and longliners were also joined to-
gether (2009–2020) with the same method (SpCPUE_volpal) and Portuguese trawlers for years 
1987–2020 were also standardized (PtCPUE).  

Same surveys than those used in the previous GADGET assessment were used: the Spanish sur-
vey in the North (SpSurv), the Portuguese survey in the centre (PtSurv) and the Spanish survey 
in the Gulf of Cádiz, in the South (CdSurv). All of them performed in autumn. The length distri-
bution for SpSurv and PtSurv were available split by sexes to help to develop a sex separated SS 
model. 
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Figure 3.1. Time-series of final SS data for fleets, CPUEs and surveys (top) and length distribution for these fleets and 
indices, all years together (bottom). 
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Biological data were also reviewed. The following topics were addressed in the data workshop: 

• Sex-at-length data for two surveys, Portuguese survey and Spanish survey in the North
length distribution by sex was provided by both countries.

• Length weigh relationship was re-estimated and, given the low differences in time it was
decided to use only a global mean for all the years (WD 10).

• Female maturity was also re-estimated including Portuguese data (WD 9) not previously
used. Two options for maturity implementation were discussed: a yearly ogive (with some
years joined together) or a global maturity. Finally, only a constant ogive was explored

• Life-history invariants combined with Bayesian hierarchical analysis was presented to de-
velop posteriors for Linf, k and M by sex (WD 03).

Among these, sex-at-length survey distribution, length-weight relationship and maturity ogives 
were implemented in the new model as time invariant parameters. Life-history invariants anal-
ysis were not explored. 

3.3 Analysis and model progress along the benchmark 

A case base was presented the first day of WKANGHAKE. Main differences regarding the older 
GADGET model are: 

• Extension of the time-series back to 1960 (no Spanish data available. It was assumed that
the ratio Spain/Portugal from the 1980s was constant previous to 1982).

• Fleets separated allowing different selectivities for each group (4 groups of fleets). All of
them was initially modelled as double normal.

• Sex separated dynamic since it is known that males and females have different growth
patterns.

Apart of that, SS settings have quite different options than GADGET. These options will be de-
scribed in the final model section. 

Initially all fleets were configured as double normal allowing the shape parameters (peak, top, 
left slope and right slope) to be estimated. The model was presented to WKANGHAKE group 
and the problems identified to this base case model were the following: 

• Initial conditions sensitivity. Small changes in model configuration can make the initial
biomass to change from 0 to a high figure.

• Convergence problems. Same run under different starting values or some alternative set-
ting can produce quite different results. SSB and F time-trends are quite sensitive to
model setting changes.

• Fleets are not catching big individuals (>90 cm) and the population modelled is able to
produce a big amount of these (~40% biomass > 90 cm). It is not realistic assuming that
there is a 40% of biomass not accessible to the fishery.

The cause of having a big amount of hidden biomass can be wrong selectivity or wrong biological 
parameters (E.G. Linf or M for older individuals).  

Exploring impact of selectivity: 

• Dome shaped selection can drive to huge SSB and large proportion of unfished > 90 cm
• Logistic selection drives to quite low SSB and no fish > 90 cm.
• Approach: to explore intermediate selections for the Volpal fleet ( the fleet that catch

larger individuals) fixing selection for older size al figures between 0 (dome shape like)
and 1 (logistic shape like) and check diagnostics.
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Figure 3.2. Sensitivity analysis of SSB and F trends on selectivity settings for the VolPal fleet (left) and proportion of SSB 
above 90 cm (right) under double normal selectivity. 

Figure 3.2 (left) shows the trends on SSB/BMSY and F/FMSY for different VolPal selectivity configu-
ration. The base model, with double normal selection shows the highest SSB trend and the lo-
gistic selectivity shows lower one. In between we can find intermediate selections with an addi-
tional parameter (selection at max size) fixed at different values. The large proportion of SSB 
above 90 cm are shown in the left plot with figures around 40% in the whole time-series. 

Diagnostics for all these alternative models did not help to choose the best one because they 
present similar likelihoods, residuals, retrospective patters and MASE. 

Main potential causes to this behaviour, i.e. strong differences in SSB and F depending on selec-
tivity settings (logistic and double normal) can be caused by selectivity options, but also caused 
by biological process (growth or natural mortality). 

Alternative runs to be explored: 

Sensitivity to Linf (90 cm to 120 cm each 10 cm) estimating the k parameter. The expected results 
would be that double normal and Logistic would have become more similar when reducing Linf 
because the growth do not allow to fish to reach big amount above Linf. However, this was not 
the case.  

 

Figure 3.3. Time-trends for SSB/SSBMSY and F/FMSY under different combinations of selectivity (Double normal and logistic) 
and Linf (90, 100, 110). 
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Figure 3.3 shows that difference in SSB and F trends under two different VolPal fleet selectivities 
are not affected in a significative way by the reduction of Linf from 120 to 90 cm. 

Benchmark Conclusion: Linf is not impacting this lack of model stability 

Benchmark Decision: WKANGHAKE decided to fix Linf = 110 cm and the corresponding esti-
mated k = 0.14, and continue analysis exploring other options. Explore sensitivity to a combina-
tion of selectivity (spline) and M, increasing the M at older ages (senescence). The range of M 
values explored did not provide a clear improvement.  

Figure 3.4 Time-trends for SSB/SSBMSY and F/FMSY under different combinations of selectivity (Spline and logistic) and M 
(senescence) with fixed Linf = 110. Left: table with quality diagnostics for logistic, spline and double normal models. 

Figure 3.4 (right) shows the impact of increasing M (senescence) and to estimate spline selectivity 
for Volpal fleet. Both changes reduce the SSB trend compared with those in the base case. This 
reduction is larger for spline than for M. There is a scientific basis to increase the M al older ages, 
although there is no basis to choose an amount. 

Figure 3.4 (left) shows that model diagnostics (likelihood, retrospective pattern, residuals) do not 
help to choose a “best model”, since figures are quite similar among different selectivities. This 
table also shows the high weight in the likelihood provided by length distribution vs. the indices 
(around a 99.5%) 

Benchmark Decision: reject the double normal model, keep the original Ms and carry on analysis 
for both model candidates with logistic and spline selectivity. 

Additional runs to test: 

• A reduction of steepness (h) from 0.95 to 0.88 (prior value from literature for hake; Myers
et al., 2002);

• Remove the PtCPUE calibration index that was pushing the SSB trend upwards and pre-
sents differences with the other 5 indices;

• Reduce weight in the length distribution likelihood to help the model biomass to follow
the index trends.

The reduction of h to 0.88 help t reduce the SSB trend in the spline model but not in the logistic 
one. Similar think happened removing PtCPUE and also reducing the length distribution weight. 

Benchmark Decision: accept all the proposed changes and compare two options for Volpal se-
lection with logistic and spline.  

LikelihoodTotal
Logistic 
Linf=110

Spline 
Linf=110

DN 
Linf=110

Total 6 247 6 192 6 163
LD 6279 6242 6216
Index -32 -50 -53

Monh's 
Rho SSB 0.193 -0.001 -0.065

F -0.187 -0.118 -0.1
MASE SpSurv 2.59 3.07 2.91
Index PtSurv 2.44 3.01 3.01

CdSurv 0.82 0.79 0.68
SpCPUE_Trw 1.3 1.31 1.21
SpCPUE_VolPa
l 3.3 2.69 2.15
PtCPUE 3.16 2.18 2.18
Total 13.61 13.05 12.14

MASE trawlers 0.74 0.69 0.68
Len Dist volpal 0.36 0.4 0.43

artisanal 0.3 0.31 0.31
cdTRrw 0.75 0.72 0.74
SpSurv 0.62 0.7 0.75
PtSurv 1.55 1.7 1.75
CdSurv 0.61 0.63 0.63
Total 4.19 4.46 4.61
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Model diagnosis for these two options were presented although no differences that suggest that 
a model is superior over the other. Furthermore, both models presented serious convergence 
issues. 

Benchmark Decision: The Group decided to support the logistic one based on risk aversion 
(lower biomass and higher F) as well as parsimony principle, i.e. less parameters to be estimated 
(2 for logistics vs. 5 for spline). This is important given the convergence problems observed in 
the models. This convergence issue requires further work to identify caused and reduce their 
impact. 

Most of the work developed along these days was focused to improve the sensitivity of SSB and 
F to selectivity parameters under the described convergence problems. Other analysis, specifi-
cally those related to the biological implementation of a sex separated models could not be ad-
dressed and will require further work in the near future.  

3.4 Final model 

The final model includes the parameterization decided along the benchmark meeting with these 
main decisions: Linf = 110; k = 0.14; h = 0.88; logistic selection; remove PtCPUE and reduced length 
distribution weight to a 10% compared with the base case. Phases in the estimation parameters 
order were also restructured to help convergence. Full details of model settings can be seen in 
the model files (starter, control and data). 

Convergence is a main issue for this stock and the final model was chosen among those per-
formed in the jitters and replicate the best one by: 

 >ss -phase 99 -maxfn 0; which will start the model in the final phase but not do any estimation 
allowing to have the hessian. 

3.4.1 Final model: settings 

A summary of main settings, diagnosis and results for this final model are presented here. 

3.4.1.1 Biological processes 
The growth pattern and natural mortality was set different for males and females. Maturity and 
length-weight relationship is common for males and females. The 4 biological process are con-
stant in time. 
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Figure 3.5. Biological settings for Southern hake SS model. Growth by sex (upper left); length-weight relationship (upper 
right); maturity-at-age (lower left) and natural mortality-at-age and sex (lower right).  

3.4.1.2 Growth 
Linf and k were both fixed to males Linf = 110 cm, females Linf = 70 cm and a constant k = 0.14 for 
both, males and females after an Linf sensitivity analysis (explore from female Linf from 90 to 
120 cm). In a working document presented during the workshop (WD 03) proposed to calculate 
Linf based on a meta-analysis on different hake species and life invariants for Southern stock of 
hake. There was no time to explore alternative growth configurations based on life-history in-
variants. 

A constant length weight relationship used in the final model, 𝑊𝑊(𝑔𝑔) = 𝛼𝛼 ∙ 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐)
𝛽𝛽 , has parameters

α=0.00377 and β=3.168 (WD 10) 

As there was not time to analyse the conditioning of the biological part of the model during the 
benchmark it was decided to maintain the same values used initially and explore in the near 
future alternative options. 

3.4.1.3 Maturity ogive 
A female maturity ogive, constant for all years, was decided to use. Further work is required to 
implement yearly (or yearly grouped) maturity ogives. 

3.4.1.4 Natural mortality 
In the final run an age and sex-dependent natural mortality was used, with higher natural mor-
tality rate at younger ages, and decreasing M until age 15. The vector of sex-separated values 
was based on the natural mortalities used in the assessment of the Adriatic and Sicilian European 
hake (FAO, 2019a, b). 

Selectivity was set as double normal for all fleets and indices but the Volpal fleet, that is a mixture 
of gillnetters and longliners targeting larger fish. This fleet selectivity was configured as logistic. 
CPUE selectivities were mirrored to the corresponding fleet selectivity.  
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Figure 3.6. Selectivities estimated for all fleets and indices. All are double normal but volpal (and the mirrored one 
SpCPUE_volpal) which is logistic. 

3.4.2 Final model: diagnostics 

Different diagnosis were used along the benchmark (Carvalho et al., 2021; Minte-Vera et al., 2021) 
to take decisions to progress towards best model selection.  

Differences between observed and modelled biomass indices. PtCPUE figures are presented alt-
hough the index is not contributing to the model fit setting their lambda to 0. 

 

Figure 3.7.a. Biomass indices residuals. Notice that PtCPUE weight was set to zero. So the fit is presented but this index 
is not participating in the total model likelihood. 
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There are three surveys and two CPUEs covering recent periods of model time-series. The Sur-
vey Biomass indices started in 1983 (SpSurv) and afterwards different indices are contributing 
to the population biomass calibration. Standardized CPUEs covers the most recent period.  

Figure 3.7.b: Residuals for all year grouped length distribution. PtSurv and SpSurv length distributions are fit separately 
to males (blue) and females (red) 

In general index and length distribution fit relatively well the observations. The only thing to 
highlight is the age zero (<20 cm) fit for two surveys (PtSurv and CdSurv). Further work is re-
quired to identify and correct the causes of this fit issues. 
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Figure 3.7.c. Observed sex ratio (grey) and modelled one (purple) for SpSurv (upper) and PtSurv (lower) for sizes larger 
than 20 cm. 

Two surveys provide information to estimate sex ratios. SS does have an specific likelihood for 
sex ratios and this plot only provides visual information about how the differential growth and 
natural mortality shapes the sex ratio at length. This visual information shows that the model 
follows the increase of female proportion after 40 cm reaching a 100% females proportion after 
80 cm.  
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Figure 3.7.d. Mean absolute scaled error (MASE ) for biomass indices (upper) and mean length (lower). PtCPUE is not 
included in the model. 

MASE quantifies the model predictive power biomass indices and length distribution data. 
MASE scores < 1 indicate that the model has a superior prediction skill than the baseline forecast. 
2 out of 5 indices (PtCPUE is not included in the model) has figures lower than 1, meanwhile 1 
out of 7 length distribution mean size have values lower than 1.  
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Figure 3.7.e: Retrospective pattern for SSB with 95 C.I. for the final run 

Figure 3.7.e shows the retrospective pattern for SSB with a Mon’s Rho figure of 0.096. A similar 
figure of -0.123 was achieve for the F retrospective pattern. This is a clear improvement regarding 
the rejected GADGET model that showed values around 0.5.  

 

Figure 3.7.f. Jitter diagnostic for 6 out of 12 model that provides a positive definite hessian.  

Figure 3.7.f provides a view of the main problem with this model. The figure presents the model 
results for 6 jitter runs that provides a positive definite hessian. Among these 5 presents values 
with a likelihood around 2500. All these provides similar values in terms of SSB and F in the 
latest 40 years, after 1985. SSB and F before 1985 are more sensitive to initial values. The model 
with lower likelihood (model 7 in the plot) was chosen as the final model.  

The final model (as well as most of the model tested) are quite instable, with a quite flat likeli-
hood surface that favours to achieve local minima instead of the global one. Different likelihood 
have strong impact on SSB and F trends. Just a few runs are able to inverse the hessian. Among 
these, those with lower likelihood are quite stable in terms of SSB and F trends. 

There is not any individual diagnostic that provides a clear signal of good convergence but a 
combination of several. In this final model we can consider: (1) all the estimated parameters are 
inside the bounds; (2) the final likelihood is 2340 and the final gradient 0.0030; the final gradient 
did not get to the convergence set (0.0001) although given the big likelihood it can be considered 
an small value; (3) the Hessian is positive definite and (4) the jitter shows high difficulties to get 
to the same result. The chosen patch was to select the model with lower likelihood taking in 
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consideration that models with similar likelihood provide similar results in terms of SSB and F 
trends. This is not an optimal solution, but given the problems can be a temporary one mean-
while the causes of this problems are not identified. 

Diagnosis conclusion: 

In general, all the diagnosis provides signals of a complex model that requires further work and 
improvements although can be considered an acceptable performance to provide catch advice. 
The more critical issue is the convergence. The jitter is developed to identify convergence prob-
lems by setting different starting values for the parameters and allowing ADMB to get to the best 
parameter combination with the lower likelihood (negative). A bad jitter performance shows that 
the likelihood surface is relatively flat and the models can get to different solution starting in 
different places.  

Benchmark Decision: to accept the final model as a basis to provide catch advice. Although given 
the convergence problems yearly updates have to be made with care. 

Benchmark Recommendation: explore broadly the convergence an alternative fit once the model 
is updated. Explore alternative configurations to better understand causes and solutions to this 
problem. 

3.4.3 Final model: summary results 

Figure 3.8. Summary model performance. 

3.5 Reference points 

Reference points were established by following the ICES fisheries management reference points 
for category 1 and 2 stocks (Published 1 March 2021).  
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Two complementary methods were used for the reference points estimation. First, the SS3 soft-
ware that allows inferring MSY reference points (with associated uncertainty). And, next the 
eqsr_fit and eqsim_run functions (under the msy R package provided by ICES), for checking the 
compliance of MSY reference points with the ICES precautionary criterion (less than 5% proba-
bility of SSB < Blim in the long term) and the calculation of other reference points that rely on risks 
calculation, such as Flim and Fp05. 

Currently adopted SS3 model for southern hake is sex-separated, with 4 seasons and 2 spawning 
events, where recruits are generated based on a Beverton and Holt stock–recruitment relation-
ship which considers female only SSB. Additionally, it models several fleets. However, eqsr_fit 
and eqsim_run only deals with stock data with both sexes combined and one fleet running in 
yearly steps. Therefore, the SS3 output has been collapsed (to both sexes stock spawning at the 
beginning of the year, exploited by an unique fleet) and the maturity has been recalculated for 
getting female-only SSB. 

3.5.1 Stock–recruit relationship 

The form of the Beverton and Holt (BH) stock–recruit model is assumed and estimated by eqsr_fit 
using all the stock recruitment pairs since 1982 to 2019 (length data starts in 1982 and the latest 
recruitment estimate (2020) was considered too uncertain and excluded from the time-series), 
see Figure 3.9. 

 

Figure 3.9. Southern hake stock recruitment model. SS3 estimates of the stock–recruitment pairs used for model fitting 
are depicted in red (1982–2019). Black lines show the average Beverton and Holt model. The grey dots represent simu-
lated values, the yellow line represents the median and the blue lines the 5% and 95% percentiles for the simulated 
values. 

For comparison proposes the compliance of MSY reference points with the ICES precautionary 
criterion was also checked using instead of the previous BH relationship the one estimated in 
SS3, so we force the SR function to have the same steepness and B0, R0, and calculate the recruit-
ment variability (𝜎𝜎R). In this report we focus on providing the results of the first approach (using 
an estimated BH relationship without fixed SS parameter values). However, it is important to 
mention that both approaches lead to the same conclusions about the compliance of SS MSY 
reference points with the ICES precautionary criterion. 
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3.5.2 Stock type and Blim 

The stock–recruit relationship was examined for the period 1982–2019, see Figure 3.10. The stock 
type was identified as type 2 (stocks with a wide dynamic range of SSB, and evidence that re-
cruitment is or has been impaired.). Blim is defined as the segmented regression change point, 
Blim= 6011 t. 

Figure 3.10. Scatterplot of SSB and recruitment pairs from 1982 to 2019 with year labels. 

3.5.3 PA reference points 

Bpa 

Bpa is estimated as Blim plus model uncertainty. The estimate of error around SSB in the year 2021 
of the model was 0.139. Then, Bpa = Blim * exp(1.645 * 0.139) = 7556 t. 

Flim

Flim is derived from Blim and is determined as the F that on average would bring the stock to Blim. 
This value is derived from long-term simulations (with eqsim_run with a segmented regression 
SR relationship, with the point of inflection at Blim) as thus determines the F which, at equilib-
rium, yields a 50% probability of SSB > Blim. This simulation is conducted without inclusion of a 
Btrigger and without inclusion of assessment/advice errors. The value estimated was Flim = 0.694 
(details simulation in Figure 3.11). 
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Figure 3.11. Southern hake. Median (across iterations) for the mean yield at stochastic equilibrium as a function of the 
fishing mortality applied. Blue vertical line corresponds to Fmsy (with dashed line representing the Fmsy range limits). Green 
vertical lines represent the fishing mortality at which P(SSB<Blim)>5%. Simulations run without assessment error and not 
implementing ICES MSY advice rule. 

Set Btrigger 

Btrigger should be selected to safeguard against an undesirable or unexpected low SSB when fish-
ing at Fmsy. In the ICES MSY approach, Btrigger is set at Bpa if there are lack of data on fishing at Fmsy. 
For checking if the stock has been fished at Fmsy for 5 or more years we focus on the period 1892 
onwards, since before this year unrealistic high SSBs and low fishing mortalities are estimated 
by the model, estimates before 1982 have high uncertainty due to the data unavailability (length 
distributions, surveys, CPUE's start on 1982). Hence, looking at the 1982–2020 period, the stock 
has never been exploited at Fmsy then Btrigger is set at Bpa. 

Fp05 

The final long-term simulations (with eqsim_run based on BH stock–recruit function) implements 
the ICES advice rule which should be evaluated to check that the Fmsy and MSY Btrigger combina-
tion fulfils the precautionary criterion of having less than 5% annual probability of SSB < Blim in 
the long term. The evaluation includes assessment/advice error and stochasticity in population 
biology and fishery selectivity and Btrigger = 7556. The ICES default settings were used for 
cvF = 0.212; phiF = 0.423; cvSSB = 0 and phiSSB = 0. Then, the candidate Fmsy value from SS3 
(0.221) and the Fmsy ranges (0.151, 0.311) are still found to be precautionary, which is the case as 
Fp05 is estimated at 0.558 (Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13). Table 3.1 summarized the results reported 
throughout this section. Additionally, Figure 3.14 reports the MSY estimates from SS3 assess-
ment.  
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Figure 3.12. Southern hake. Simulated recruitment, SSB, yield and P(SSB<Blim) as a function of the fishing mortality in the 
long-term simulations with eqsim_run under ICES AR. (a), (b) and (c): solid line represents the median value across the 
1000 iterations, dashed lines represent 5% and 95% percentiles of the distribution, historical estimates are depicted by 
the black dots. 

Figure 3.13. Southern hake. Fp05=Fpa (the F that provides a 95% probability for SSB to be above Blim) estimation in the long-
term simulations with eqsim_run under ICES AR. 
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Figure 3.14. Southern hake. MSY estimates from SS3 assessment. 

Table 3.1. Southern hake reference points after the 2022 benchmark. 

Framework Reference point Value Technical basis 

MSY approach MSY Btrigger 7556 Bpa 

Fmsy 0.221 SS3 simulations. 

Precautionary 
approach 

Blim 6011 Segmented regression change point. 

Bpa 7556 exp(1.654 ×σ) × Blim, 𝜎𝜎 = 0.139. 

Flim 0.694 The F that provides a 50% probability for SSB to be above Blim. 

Fpa 0.558 Fp05 with ICES MSY AR: The F that provides a 95% probability for 
SSB to be above Blim.  

Management 
plan 

FMGT Not defined  

SSBMGT Not defined  

MAP MSY Btrigger 7556 MSY Btrigger 

MAP Blim 6011 Blim 

MAP Fmsy 0.221 Fmsy 

MAP range Flower 0.151 Consistent with ranges resulting in no more than 5% reduction 
in long-term yield compared with MSY. 

MAP range Fupper 0.311 Consistent with ranges resulting in no more than 5% reduction 
in long-term yield compared with MSY. 
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3.6 Short-term forecast settings 

The following are default forecast options although a change in the selected years can be consid-
ered by WGBIE whether the group considers there is a good reason (e.g. changes in trends) to 
do it. 

• Biology (Mean weights-at-age, maturity-at-age): average last 3 year.
• Discard proportions-at-age: as estimated by the retention model
• Exploitation pattern: average last 3 years
• F status-quo average last 3 years unless there is a clear trend in F, in which case F can be

rescaled to the last year.
• Recruitment in the intermediate and forecast years: predicted from Stock Synthesis

stock–recruit relationship.
• Recruitment in the last data year(s): if the working group believes these are not accurately

estimated it can be replaced with the recruitment predicted from Stock Synthesis stock–
recruit relationship.

The WGBIE working group will review these annually and adapt as necessary. Especial care 
must be taken this year since the Benchmark did not have time to explore their implementation 
in SS. 

3.7 Final considerations 

The model is quite instable. Just a few runs able to invers hessian. Among these, those with lower 
likelihood are quite stable in terms of SSB and F trends. Future models, once the yearly data are 
updated can suffer from same problems and it is suggested to explore in depth alternative runs 
starting at different initial values to be sure that the model converges al the best possible fit. 

Further work is also required to better understand the causes and possible solutions to an easy 
convergence. 

Model results before 1982, the period with less information (no info on biomass indices, neither 
length distribution) and lower quality of catch data are more sensitive to model settings and 
more difficult to get convergence. Model figures for this period must be considered with extra 
care. 

Biology was one of the main challenges of this benchmark since the sex separated model requires 
different parameterizations for the biological processes. However, given the problems of sensi-
tivity and convergence most of the benchmark work was devoted to this and only quite minor 
biological problems was addressed. Further work is required to review the biological process 
tighter with Northern hake. 

Reference points analysis found some difficulties. ICES procedure to simulate the long-term 
equilibrium under precautionary considerations could not be implemented in the SS framework. 
The WK decided to transform SS outputs on age structured R objects to reproduce the risk anal-
ysis to check whether FMSY and F ranges are affected by precautionary considerations. Once that 
was probed that this is not the case FMSY and ranges was estimated in the SS framework which 
also will be used to make the projections. 

Projections will be performed in the SS framework to be consistent with the model dynamics. 
However, the WK would not had time to check whether the selected projection setting can be 
implemented without problems. The WK suggest that the WGBIE checked and reformulate (if 
needed) these settings. 
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4 Celtic Seas, Bay of Biscay black-bellied anglerfish 

Lophius budegassa in Subarea 7 and divisions 8.a–b and 8.d; ank.27.78abd 

4.1 Development of the model 

An initial model was developed at WKTADSA (January 2021); this was refined over the period 
leading up to the WKANGHAKE data workshop (November 2021) where several further sug-
gestions were made. Development of the model continued up to the WKANGHAKE benchmark 
meeting with considerable help and suggestions from a few SS experts. The main developments 
since the WKANGHAKE data workshop are summarized below: 

• Survey sample sizes (number of hauls) were provided. 
• The use of biomass indices vs. abundance indices was tested and there was no percepti-

ble difference. 
• Sex-specific survey length data were provided and a sex-disaggregated model was de-

veloped. 
• The two survey indices show conflicting trends in recent years. The raw survey data were 

checked, and the estimation procedures were checked in detail but no mistakes were 
found. Neither index was deemed more reliable than the other so it was decided to retain 
both indices. 

• Length composition data from the commercial landings were analysed to identify a use-
ful grouping of commercial fleets (WD11). Four fleets were identified: French trawlers, 
Spanish trawlers, Other trawlers and gillnets. However, for black anglerfish the fleet-
specific data were quite noisy and it proved difficult to fit selection curves. Moreover, 
the differences between the fleets were relatively small. Therefore, all trawl fleets were 
combined into a single fleet. The gillnet fleet is only minor for this stock, but it was kept 
separate because its contribution is slowly increasing and because it is a very different 
fishing technique from trawling. 

• Landings data since 1950 were considered to be reasonably reliable, therefore these were 
included in the model. 

• Sample sizes for commercial length composition are reported to in the annual working 
group reports as well as to InterCatch. Because there were considerable differences be-
tween the two sources of data, expert judgement was used to estimate a reasonable com-
promise. 

• Selectivity (dome-shaped vs. flat-topped) was explored and discussed in much detail. 
More information on this in section describing alternative runs. 

• Biological parameters were fixed to the values agreed at the data compilation workshop.  

The base case model is outlined below, the structure of this section follows that of the SS input 
files. Any settings not described below can be assumed to be the default as indicated in the man-
ual. 

4.1.1 Base case 

Starter file 

• SSversion: 3.30 
• F_report_unts: 5 (unweighted average F for range of ages) 
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• F_age_range: 3–10. The base case has logistic selectivity with full selection from age 3
onwards so the oldest age is not important; age 10 was chosen as it is not exceedingly
rare.

Data file 

• styr: 1950. Reasonably reliable landings data start in this year
• endyr: 2020
• nseas: 1. Commercial data are aggregated by year; quarterly data are available but con-

sidered to be too noisy
• Nsubseasons: 4. A separate ALK is calculated for each sub-season; this allows appropri-

ate fitting of the length cohorts in surveys that do not take place in the middle of the
year.

• spawn_month: 1. The mean size of the recruits in Q4 surveys is around 12 cm and the
growth rate of small fish is estimated around 10 cm/yr which suggests that spawning at
the start of the year is a reasonable assumption.

• Ngenders: 2. Sexual dimorphism is known to occur; length composition by sex is avail-
able for both surveys.

• Nages: 15. This seems sufficient.
• N_areas: 1. Differences between areas are known to exist but a multi-area model was

considered too complicated at this stage and remains to be explored.
• Nfleets: 4

o FL1_TRAWL; commercial fleet; units: biomass.
o FL2_Gillnets; commercial fleet; units: biomass
o FR_IE_IBTS; survey; units: biomass. Combined French-Irish IBTS Q4 groundfish

surveys
o IE_MONKSURVEY; survey; units: biomass. Irish Q1 Anglerfish and Megrim

Survey
• Catch (note: this is SS terminology but refers to landings only)

o catch_se for both fleets is 0.2 from 1950 to 1999 and 0.1 from 2000 onwards.
o Fleet 1 is assumed to have equilibrium catches before the star of the time-series.

Time-series of annual landings (tonnes) with standard errors. Fleet 1 consists of all trawl gears 
and is by far the dominant fleet; Fleet 2 consists of gillnets; landings from this fleet have slowly 
increased over the last 20 years but still consist a small proportion of the total. Three separate 
trawl fleets were originally identified but the length compositions and discard data were consid-
ered to be too noisy to retain these as separate fleets. 
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• CPUE 
Both survey indices are provided as biomass and the error is provided on the lognormal 
scale (converted from normal scale using the equation in the SS manual) 

 
Time-series of the FR_IE_IBTS (fleet 3) and the IE_MONKSURVEY (fleet 4) 

• N_discard_fleets: 2 
o FL1_TRAWL; units: biomass; error type: normal 
o FL2_Gillnets; units: biomass; error type: normal; years with very small discard 

estimates were removed to improve the model fit. 

 
Time-series of discards (tonnes). Fleet 1 is FL1_TRAWL and fleet 2 is FL2_Gillnets 

• Length bins for the population and data 
o 2 cm length bins from 2 to 130 cm; 5 cm bins from 130–140 

• Length composition data structure 
o Length data are available for the 2 commercial fleets and 2 survey fleets. Length 

data for the early years of the IE_MONKSURVEY were not used. 
o Bin compression: 0.001; stronger compression does not allow the sex-ratio of the 

largest fish to be fitted because there are almost no males in those size bins which 
leads those bins to be compressed. 
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o Dirichlet option selected for all four fleets

Overall length composition (all years combined) for the commercial fleets (FL1_TRAWL 
and FL2_Gillnets) and the surveys (FR_IE_IBTS and IE_MONKSURVEY). Partition 0 
is catch, 1 is discards and 2 is landings. 

Standardized deviation from the mean length distribution. Blue circles indicate larger 
numbers-at-length than overall mean; red is lower than expected. The length data show 
strong cohort tracking up to at least 6 years for particularly strong and weak cohorts 
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Sample sizes by year and fleet. For the commercial fleets the sample sizes were based on 
those reported to in the annual working group reports as well as those reported to Inter-
Catch. Because there were considerable differences between the two sources of data, expert 
judgement was used to estimate a reasonable compromise. For the surveys, the sample size 
is the number of hauls. 

• Age data: No age data are available 
• Environmental data: None 
• Generalised size comp data: None 
• Tag-Recapture data: None 
• Stock (Morph) comp data: None 
• Selectivity priors: None 

Control file 

• EmpiricalWAA: 0 (not available) 
• N_GP: 1 (single growth pattern) 
• N_platoon: 1 (single platoon) 
• recr_dist_method: 4 – none, no parameters (growth pattern x settlement x area = 1). 
• recr_dist_pattern: All recruitment assumed to occur in month 1 at age 0 
• N_Block_Designs: 0 
• natM_type: 3 (Age-specific M).  
• natM: Lorenzen for young ages and flat for older ages where predation is not the main 

source of natural mortality. M for older ages based on the fishlife library, taking account 
of the life history of the stock. See WD06 for more details. There was no basis to assume 
different M for the two sexes; length-at-age for the young ages (where Lorenzen applies) 
is almost identical for males and females. 

Age 0 Age 1 Age 2 Age 3 Age 4+ 
1.00 0.72 0.44 0.34 0.32 

• GrowthModel: 1 (VonB) 
• Growth_Age_for_L1: 1 
• Growth_Age_for_L2: 999 (L2=Linf) 
• maturity_option: 1 (length logistic) 
• First_Mature_Age: 2 (ages below the first mature age will have maturity set to zero.) 
• fecundity_option: 1 (linear eggs/kg on body weight) 
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• MG_params: All biology parameters are fixed and based on life history information
compiled during the WKANGHAKE data compilation workshop

o L_at_Amin_Fem_GP_1 12.5 
o L_at_Amax_Fem_GP_1 129 
o VonBert_K_Fem_GP_1 0.101 
o CV_young_Fem_GP_1 0.244 (estimated by the model, then fixed) 
o CV_old_Fem_GP_1 0.1 (assumed) 
o Wtlen_1_Fem_GP_1 0.0000177 
o Wtlen_2_Fem_GP_1 2.95 
o Mat50%_Fem_GP_1 65 
o Mat_slope_Fem_GP_1 -0.15
o Eggs/kg_inter_Fem_GP_1 1
o Eggs/kg_slope_Fem_GP_1 0
o L_at_Amin_Mal_GP_1 12.5 
o L_at_Amax_Mal_GP_1 78 
o VonBert_K_Mal_GP_1 0.197 
o CV_young_Fem_GP_1 0.244 (estimated by the model, then fixed) 
o CV_old_Mal_GP_1 0.1 (assumed) 
o Wtlen_1_Mal_GP_1 0.0000177 
o Wtlen_2_Mal_GP_1 2.95 
o CohortGrowDev 1 
o FracFemale_GP_1 0.5 

• SR_function: 3 (Beverton-holt)
• SR_params: all fixed except R0

o SR_LN(R0) estimated in phase 1 
o SR_BH_steep 0.93 
o SR_sigmaR 0.5 
o SR_regime 0 
o SR_autocorr 0 

• do_recdev: 1
• MainRdevYrFirst: 1986 (first data year)
• MainRdevYrLast: 2020 (there is information from the surveys and discards to inform

Rdev)
• Recfev_phase: 2
• last_early_yr_nobias_adj: 1951 (suggested by r4ss)
• first_yr_fullbias_adj: 1990.7 (suggested by r4ss)
• last_yr_fullbias_adj: 2020.3 (suggested by r4ss)
• first_recent_yr_nobias_adj: 2021 (suggested by r4ss)
• max_bias_adj: 0.9297 (suggested by r4ss)
• F_Method: 4 Fleet-specific parameter/hybrid F (recommended).
• F_4_Fleet_Params:

o Fleet 1: start F 0.30; phase 1
o Fleet 2: start F 0.05; phase 2

• Init_F: there was some fishing before 1950; however, the model estimated initial F to be
very low hitting the boundary of 1e-3 in most runs but in some runs initial F converged
on a very high value. As it does not affect the rest of the model, the value was fixed at
0.01.

• Q_options:
o Fleet 3 (IBTS): link 1 (simple Q); no extra se; no bias adj; float
o Fleet 4 (MONK): link 1 (simple Q); no extra se; no bias adj; float

• size_selex_types:
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o FL1_Trawl: Pattern 1 (logistic); discards (with time-varying Retain_L_infl) 
o FL2_Gillnets: Pattern 1 (logistic); discards 
o FR_IE_IBTS: Pattern 24 (double-normal) 
o IE_MONK: Pattern 1 (logistic) 

• age_selex_types: - None 
• size_selex_para: 

o Main para estimated in phase 5, others in phase 3 
o Retention para estimated in phase 5 and 6; random walk on retention inflection 

parameter from 2005–2020 due to the gradual adoption of minimum market 
weight. 

• dirichlet_params: 
o Estimates in phase 8 for all 4 fleets 

• size_selex_params_tv: time varying retention size at inflection 
o dev_se fixed at 2.5 
o auocorr fixed at 0 

• Use_2D_AR1_selectivity: 0 
• TG_custom: 0 
• DoVar_adjust: 1 
• maxlambdaphase: 1 
• sd_offset: 1 
• N_lambdas: 0 

Phases 

The phases were set according to the following rule-of-thumb: 

• Phase 1: R0 and Ms 
• Phase 2: biology (+ time varying bio parameters or next phase) 
• Phase 3: main recdev 
• Phase 4: early recdev 
• Phase 5: Main sel para and q (when estimated, not in this cases as we are using floats) 
• Phase 6: Other sel para 
• Phase 7: time varying para in sel  
• Last phase: Dirichlet parameters 

4.1.2 Model diagnostics 

Full model diagnostics are available on the SharePoint folder “Software” (ank.27.7abd_fi-
nalSSmodel.zip). The approach to model diagnostics described below follows that described by 
Carvalho et al. (2021). 

4.1.2.1 Convergence 
• No parameters are estimated at or near bounds or with unusual variance. 
• The final gradient is < 1e-4. 
• The Hessian is positive definite. 
• 50 jitter runs were performed using default settings for magnitude and all converged on 

the same likelihood as the base run. 
• There was a strong correlation in the parameters controlling the ascending part of the 

double-normal selectivity curve for the IBTS survey (97%). However, the jitter runs al-
ways converged on the same solution so this was not considered to be problematic. 
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4.1.3 Goodness-of-fit 

Fits and residuals were examined (see plots below). Runs tests were performed and RMSE was 
calculated. 

IE_FR_IBTS IE_MONKSURVEY 

Figure 4.1. The model fits the survey indices reasonably well but there is some conflict between the two indices. 

Figure 4.2. The fit to the landings just before the length data begin (1986) is poor. This may indicate that the model had 
insufficient flexibility in the recruitment deviations before that time and should be investigated at a future (inter) bench-
mark. 
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Figure 4.3. Both indices pass the runs test and have an acceptable RMSE. 

 

Figure 4.4. The mean length residuals of the Trawl fleet are generally very small, yet they fail the runs test (this is thought 
to be an artefact). The gillnet fleet has more small fish than expected in 2003 and 2020 which causes it to fail the runs 
test. The surveys pass the runs test for mean length and the RMSE is well below the threshold of 30%. 
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Figure 4.5. The overall fit to the length composition data (all years combined) is quite good for the discards; the landings 
of both fleets have a reasonable fit but logistic selection may be a bit too rigid. The IBTS survey has good fit for young 
fish but the third cohort seems to be underestimated for both sexes. The MONK survey has quite a good fit for females 
but not for large males, which are overestimated. 
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Figure 4.6. The overall fit to the sex-ratio (all years combined) is relatively poor, suggesting that either there is a differ-
ence in natural mortality between sexes or a larger difference in growth. 

 

Figure 4.7 There are distinct patterns in the residuals. In particular, the main commercial fleet shows negative residuals 
for large fish, generally positive residuals for medium fish and negative for small fish; indicating a lack of fit that probably 
results from the logistic selection pattern although misspecification of M and/or growth may also play a role. Fleet 3 
(IBTS survey) tends to have positive residuals for large females and negative residuals for large males. This may indicate 
that the difference in growth and/or M is not fully captured. 
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Figure 4.8. Trends in residuals by length; boxplots indicate the distribution of residuals in each year by length bin. In 
general, the discard data are noisy but they have no strong trends. The fit to the landings of fleet 1 (TRAWL) shows 
definite trends (see also bubble plots above). Fleet 3 (IBTS survey) has mainly negative residuals around 20 cm for both 
sexes as well as for large males. Fleet 4 (MONK survey) has mainly negative residuals for large females. 

Figure 4.9. The residuals of the length compositions by year. No strong year-effects or trends are apparent. 
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4.1.3.1 Model consistency 

 

Figure 4.10. The R0 profile indicates that the indices (dominated by the IBTS index) and discards support a higher R0 while 
the length data (dominated by the FL1_Trawl fleet) supports a lower R0. This suggests that either M or selectivity are 
somewhat mis-specified. 

 

Figure 4.11. Retrospective analysis shows almost no retrospective bias in SSB but F was revised down when 2018 data 
were introduced. This is related to the very large increase in the IBTS index in that year. Recruitment has been revised 
upwards a number of times. 
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Figure 4.12. Hindcast cross validation of the survey indices. Neither index has good predictive power (MASE<1). This is 
partially due to the conflict between the two indices. In the case of the IBTS survey, the index is largely driven by recruit-
ment and therefore unpredictable. The IAMS survey has a very short time-series which may also reduce its predictive 
power. 

Figure 4.13. Hindcast cross validation of the mean length. The two commercial fleets and IBTS survey have low MASE 
scores (adjusted values in brackets; indicating good predictive power). The MONK survey may be too short to have much 
predictive power. 
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4.1.4 Stock development 

 

Figure 4.14. Stock development of the base case SS model (purple line). For comparison the trends in effort and LPUE 
from the main fleets are shown (scaled to F and SSB respectively): LpueEsp1 refers to the Spanish Vigo and A Coruña 
fleets; LpueEsp2 is the Spanish BACON fleets; LpueFra refers to the French demersal trawl fleets and LpueIrl refers to an 
Irish standardized LPUE index that was developed for WKANGLER 2018 but never used in an assessment model. Note 
that F/Fmsy is based on the Fmsy value estimated by SS (not that estimated by the ICES procedure through eqsim). 

The stock development in the recent period is in line with the expectation that the stock was 
relatively highly exploited during the 1990s and early 2000s and that fishing pressure has re-
duced in recent years following substantial reductions in the capacity of the main fleets in the 
last 15–20 years, resulting in an increase in biomass over that period. The LPUE data shown in 
the plot was not used in the model but serves to provide independent information on the stock 
development. 

4.1.5 Alternative runs 

4.1.5.1 Biology 
The biological parameters are based on the best available life history data and were agreed at the 
data compilation workshop. These parameters are all fixed in the base case, however the model 
is sensitive to some of these parameters. 
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Figure 4.15. Stock development and diagnostics for runs with alternative biological assumptions. 

• Base is the base case model
• EstGrowth: k and Linf are estimated for both males and females
• M=0.25 and M=0.40: natural mortality is scaled so M for fish age 4+ is 0.25 and 0.40 respectively
• h=0.80 and h=0.99 are runs where the BH steepness is set to 0.80 and 0.99 respectively

4.1.5.2 Growth 
The model can estimate growth parameters, however when Linf and k are freely estimated for 
both species, Linf is estimated to be very low (64 cm for females and 56 cm for males). The CV of 
large fish was increased to 0.25 to allow for occasional large fish (the largest size of fish in the 
landings that occurs in more than one year is 125 cm). Nevertheless, the model could only ac-
commodate these occasional large fish by drastically reducing F (and consequently increasing 
SSB), resulting in a stock development that is unrealistic. The diagnostics (Mohn’s Rho, MASE, 
runs tests and RMSE) for the run with estimated growth parameters overall no better than the 
base case and provide no basis to reject the base case in favour of a run with unrealistic stock 
development. 

4.1.5.3 Natural mortality 
Predictably, the scaling of the model is sensitive to the M assumption: increasing M results in a 
lower estimate of F and higher SSB, while decreasing M has the opposite effect. This applies both 
to the absolute estimates of F and SSB and to F/Fmsy and SSB/B0. The high-M run results in a 

Num RMSE RMSE
Run TotLike Grad Para SSB F IBTS MONK Trawl Gill IBTS MONK IBTS MONK joint Trawl Gill IBTS MONK joint
Base case -13534 1.E-07 167 -0.02 0.14 2.06 1.42 0.35 0.66 1.42 1.50 0.09 0.14 22% 0.01 0.03 0.34 0.00 8%
Estimate growth 1337 3.E-04 171 0.00 0.08 2.26 1.26 0.35 0.76 1.47 1.57 0.01 0.08 23% 0.45 0.00 0.65 0.00 9%
NatMort 0.25 -13521 2.E-04 167 0.05 0.10 2.21 1.18 0.33 0.68 1.66 1.35 0.01 0.14 23% 0.11 0.03 0.04 0.76 8%
NatMort 0.40 -13519 5.E-05 167 -0.07 0.22 2.73 1.42 0.38 0.63 1.27 1.55 0.09 0.14 23% 0.12 0.03 0.34 0.00 8%
Steepness 0.80 -13518 2.E-05 167 -0.08 0.24 2.68 1.24 0.36 0.65 1.15 1.45 0.09 0.14 23% 0.12 0.03 0.34 0.00 8%
Steepness 0.99 -13536 6.E-08 167 0.00 0.11 1.88 1.48 0.36 0.66 1.54 1.53 0.09 0.08 22% 0.01 0.03 0.34 0.00 8%

MASE indices MASE length Runs indices Runs lengthMohnsRho
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slightly worse retrospective pattern for F but it does not have a major impact on the other diag-
nostics. Lower M does not improve the diagnostics either and therefore there is no reason to 
deviate from the base case, which has an M assumption that is based on the best available infor-
mation (outlined in WD 06). 

4.1.5.4 Steepness 
Changing steepness has almost no impact on the absolute values of SSB and F but it does impact 
on the reference points. Changing steepness did not result in an improvement in the diagnostics 
and the effect on the reference points is relatively minor. Therefore, there is no reason to deviate 
from the steepness value assumed in the base case, which is based on the best available infor-
mation (the FishLife R package). 

4.1.5.5 Weighting/importance 

 

 

Figure 4.16. Stock development and diagnostics for runs with alternative weighting assumptions.  

• Base is the base case model 
• Downweight 0.1 is a run where all length composition data are down-weighted by a factor of 0.1 
• No IBTS survey is a run without the IBTS survey index and length composition data 
• No MONK survey is a run without the IBTS survey index and length composition data 

4.1.5.6 Down-weighting length composition 
The length data result in the largest likelihood component. Down-weighting the sample sizes of 
the length composition data to 10% resulted in some changes in the period where length data 

Num RMSE RMSE
Run TotLike Grad Para SSB F IBTS MONK Trawl Gill IBTS MONK IBTS MONK joint Trawl Gill IBTS MONK joint
Base case -13534 1.E-07 167 -0.02 0.14 2.06 1.42 0.35 0.66 1.42 1.50 0.09 0.14 22% 0.01 0.03 0.34 0.00 8%
Downweight 0.1 1340 2.E-03 167 -0.05 0.20 2.18 1.41 0.39 0.69 1.44 1.66 0.01 0.08 23% 0.04 0.00 0.23 0.00 9%
No IBTS survey 3927 1.E-04 167 0.27 -0.14 3.13 1.14 0.49 0.55 NA 1.38 NA 0.27 33% 0.08 0.00 NA 0.00 6%
No MONK survey -12627 4.E-05 167 -0.09 0.28 2.47 1.27 0.41 0.64 1.42 NA 0.09 NA 22% 0.01 0.03 0.34 NA 7%

MASE indices MASE length Runs indices Runs lengthMohnsRho
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were available but no survey data (1986–2003). The recent stock development was almost iden-
tical with the base case. The diagnostics did not provide a reason to deviate from the base case. 

4.1.5.7 Single index runs 
The two surveys provide some conflicting information in recent years. The IBTS indicates a con-
tinued increasing trend in SSB while the MONK survey indicates that SSB is levelling off. Omit-
ting the IBTS survey improved the retrospective bias for F, while omitting the MONK survey 
resulted in a poor retrospective pattern for both F and SSB. There is no objective way to deter-
mine which survey provides the most accurate index, therefore there is no reason to deviate from 
the base case, which allows the model to find a “middle way” (which is close to the stock devel-
opment of the run with only the IBTS survey. 

4.1.5.8 Selection pattern of the commercial fleets 

Figure 4.17. Stock development and diagnostics for runs with alternative weighting assumptions.  

• Base is the base case model
• Dome FL1 is a run with a double-normal selection pattern for the main commercial fleet

Because no direct age data are available, the model has insufficient information to estimate a 
dome shape as it is strongly confounded with F. Logically, a gillnet fleet would be expected to 
have a dome-shaped selectivity; however, in this stock, the gillnet fleet appears to have slightly 
larger selectivity for large fish than the trawl fleet (presumably a spatial artefact or large fish may 
be strong enough swimmers to escape trawl gear better than smaller fish). Therefore, a double 
normal selection pattern was fitted to the trawl fleet (which is the dominant fleet). This resulted 
in a large cryptic biomass which was not considered to be realistic. Therefore, the base case model 

Num RMSE RMSE
Run TotLike Grad Para SSB F IBTS MONK Trawl Gill IBTS MONK IBTS MONK joint Trawl Gill IBTS MONK joint
Base case -13534 1.E-07 167 -0.02 0.14 2.06 1.42 0.35 0.66 1.42 1.50 0.09 0.14 22% 0.01 0.03 0.34 0.00 8%
Dome FL1 -13609 1.E-05 168 0.06 0.04 1.68 1.59 0.31 0.60 1.78 1.82 0.09 0.08 22% 0.25 0.03 0.34 0.00 8%

MASE indices MASE length Runs indices Runs lengthMohnsRho
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has a forced flat-topped selectivity for both commercial fleets. This causes some lack of fit but is 
considered the “least bad” option. 

4.1.5.9 Remaining issues 
WKANGHAKE considers the current model to be suitable for providing advice. However, there 
is room for future development: 

• Some of the conflicts in the model may be result from regional changes in the stock over 
time and may be resolved by fitting a model with more than one area. 

• The selectivity of the commercial fleets is quite rigid; more flexible options resulted in 
unrealistic scaling of F and SSB (generally creating large cryptic biomass). Logistic selec-
tion was considered the “least bad” option, however it does appear to cause some lack 
of fit. 

• The length composition data dominates the likelihood components. Downscaling did not 
affect the perception of the stock but may me more appropriate. 

• Only two commercial fleets were retained in the final model and one of these was re-
sponsible for the vast majority of the catch. One of the issues with having more fleets was 
the poor quality of the discard data. It may be possible to explore an option with a single 
discard fleet but multiple landings fleets. 

• Growth of females for the first 6 or so years of life could be tracked quite well in the 
length data by following strong cohorts. However, it is not clear whether growth of fe-
males continues at the same rate after maturation (around age 6) because so few mature 
females are caught. Linked to this, natural mortality of spawning females may be con-
siderable but there is currently no information to inform how high this may be. Spent/re-
covered females have been caught so the species is not entirely semelparous but the in-
vestment in reproduction is considerable and this is likely to have consequences for M at 
older ages. 

• Growth of males could only reliably be tracked up to around age 3 (which is also the age 
at maturation of males). For the first 3 years the growth of the two sexes is almost iden-
tical but the sex ratio-at-length suggests that male growth slows down after this age 
and/or male natural mortality is higher after this age. More analysis of the sex-ratio in-
formation may help improve estimates of male growth and M. 

4.2 Reference points 

4.2.1 ICES approach to setting reference points 

Reference points were established by following the ICES fisheries management reference points 
for category 1 and 2 stocks6 (Published 1 March 2021). The ICES R package msy was used (EqSim 
approach).  

An FLR stock object was created from SS outputs using the R library ss3om. This assessment 
only has one season but two sexes. EqSim works on a single season, single-sex stock object, there-
fore the sexes were combined. SSB was calculated from the stock numbers and weights-at-age 
and the female maturity ogive. Note that SS reports SSB in a 2-sex model as the female-only SSB 
but the reference points were calculated relative to the combined-sex SSB.  

 
6 ICES. 2021. ICES fisheries management reference points for category 1 and 2 stocks; Technical Guidelines. In Report of 

the ICES Advisory Committee, 2021. ICES Advice 2021, Section 16.4.3.1. https://doi.org/10.17895/ices.advice.7891. 
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F and recruitment in the FLStock object were checked against the SS output (and matched 
closely). 

4.2.1.1 Stock–recruit relationship 
In order to be consistent with the SS assessment, the stock–recruit relationship estimated by SS 
was used for estimating reference points (except for PA reference points which are based on a 
segmented regression). The values of R0, B0 and h were translated to the traditional a and b pa-
rameters of the classic Beverton–Holt curve (see Mangel, 2010 for equations). However, in order 
to be consistent with the combined-sex SSB, the parameter B0 (which is for females-only in SS 
output) was converted to a combined-sex B0 by using the ratio of combined-sex biomass over 
female-only biomass in the first year of the assessment (which was close to unexploited).  

4.2.1.2 Stock type and Blim 

The stock–recruit relationship was examined for the period with length data only (1986 on-
wards). The stock type was identified as type 1 (spasmodic) or type 5 (no evidence of impaired 
recruitment). Blim is defined as the lowest SSB with large recruitment (2004) for type 1 and as the 
lowest observed SSB (2003) for type 5. There was very little difference between the two options 
and the 2004 SSB was chosen as Blim (12 073 t) 

4.2.1.3 PA reference points 
Bpa is estimated as Blim plus model uncertainty. The estimate of error around SSB in the last year 
of the model was 0.09. This was considered a possible underestimate as it does not account for 
uncertainty due to possible misspecification in the model. Therefore the default value of 0.2 was 
used, resulting in Bpa = Blim * exp(1.645 * 0.2) = 16 776 

Flim is estimated by simulating a stock with a segmented regression S–R relationship, with the 
point of inflection at Blim, thus determining the F which, at equilibrium, yields a 50% probability 
of SSB > Blim. This simulation is conducted without inclusion of a Btrigger and without inclusion of 
assessment/advice errors.  
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The segmented regression simulation resulted in a large drop in yield for F values above 0.25. 
Therefore, Flim was estimated at the relatively low value of 0.254. As this was inconsistent with 
Fpa (estimated later; using the BH SR and resulting in a much flatter yield curve) and because Flim 
is not used for advice, it was decided leave the Flim reference point undefined. 

4.2.1.4 FMSY and Btrigger 
FMSY is initially calculated based on an evaluation with the inclusion of stochasticity in a popula-
tion and fishery as well as assessment/advice error but without the MSY Btrigger advice rule. For 
this simulation the BH stock–recruit function with fixed B0 (both sexes); R0 and h parameters was 
used. The ICES default settings were used for cvF = 0.212; phiF = 0.423; cvSSB = 0 and phiSSB = 0. 
This resulted in an initial estimate of FMSY = 0.162. 

The final simulation implements the ICES advice rule which should be evaluated to check that 
the FMSY and MSY Btrigger combination fulfils the precautionary criterion of having less than 5% 
annual probability of SSB < Blim in the long term. The evaluation includes assessment/advice error 
and stochasticity in population biology and fishery selectivity. Btrigger is defined as Bpa= 16 776. 
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Figure 4.18. The final simulation (fixed Beverton–Holt SR and including advice rule). The x-axis shows F. Recruitment is 
almost independent of F due to the relatively high steepness assumption (top left). Equilibrium SSB is higher than ob-
served SSB, suggesting that SSB (and yield) will continue to increase at current levels of F (top right). The yield curve 
(bottom-left) is quite flat-topped and fishing at Fmsy results in low risk of falling below Blim (bottom right). Note that the 
choice of stock–recruit relationship is influential in these results (i.e. segmented regression indicates a strong reduction 
in yield at F>0.25)  

Figure 4.19. Fmsy is estimated at 0.163 in the final simulation with a range of 0.112–0.245. The upper range is below 
F0.5=Fpa=0.257. 
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The final reference points are as follows: 

Reference point Value Rationale 

Blim 12073 SSB(2004); lowest SSB with high recruitment 

Bpa 16776 Blim with assessment error 

MSY Btrigger 16776 Bpa 

Flim Undefined 
(0.254) 

F with 50% probability of SSB>Blim (segreg without Btrigger), This is inconsistent with 
Fpa (which was estimated using a different stock–recruit relationship) and therefore 
Fpa will be undefined. 

Fpa 0.257 F with 95% probability of SSB ≥ Blim (BH with Btrigger) 

Fmsy 0.163 Stochastic simulations (BH with Btrigger) 

FmsyLower 0.112 Stochastic simulations (BH with Btrigger) 

FmsyUpper 0.245 Stochastic simulations (BH with Btrigger) 

Bmsy5pc 17902 5% probability of SSB < Blim 

 

4.3 Forecast assumptions 

• The following are default forecast options. The working group will review these annually 
and adapt as necessary: 

• Mean weights-at-age, maturity-at-age: These are fixed, so the values from the last year 
can be used 

• Discard proportions-at-age: average last 3 years 
• Exploitation pattern: average last 3 years 
• F status-quo average last 3 years unless there is a clear trend in F, in which case F can be 

rescaled to the last year.  
• F in the intermediate year: F status-quo 
• Recruitment in the intermediate and forecast years: predicted from Stock Synthesis 

stock–recruit relationship. 
• Recruitment in the last data year(s): if the working group believes these are not accurately 

estimated it can be replaced with the recruitment predicted from Stock Synthesis stock–
recruit relationship. 
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5 Celtic Seas, Bay of Biscay white anglerfish 

Lophius piscatorius in Subarea 7 and divisions 8.a–b and 8.d; mon.27.78abd 

5.1 Introduction 

Here described is the development of the assessment model with the Stock Synthesis model for 
the northern white anglerfish Lophius piscatorius species. The Stock Synthesis assessment model 
(NOAA Fisheries Toolbox, 2011) is a highly flexible statistical model framework which allows 
the building of simple to complex models using a mix of data compositions available. The Stock 
Synthesis assessments were built using SS3 version SS-V3.30.18.00;_safe, the results were read 
with the r4ss R library version 1.43.0 and some of the diagnostics were analysed with ss3diags R 
library version 1.3.0 and the R version used 4.0.4. 

The previous assessment model of white anglerfish was developed with a4a (ICES 2018) and due 
to the lack of data by age, then the transformation from length to age was done outside the model. 
So part of the uncertainty of the results was not consider in the outputs of the assessment. In 
addition, during the last assessment in 2021 the retrospective pattern of SSB for SSB (0.33) and F 
(−0.16) were outside the accepted range for long-lived species (ICES 2021). 

An initial model was developed at WKTADSA (January 2021) with Stock Synthesis; and after the 
model was refined and presented in the data workshop for WKANGHAKE (November 2021) 
with some suggestions for the model development process in the WKANGHAKE benchmark. 

The main developments were very similar to the black anglerfish model development since the 
WKANGHAKE data workshop and these are summarized below: 

• Survey sample sizes (number of hauls) were provided.
• Sex-specific survey length data were provided and a sex-disaggregated model was de-

veloped.
• The SpGFS -WIBTS-Q3 survey was analysed during the WKTADSA and discussed dur-

ing the WKANGHAKE data compilation workshop. It was discussed that although the
index could not be considered representative of the all area in terms of the smallest fish,
due to the lack of consistency compared with the other indices, the index would be in-
cluded in the model considering the data of all the length distribution that the survey
collects.

• Length composition data from the commercial landings were analysed to identify a use-
ful grouping of commercial fleets (WD11). Four fleets were identified: French trawlers,
Spanish trawlers, Other trawlers and gillnets.

• Landings data since 1950 were considered to be reasonably reliable, therefore these were
included in the model.

• Sample sizes for commercial length composition are reported to in the annual working
group reports as well as to InterCatch. Although there were considerable differences be-
tween the two sources of data, InterCatch data are used because they seem more reliable.

• Selectivity (dome-shaped vs. logistic) was explored and discussed in much detail. More
information on this in section describing alternative runs.

• Biological parameters were fixed to the values agreed at the data workshop.

The base case model is outlined below, the structure of this section follows that of the SS input 
files. Any settings not described below can be assumed to be the default as indicated in the man-
ual. 
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5.2 Development of the model 

5.2.1 Base case input files 

The model was developed based mainly on convergency, stability, plausibility and diagnostics 
that will be explained more in detail later. Here is described the settings of the model following 
the input files of SS. Any settings not described below can be assumed to be the default as indi-
cated in the manual. 

Starter file 

• SSversion: 3.30 

• F_report_unts: 5 (unweighted average F for range of ages) 

• F_age_range: 3–15. The base case has logistic selectivity for the French Trawler FR_TR 
fleet with full selection from around age 3 onwards so the oldest age is not important; 
age 15 was chosen as it is not exceedingly rare. 

Data file 

• styr: 1950. Reasonably reliable landings data start in this year 
• endyr: 2020 
• nseas: 1. quarterly data are available but mainly discards data seem to be collected by 

year and after divided into season, therefore, data does not show any seasonal pattern. 
• Nsubseasons: 4. A separate ALK is calculated for each sub-season; this allows appropri-

ate fitting of the length cohorts in surveys that do not take place in the middle of the 
year. 

• spawn_month: 1. Following the same assumption as in the growth analysis done for 
white anglerfish in the WD04 which assumes 1 January as the birth date. 

• Ngenders: 2. Sexual dimorphism is known to occur; length composition by sex is avail-
able for both surveys. 

• Nages: 30. This seems sufficient, because the model shows a continuous pattern with age 
and length. 

• N_areas: 1. Differences between areas are known to exist but a multi-area model was 
considered too complicated at this stage and remains to be explored. 

• Nfleets: 4 
o GNS; Gillnets commercial fleet; units: biomass. 
o TR_FR; French trawlers commercial fleet; units: biomass. 
o TR_OTHER; Other trawlers commercial fleet; units: biomass. 
o TR_SP; Spanish trawlers commercial fleet; units: biomass. 
o FR_IE_IBTS; survey; units: numbers. Combined French-Irish IBTS Q4 ground-

fish surveys 
o IE_MONKSURVEY; survey; units: numbers. Irish Q1 Anglerfish and Megrim 

Survey 
o SpGFS; survey; units: numbers. Western IBTS Q4 Porcupine Survey.  

 
• Catch (note: this is SS terminology but refers to landings only) 

o catch_se for both fleets is 0.2 from 1950 to 1999 and 0.1 from 2000 onwards. 
o The landings previous to 1950 are assumed to be 0 for all the commercial fleets, 

due to the very low catches at the beginning of the time-series. 
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Time-series of annual landings (tonnes). TR_FR is by far the dominant fleet the recent years 
together with TR_OTHERS ; GNS consists of gillnets; landings from this fleet have slowly in-
creased over the last 20 years but still consist a small proportion of the total. TR_SP was the 
fishery with the highest catches at the beginning of the time-series but the catches are decreasing 
with time.  

• CPUE
The three survey indices are provided as biomass and the error is provided on the
lognormal scale. (converted from normal scale using the equation in the SS manual)

Time-series of the FR_IE_IBTS (fleet 5), the IE_MONKSURVEY (fleet 6), SPGFS (fleet 7). 

• N_discard_fleets: 4
o GNS; units: biomass; error type: normal
o TR_FR; units: biomass; error type: normal
o TR_OTHERS; units: biomass; error type: normal
o TR_SP; units: biomass; error type: normal

o Discards data are available from 2003 to 2020. We assume in the model that dis-
cards also happens in the past. A cv of 0.2 is assumed with a normal discard
error type.

o Discards data <100 t for GNS (2018,2019) and TR_FR (2006,2007), discards <350 t
(2006,2007,2008) for TR_OT and discards<20 t TR_SP (2015,2017,2018,2019,2020)
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were removed since the big jump within the data of each fleet was making dif-
ficult to the model to fit discards. 
 

• Length bins for the population and data 
o 2 cm length bins from 2 to 130 cm; 10 cm bins from 130–180 

• Length composition data structure 
o Length data are available for the 4 commercial fleets and 3 survey fleets. Length 

data for the early years of the IE_MONKSURVEY were not used. 
o Length composition of commercial fleets were available from 1986 for landings 

of each fleet and from 2003 for discards and aggregated for both sex in both 
cases. 

o The length data of the IBTS joint index and IE_MONKSURVEY are disaggre-
gated by sex. 

o The time-series of SPGFS survey starts in 2001, of FR-IE-IBTS starts in 2003 and 
IE_MONKSURVEY in 2007 with no data between 2009 and 2015.  

o IE_MONKSURVEY usually is at the beginning of the year but we assumed that 
it happens at the end of the previous year, in order to be considered in the as-
sessment of that year. 

o For the commercial fleets the sample sizes were based on number of trips to 
InterCatch. For the surveys, the sample size is the number of hauls. 

o Bin compression: 0.001; stronger compression does not allow the sex-ratio of the 
largest fish to be fitted because there are almost no males in those size bins which 
leads those bins to be compressed. 

o Dirichlet option selected for all four fleets 
 

 
Overall length composition (all years combined) of landings (retained) and discards for the 
commercial fleets (GNS,TR_FR,TR_OTHERS,TR_SP) and the surveys (FR_IE_IBTS and 
IE_MONKSURVEY,SPGFS). The aggregated sample sizes by fleet are also shown in the 
figures For the commercial fleets the sample sizes were based on the number of trips reported 
to intercatch. For the surveys, the sample size is the number of hauls. 

• Age data: No age data are available 
• Environmental data: None 
• Generalised size comp data: None 
• Tag-Recapture data: None 
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• Stock (Morph) comp data: None
• Selectivity priors: None

Control file 

• EmpiricalWAA: 0 (not available)
• N_GP: 1 (single growth pattern)
• N_platoon: 1 (single platoon)
• recr_dist_method: 4 – none, no parameters (growth pattern x settlement x area = 1).
• recr_dist_pattern: All recruitment assumed to occur in month 1 at age 0
• N_Block_Designs: 1
• blocks_per_pattern: 1
• begin and end years of blocks: 2007–2021
• natM_type: 3 (Age-specific M).
• natM: Lorenzen for young ages and flat for ages older than 3 where predation is not the

main source of natural mortality. M for older ages based on the FishLife library, taking
account of the life history of the stock. See WD06 for more details. There was no basis to
assume different M for the two sexes; length-at-age for the young ages (where Lorenzen
applies) is almost identical for males and females.

Age 0 Age 1 Age 2 Age 3 Age 4+ 
1.00 0.57 0.4 0.36 0.36 

• GrowthModel: 1 (VonB)
• Growth_Age_for_L1: 1
• Growth_Age_for_L2: 999 (L2=Linf)
• maturity_option: 1 (length logistic)
• First_Mature_Age: 2 (ages below the first mature age will have maturity set to zero.)
• fecundity_option: 1 (linear eggs/kg on body weight)
• MG_params: Most of the biology parameters are fixed and based on life history infor-

mation compiled during the WKANGHAKE compilation workshop. The parameters
that are estimated the initial value is given is listed below:

o L_at_Amin_Fem_GP_1 19.2601 (initial value, estimated in phase 2) 
o L_at_Amax_Fem_GP_1 165 
o VonBert_K_Fem_GP_1 0.112 
o CV_young_Fem_GP_1 0.25 (estimated by the model, then fixed) 
o CV_old_Fem_GP_1 0.1 (assumed) 
o Wtlen_1_Fem_GP_1 3.03e-05 
o Wtlen_2_Fem_GP_1 2.82 
o Mat50%_Fem_GP_1 82 
o Mat_slope_Fem_GP_1 -0.1001
o Eggs/kg_inter_Fem_GP_1 1
o Eggs/kg_slope_Fem_GP_1 0
o L_at_Amin_Mal_GP_1 27.5495 (initial value, estimated in phase 2) 
o L_at_Amax_Mal_GP_1 100 
o VonBert_K_Mal_GP_1 0.210458 
o CV_young_Fem_GP_1 0.25 (estimated by the model, then fixed) 
o CV_old_Mal_GP_1 0.1 (assumed) 
o Wtlen_1_Mal_GP_1 3.03e-05 
o Wtlen_2_Mal_GP_1 2.82 
o CohortGrowDev 1 
o FracFemale_GP_1 0.5 

• SR_function: 3 (Beverton-holt)
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• SR_params: all fixed except R0 
o SR_LN(R0)  11.6155 (initial value,estimated in phase 1) 
o SR_BH_steep 0.92 
o SR_sigmaR  0.6 
o SR_regime  0 
o SR_autocorr  0 

• do_recdev: 1 
• MainRdevYrFirst: 1986 (first data year) 
• MainRdevYrLast: 2020 (there is information from the surveys and discards to inform 

Rdev) 
• Recdev_phase: 3 
• To read 13 advanced options: 1 
• recdev_early_start (0=none; neg value makes relative to recdev_start): -6  
• recdev_early_phase: 4 
•  forecast_recruitment phase (incl. late recr) (0 value resets to maxphase+1): 0  
•  lambda for Fcast_recr_like occurring before endyr+1: 1 
• last_early_yr_nobias_adj: 1976.5 (suggested by r4ss) 
• first_yr_fullbias_adj: 1986.3 (suggested by r4ss) 
• last_yr_fullbias_adj: 2020 (suggested by r4ss) 
• first_recent_yr_nobias_adj: 2020.4 (suggested by r4ss) 
• max_bias_adj: 0.9591 (suggested by r4ss) 
• F_Method: 4 Fleet-specific parameter/hybrid F (recommended). 
• F_4_Fleet_Params:  

o GNS: start F 0.5; phase 1 
o TR_FR: start F 0.5; phase 1 
o TR_OTHER: start F 0.5; phase 1 
o TR_SP: start F 0.5; phase 1 

 
• Init_F: there was some fishing before 1950; however, the model estimated initial F to be 

very low,and therefore it was assumed the catches to be equal to 0 previous to 1950.  
• Q_options: 

o IBTS: link 1 (simple Q); extra se 1; no bias adj; float 
o MONK: link 1 (simple Q); no extra se; no bias adj; float 
o SPGFS: link 1 (simple Q); no extra se; no bias adj; float 

• Q_options: 
o LnQ_base_FR-IE-IBTS(5): -10.0485  
o Q_extraSD_FR-IE-IBTS(5): 0.0769716 (initial values,estimated phase 4) 
o LnQ_base_IE_MONKSURVEY(6): -7.63264 
o LnQ_base_SPGFS(7): -9.99782  

• size_selex_types: 
o GNS: Pattern 27 (spline 3 knots);  

 Retention curve 
o TR_FR: Pattern 24 (double normal with logistic shape) 

  the peak parameter initial value 25.4259, prior in 25.4259, with normal 
distribution with sd=1 and estimated in phase5.  

 Retention curve (with time-varying Retain_L_infl from 2003 to 2020, es-
timated in phase 7) 

o TR_OTHERS: Pattern 27 (spline 3 knots); 
 discards (with time-varying Retain_L_infl from 2003 to 2020, estimated 

in phase 7) 
o TR_SP: Pattern 27 (spline 3 knots);  
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 Time block in the first value of the spline.
 Retention curve.

o FR_IE_IBTS: Pattern 24 (double normal);
o MONK: Pattern 1 (logistic);
o SPGFS: Pattern 24 (double normal with logistic shape)

• age_selex_types: - None
• size_selex_para:

o Main para estimated in phase 5, others in phase 3
o Retention para estimated in phase 5 and 6; random walk on retention inflection

parameter from 2005–2020 due to the gradual adoption of minimum market
weight.

• dirichlet_params:
o Estimates in phase 8 for TR_OTHERS, TR_SP, FR-IE-IBTS, MONK. For the oth-

ers the value were close to 5 and hitting the boundary so those parameters were
removed.

• size_selex_params_tv:
o time varying retention size at inflection for TR_FR and TR_OTHERS

 dev_se fixed at 0.5
 auocorr fixed at 0

o time block in the value 1 of TR_SP: -2.53223 (initial value, estimated in phase 7)
• Use_2D_AR1_selectivity: 0
• TG_custom: 0
• DoVar_adjust: 1
• maxlambdaphase: 1
• sd_offset: 1
• N_lambdas: 0

Phases 

The phases were set according to the following rule-of-thumb: 

• Phase 1: R0 and Ms
• Phase 2: biology (+ time varying bio parameters or next phase)
• Phase 3: main recdev
• Phase 4: early recdev
• Phase 5: Main sel para and q (when estimated, not in this cases as we are using floats)
• Phase 6: Other sel para
• Phase 7: time varying para in sel
• Last phase: Dirichlet parameters

5.2.2 Biology: sources and explanations for the parameterization 

5.2.2.1 Growth 
The model keeps sexes separate due to differences in growth. Following the WD04 by Gerritsen. 
We assume von Bertalanffy growth follows: 

• Kfem=0.112
• LinfFem=165
• LinfMal=100

We let the model estimate KMal, because in the WD04 explained that it was difficult to estimate 
with the data available.  
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The model assumes linear growh until age 1 and we let the model to estimate for both male and 
females internally so all the sources of data are used to estimate them. 

We assume the cv of growth for young fish 0.25 and for adults 0.1. In previous versions the model 
estimated a value of 0.25, this could be because the spawning happens the all year. However, for 
adults we assume that is close to 0.1, because for adults it’s difficult to estimate the cv. 

5.2.2.2 Length-weight 
The same values as in the a4a model: a = 3.03e-05 and b = 0.82 based on Gerritsen’s analysis (ICES 
2018) 

5.2.2.3 Maturity  
50% of maturity is assumed in 82 cm considering that the maturity size increases with latitude 
we took the middle point for the area WD05 by Gerritsen. The slope we assumed -0.1001, the 
same as in the previous assessment model estimated by Quincoces (2002). 

5.2.2.4 Natural mortality 
The natural mortality curve was estimated following the Lorenzen curve outside the model until 
age 3 and afterwards constant with a value of 0.36 based on FishLife (Thorson 2009), assuming 
that the natural mortality does not change after the fish is matured. The same mortality is as-
sumed for male and females, so we assumed that although the growth is different for male and 
females there is no reason to have different natural mortality. Thus, Mage=0 = 1, Mage=1 = 0.57, 
Mage=2 = 0.4, Mage>=3 = 0.36. 

5.2.2.5 Recruitment 
Although the northern white anglerfish spawns year it peaks in the second season Quincoces et 
al. (2002). However, we assume that spawning only happens once at the beginning of the year 
following the WD04.  

Beverton and Holt relationship is assumed for recruitment with a steepness 0.92 based on FisLife 
library (Thorson 2009) and sigmaR = 0.6. 

The main recruitment deviates start in 1986, the same year as the beginning of the length com-
position data. The recruitment deviation biased was corrected following the suggestions of SS3. 

5.2.3 Selectivity: sources and explanations for the parameterization  

In previous versions of the model the logistic shape for all the commercial fleets, however, there 
were some strong residual pattern that were improved by assuming the splines with 3 knots. 
However, the residual pattern of TR_FR was not improved and the shape with the spline was 
close to be logistic, therefore, for simplicity and to avoid creating cryptic biomass the logistic 
shape was assumed. Also explained in the results section. 

A prior for the peak parameter for the TR_FR fleet was assumed due to some convergency issues 
found during the jittering. The model showed two different convergency points with a local min-
imum and a global minimum but with very small difference in LL, 13 units of difference. In the 
local minimum the model converge towards a high selectivity for the small fish similar to what 
the first peak of the other commercial fleets. The global minimum suggests that the peak in se-
lectivity for the TR_FR happens at larger size of fish. In the local minimum the landings of TR_FR 
were slightly underestimated while in the global minimum the discards. It was decided that it is 
inconsistent to think that the selectivity on the smallest fish is different for the TR_FR compared 
with the other fleets. Therefore, it was assumed that the convergency should be in the local 
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minimum and therefore a prior was assumed with a narrow s.d. of 1 m, in order to avoid the 
model converge in the other option. 

Figure 5.1. Shows the jittering of the model without assuming the prior. The trend going upward is the local minimum 
with TR_FR peak parameter. This figures can be compared with the base case results in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.14. 

5.2.4 Fishing mortality: sources and explanations for the parameteri-
zation 

The model assumes there is not fishing in this species before 1950s because the catches are very 
low.  

Fishing mortality is estimated with F method 4 (a hybrid between method 2 and 3), because it’s 
the most appropriate method when F is high.  

5.2.5 Re-weighting: sources and explanations for the parameteriza-
tion 

The length composition are reweighted based on the Dirichlet method. The advantage of this 
method is that the parameters are estimated within the model and therefore, the all uncertainty 
is considered when the parameters of reweighting the length composition are estimated (Thor-
son et al., 2017). In addition, it does not need to estimate the parameters in an iterative way.  

5.3 Results 

Below we show the parameter values by the model. The estimated parameter values do not show 
any convergency issue. The estimated reweighting parameters with the Dirichlet method for 
fleets GNS and TR_FR are very close to 1, therefore those parameters were removed from the 
model because in addition they were hitting the boundary.
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Table 5.1. The estimated values by the model. 

Value Phase Min Max Init Status Parm_ 
StDev 

Gradient Pr_type Prior Pr_SD Pr_Like After-
bound 

 

L_at_Amin_Fem_GP_1 19.2601 2 10 30 19.2601 OK 0.220699 4.47E-06 No_prior NA NA NA OK 

L_at_Amin_Mal_GP_1 27.5495 2 10 30 27.5495 OK 0.181562 1.05E-05 No_prior NA NA NA OK 

VonBert_K_Mal_GP_1 0.210451 2 0.05 0.3 0.210458 OK 0.0057952 1.24E-05 No_prior NA NA NA OK 

SR_LN(R0) 11.6151 1 1.5 30 11.6155 OK 0.0351193 7.34E-05 No_prior NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1950_s_1 0.0002642 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0000593 0.000178
399 

F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1951_s_1 0.0004596 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0001032 −4.48E-06 F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1952_s_1 0.0002606 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0000585 0.000288
451 

F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1953_s_1 0.0003094 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0000695 −5.19E-05 F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1954_s_1 0.0002626 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.000059 3.49E-05 F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1955_s_1 0.0002435 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0000547 −6.53E-05 F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1956_s_1 0.0002326 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0000522 −6.46E-05 F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1957_s_1 0.0002048 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.000046 −5.34E-05 F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1958_s_1 0.0001937 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0000435 2.11E-05 F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1959_s_1 0.0001928 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0000433 −3.33E-05 F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1960_s_1 0.0001357 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0000305 1.07E-05 F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1961_s_1 0.0001399 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0000314 0.000118
404 

F NA NA NA CHECK 
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Value Phase Min Max Init Status Parm_ 
StDev 

Gradient Pr_type Prior Pr_SD Pr_Like After-
bound 

F_fleet_1_YR_1962_s_1 0.0001509 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0000339 1.81E-05 F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1963_s_1 0.0001656 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0000372 -1.54E-05 F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1964_s_1 0.0002212 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0000497 3.51E-05 F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1965_s_1 0.0002153 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0000484 1.52E-06 F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1966_s_1 0.0002587 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0000582 2.00E-05 F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1967_s_1 0.0003384 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0000761 -7.72E-06 F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1968_s_1 0.0003552 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0000799 0.000198
923 

F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1969_s_1 0.0004035 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0000909 1.08E-05 F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1970_s_1 0.0003668 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0000828 -9.21E-06 F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1971_s_1 0.0004264 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0000964 0.000158
289 

F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1972_s_1 0.0005037 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0001142 -2.39E-05 F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1973_s_1 0.0005232 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0001188 5.73E-05 F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1974_s_1 0.0004238 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0000963 -1.20E-05 F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1975_s_1 0.0004786 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0001088 1.04E-05 F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1976_s_1 0.00054 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.000123 2.82E-05 F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1977_s_1 0.0004862 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0001108 -1.53E-05 F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1978_s_1 0.0005913 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0001349 -8.33E-05 F NA NA NA CHECK 
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Value Phase Min Max Init Status Parm_ 
StDev 

Gradient Pr_type Prior Pr_SD Pr_Like After-
bound 

 

F_fleet_1_YR_1979_s_1 0.0008105 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0001852 1.17E-05 F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1980_s_1 0.001242 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0002848 4.00E-08 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1981_s_1 0.0017736 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0004091 5.71E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1982_s_1 0.0021595 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0005035 -6.93E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1983_s_1 0.0048924 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0011483 6.27E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1984_s_1 0.0062668 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0014723 6.29E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1985_s_1 0.0057169 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0013394 1.44E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1986_s_1 0.0038508 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0008999 5.73E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1987_s_1 0.005709 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0013392 9.70E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1988_s_1 0.0071736 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0016874 6.05E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1989_s_1 0.0093477 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0021972 5.21E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1990_s_1 0.0133969 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0031538 5.25E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1991_s_1 0.0267217 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0063423 1.48E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1992_s_1 0.0318929 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0076786 1.37E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1993_s_1 0.0329724 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0079286 -2.82E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1994_s_1 0.0237592 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0056305 -4.14E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1995_s_1 0.0288574 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0067237 -2.59E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1996_s_1 0.0314102 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0072492 -5.36E-07 F NA NA NA OK 
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F_fleet_1_YR_1997_s_1 0.0371355 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.00855 4.97E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1998_s_1 0.0567951 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0130684 -3.27E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_1999_s_1 0.0635069 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0147698 1.38E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_2000_s_1 0.0431513 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0059419 6.51E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_2001_s_1 0.0430606 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0059184 6.73E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_2002_s_1 0.0546236 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0072114 5.24E-07 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_2003_s_1 0.053244 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0058579 -1.56E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_2004_s_1 0.0683523 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0085662 -4.43E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_2005_s_1 0.0570629 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0062746 1.22E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_2006_s_1 0.0450262 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0056659 1.54E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_2007_s_1 0.0525766 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0066384 -4.35E-07 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_2008_s_1 0.0608727 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0071327 7.14E-07 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_2009_s_1 0.0444531 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0051265 4.27E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_2010_s_1 0.0407818 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0047132 3.48E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_2011_s_1 0.0371864 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0042631 5.62E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_2012_s_1 0.044565 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0052978 -2.56E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_2013_s_1 0.0464855 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0060474 -2.71E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_2014_s_1 0.0484698 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0059425 -2.48E-07 F NA NA NA OK 
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F_fleet_1_YR_2015_s_1 0.0454803 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0061852 1.78E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_2016_s_1 0.0519719 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0074683 5.81E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_2017_s_1 0.0498133 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0075992 5.56E-07 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_2018_s_1 0.0333108 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0053931 1.52E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_2019_s_1 0.0291186 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0050747 1.09E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_1_YR_2020_s_1 0.0311469 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0058392 -3.51E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1951_s_1 0.0000009 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0000002 0.001677
57 

F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1958_s_1 0.0000027 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0000006 0.001318
9 

F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1960_s_1 0.0000018 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0000004 -
0.000280
534 

F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1961_s_1 0.0000028 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0000006 -
0.001189
22 

F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1962_s_1 0.0000028 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0000006 -1.46E-05 F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1964_s_1 0.0000028 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0000006 -
0.000710
045 

F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1966_s_1 0.0000028 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0000006 -
0.000101
516 

F NA NA NA CHECK 
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F_fleet_2_YR_1967_s_1 0.0000029 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0000006 0.000273
393 

F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1968_s_1 0.025871 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0058449 -3.96E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1969_s_1 0.0299762 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.006799 1.06E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1970_s_1 0.0282624 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0064177 4.74E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1971_s_1 0.0345189 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0078821 -3.61E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1972_s_1 0.030182 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0068935 -8.53E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1973_s_1 0.0178188 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0040498 -1.44E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1974_s_1 0.0288003 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0065961 8.04E-07 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1975_s_1 0.0297854 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0068385 -5.27E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1976_s_1 0.0305642 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0070353 -2.89E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1977_s_1 0.0315551 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0072816 -7.52E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1978_s_1 0.0381492 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0088576 -5.49E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1979_s_1 0.0492911 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0115603 -2.69E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1980_s_1 0.0645566 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0153517 -9.27E-07 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1981_s_1 0.0736783 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0176733 -2.44E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1982_s_1 0.0734681 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0177167 -6.59E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1983_s_1 0.0827341 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0195558 -1.75E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1984_s_1 0.0795863 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0183255 -1.64E-06 F NA NA NA OK 
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F_fleet_2_YR_1985_s_1 0.0869867 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0198816 -1.42E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1986_s_1 0.0781066 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0178598 -1.49E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1987_s_1 0.0835089 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0191144 -1.03E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1988_s_1 0.0765837 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0174333 2.32E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1989_s_1 0.0795667 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0180728 5.17E-07 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1990_s_1 0.0906724 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0205784 1.51E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1991_s_1 0.0769538 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0178825 -7.77E-07 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1992_s_1 0.0555732 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0131904 2.62E-07 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1993_s_1 0.0576282 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0134515 -9.00E-07 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1994_s_1 0.0694234 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0158141 -2.69E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1995_s_1 0.0848278 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0189074 -4.86E-07 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1996_s_1 0.0810721 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0179518 -8.61E-08 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1997_s_1 0.0842746 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0187617 -4.20E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1998_s_1 0.0720228 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0162223 7.94E-07 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_1999_s_1 0.0749785 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0170872 -9.93E-07 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_2000_s_1 0.0649087 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0084575 -1.05E-07 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_2001_s_1 0.100047 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0129989 1.85E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_2002_s_1 0.094921 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0115912 -4.62E-06 F NA NA NA OK 
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F_fleet_2_YR_2003_s_1 0.117317 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0136914 -8.56E-09 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_2004_s_1 0.0739255 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0068525 -1.06E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_2005_s_1 0.0795735 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0082968 -1.08E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_2006_s_1 0.0814272 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0096879 -2.45E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_2007_s_1 0.0943339 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.011185 -1.35E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_2008_s_1 0.0674371 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0066521 1.31E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_2009_s_1 0.076879 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0086778 -1.34E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_2010_s_1 0.0684544 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0076304 6.17E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_2011_s_1 0.0676174 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0071173 -1.04E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_2012_s_1 0.0807286 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0087678 5.94E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_2013_s_1 0.0698965 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0071747 2.76E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_2014_s_1 0.0806213 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0092774 8.04E-08 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_2015_s_1 0.0685052 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0074942 1.82E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_2016_s_1 0.0801931 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0099745 4.70E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_2017_s_1 0.0732656 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0098515 3.49E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_2018_s_1 0.0579254 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0081892 1.16E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_2019_s_1 0.0481915 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0073865 -1.13E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_2_YR_2020_s_1 0.0589321 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0102998 4.18E-06 F NA NA NA OK 
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F_fleet_3_YR_1950_s_1 0.0026016 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0005961 -1.65E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1951_s_1 0.0043752 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0010029 -4.30E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1952_s_1 0.0023805 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0005455 -1.71E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1953_s_1 0.0027387 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0006276 2.02E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1954_s_1 0.0022981 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0005266 -1.06E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1955_s_1 0.0024363 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0005583 -4.25E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1956_s_1 0.0026979 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0006183 1.56E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1957_s_1 0.0028866 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0006616 -4.29E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1958_s_1 0.0025185 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0005772 -1.01E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1959_s_1 0.0026496 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0006072 2.61E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1960_s_1 0.0021617 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0004954 6.08E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1961_s_1 0.0020485 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0004695 -4.08E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1962_s_1 0.0021013 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0004816 -1.47E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1963_s_1 0.0019952 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0004573 6.89E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1964_s_1 0.0036007 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0008256 -3.31E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1965_s_1 0.0037325 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.000856 2.55E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1966_s_1 0.0034601 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0007935 6.39E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1967_s_1 0.003978 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0009125 -1.41E-06 F NA NA NA OK 
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F_fleet_3_YR_1968_s_1 0.0150109 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0034556 -6.07E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1969_s_1 0.0171336 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0039512 5.90E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1970_s_1 0.0169283 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0039086 -7.09E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1971_s_1 0.0172415 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0039862 -7.88E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1972_s_1 0.0201119 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0046607 1.76E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1973_s_1 0.0144246 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0033403 -7.98E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1974_s_1 0.0173344 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.00402 4.32E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1975_s_1 0.0193205 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.004488 -1.21E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1976_s_1 0.018356 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0042674 -6.31E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1977_s_1 0.0185878 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.004326 -4.02E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1978_s_1 0.0219745 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0051254 -1.23E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1979_s_1 0.0305243 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0071554 -1.71E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1980_s_1 0.044453 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0105081 -2.68E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1981_s_1 0.0545338 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0130108 -5.21E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1982_s_1 0.0679993 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0165541 -1.08E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1983_s_1 0.101729 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0244573 4.79E-07 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1984_s_1 0.105094 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0244195 -1.60E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1985_s_1 0.101608 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0235083 -1.09E-06 F NA NA NA OK 
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F_fleet_3_YR_1986_s_1 0.104976 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0243136 −1.39E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1987_s_1 0.111408 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0257839 −6.10E-07 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1988_s_1 0.104567 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0237803 −4.67E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1989_s_1 0.161192 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0358408 −3.81E-07 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1990_s_1 0.124796 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0284599 −1.03E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1991_s_1 0.120546 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0282661 −1.50E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1992_s_1 0.154506 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0363374 −4.03E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1993_s_1 0.151546 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0343926 −2.37E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1994_s_1 0.137095 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0308237 −2.73E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1995_s_1 0.135076 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0300804 −4.49E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1996_s_1 0.14891 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0328506 −3.91E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1997_s_1 0.186746 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0412336 −5.99E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1998_s_1 0.186325 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0412374 −4.29E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_1999_s_1 0.220273 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0488438 −2.53E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_2000_s_1 0.155102 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.02031 −5.20E-08 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_2001_s_1 0.170355 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0227333 1.64E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_2002_s_1 0.135245 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0170927 −1.17E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_2003_s_1 0.117163 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0142617 −6.21E-07 F NA NA NA OK 
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F_fleet_3_YR_2004_s_1 0.122841 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0149548 1.40E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_2005_s_1 0.104103 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0124948 −1.10E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_2006_s_1 0.0995073 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0123596 −8.97E-07 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_2007_s_1 0.121144 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0151623 −7.98E-07 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_2008_s_1 0.11362 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0145021 −4.88E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_2009_s_1 0.11363 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0140623 −2.52E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_2010_s_1 0.106242 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0114284 2.87E-07 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_2011_s_1 0.105968 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0121686 −2.18E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_2012_s_1 0.11446 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0145268 −4.01E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_2013_s_1 0.116389 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0138091 5.40E-08 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_2014_s_1 0.124818 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0148839 −8.09E-07 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_2015_s_1 0.107836 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0127014 −1.13E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_2016_s_1 0.123747 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0176463 −1.30E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_2017_s_1 0.111665 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0171411 −1.02E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_2018_s_1 0.119579 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0193899 8.80E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_2019_s_1 0.14343 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0240907 −2.29E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_3_YR_2020_s_1 0.119582 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0217864 1.62E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1950_s_1 0.0047457 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0010777 −1.56E-05 F NA NA NA OK 
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Value Phase Min Max Init Status Parm_ 
StDev 

Gradient Pr_type Prior Pr_SD Pr_Like After-
bound 

 

F_fleet_4_YR_1951_s_1 0.0049099 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0011152 −9.32E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1952_s_1 0.0052775 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0011989 −2.25E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1953_s_1 0.0056862 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.001292 −2.87E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1954_s_1 0.0060999 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0013862 1.36E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1958_s_1 0.000003 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0000007 0.000382
249 

F NA NA NA CHECK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1959_s_1 0.0101446 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0023077 −8.55E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1960_s_1 0.011064 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0025179 −5.51E-09 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1961_s_1 0.0128675 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0029304 −3.00E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1962_s_1 0.0120363 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0027409 1.31E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1963_s_1 0.0135627 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0030902 1.45E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1964_s_1 0.0151878 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0034626 3.13E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1965_s_1 0.0182158 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0041574 −1.34E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1966_s_1 0.0207399 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0047382 −1.08E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1967_s_1 0.0260144 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0059546 9.67E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1968_s_1 0.0266133 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0060982 1.79E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1969_s_1 0.0304448 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0069958 −7.99E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1970_s_1 0.0357079 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0082335 −1.65E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1971_s_1 0.040568 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0093855 −4.59E-06 F NA NA NA OK 
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Value Phase Min Max Init Status Parm_ 
StDev 

Gradient Pr_type Prior Pr_SD Pr_Like After-
bound 

F_fleet_4_YR_1972_s_1 0.0552008 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0128575 4.42E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1973_s_1 0.0487735 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0113546 1.04E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1974_s_1 0.0494636 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0115286 2.13E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1975_s_1 0.0529342 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0123691 3.89E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1976_s_1 0.0595936 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0139823 −5.10E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1977_s_1 0.0421784 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0098477 −2.42E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1978_s_1 0.0466532 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0109239 6.54E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1979_s_1 0.039268 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0091842 8.36E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1980_s_1 0.0577305 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0136463 −4.43E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1981_s_1 0.0386612 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.009111 −6.02E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1982_s_1 0.0719096 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0172876 4.59E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1983_s_1 0.0743265 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.017758 2.64E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1984_s_1 0.0625292 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0147523 4.30E-07 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1985_s_1 0.0651035 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0152491 −8.25E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1986_s_1 0.0720343 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0166297 4.29E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1987_s_1 0.0728954 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0169354 1.24E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1988_s_1 0.0706785 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0165722 3.08E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1989_s_1 0.0721714 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0168971 2.46E-06 F NA NA NA OK 
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Value Phase Min Max Init Status Parm_ 
StDev 

Gradient Pr_type Prior Pr_SD Pr_Like After-
bound 

 

F_fleet_4_YR_1990_s_1 0.0750503 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0174472 −2.56E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1991_s_1 0.0748393 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0175785 −3.10E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1992_s_1 0.0611123 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0146739 2.01E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1993_s_1 0.0643869 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0154794 4.42E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1994_s_1 0.0635247 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0150042 1.35E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1995_s_1 0.0600067 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0139462 −7.54E-07 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1996_s_1 0.0745909 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0171022 −4.13E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1997_s_1 0.0678327 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0155541 2.42E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1998_s_1 0.0810803 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0186714 −7.34E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_1999_s_1 0.0844827 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0197339 5.93E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_2000_s_1 0.0634166 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0088046 1.06E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_2001_s_1 0.0698685 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0096028 5.88E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_2002_s_1 0.0718086 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0094987 1.73E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_2003_s_1 0.0875396 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0111943 2.77E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_2004_s_1 0.0757401 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0095413 3.41E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_2005_s_1 0.0690768 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0088149 −1.68E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_2006_s_1 0.0620222 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0079271 1.14E-07 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_2007_s_1 0.0648582 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0079978 4.30E-06 F NA NA NA OK 
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Value Phase Min Max Init Status Parm_ 
StDev 

Gradient Pr_type Prior Pr_SD Pr_Like After-
bound 

F_fleet_4_YR_2008_s_1 0.0642075 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0081791 −4.38E-07 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_2009_s_1 0.0486625 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0063914 4.53E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_2010_s_1 0.0395868 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0051841 2.66E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_2011_s_1 0.0311935 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0040055 −1.69E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_2012_s_1 0.0315141 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0040329 2.14E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_2013_s_1 0.0523576 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.006856 1.29E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_2014_s_1 0.0320557 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0043529 8.89E-06 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_2015_s_1 0.0277595 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0038593 −1.71E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_2016_s_1 0.0256282 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0036582 7.59E-07 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_2017_s_1 0.0210202 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0031626 −4.31E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_2018_s_1 0.0242875 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0039125 −3.77E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_2019_s_1 0.0208286 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0036262 3.09E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

F_fleet_4_YR_2020_s_1 0.021307 1 0 2 0.5 act 0.0040185 −1.42E-05 F NA NA NA OK 

Q_extraSD_FR-IE-IBTS(5) 0.077017 4 0 1 0.076971
6 

OK 0.0494973 −1.89E-07 No_prior NA NA NA OK 

Siz-
eSpline_GradLo_GNS(1) 

0.559209 6 −0.001 1 0.559211 OK 0.0272732 −1.81E-06 Sym_Beta 0 0.001 0.000013
9 

OK 

Siz-
eSpline_GradHi_GNS(1) 

−0.0429519 6 −1 0.001 −0.04295
19 

OK 0.0075575 7.60E-06 Sym_Beta 0 0.001 0.001781
9 

OK 
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Value Phase Min Max Init Status Parm_ 
StDev 

Gradient Pr_type Prior Pr_SD Pr_Like After-
bound 

SizeSpline_Val_1_GNS(1) −3.86814 5 −9 7 −3.86817 OK 0.138628 1.00E-07 Sym_Beta 0 0.001 0.000137
6 

OK 

SizeSpline_Val_3_GNS(1) −0.738137 5 −9 7 −0.73816 OK 0.0742173 −1.24E-05 Sym_Beta 0 0.001 0.000001 OK 

Retain_L_infl_GNS(1) 32.6009 5 5 100 32.6009 OK 0.305272 1.20E-05 No_prior NA NA NA OK 

Retain_L_width_GNS(1) 3.30552 6 0.1 20 3.30552 OK 0.136615 5.78E-06 No_prior NA NA NA OK 

Size_DblN_peak_TR_FR(2
) 

25.4259 5 10 60 25.4259 OK 0.546543 6.61E-06 Normal 25.4259 1 0 OK 

Size_DblN_as-
cend_se_TR_FR(2) 

4.33731 6 −15 8 4.3373 OK 0.091311 −8.34E-06 No_prior NA NA NA OK 

Retain_L_infl_TR_FR(2) 27.5199 5 5 100 27.5202 OK 0.34151 1.65E-05 No_prior NA NA NA OK 

Retain_L_width_TR_FR(2) 2.45457 6 0.1 20 2.45459 OK 0.079804 5.82E-07 No_prior NA NA NA OK 

Siz-
eSpline_GradLo_TR_OT(3
) 

0.530156 6 −0.001 1 0.530158 OK 0.0120886 4.11E-05 Sym_Beta 0 0.001 0.000003
4 

OK 

Siz-
eSpline_GradHi_TR_OT(3) 

−0.0854589 6 −1 0.001 −0.08545
53 

OK 0.0084754 1.20E-05 Sym_Beta 0 0.001 0.001151
9 

OK 

Siz-
eSpline_Val_1_TR_OT(3) 

−3.92684 5 −9 7 −3.92685 OK 0.0834337 0.000114
608 

Sym_Beta 0 0.001 0.000143
7 

OK 

Siz-
eSpline_Val_3_TR_OT(3) 

−1.83256 5 −9 7 −1.83254 OK 0.0664219 −5.97E-05 Sym_Beta 0 0.001 0.000010
9 

OK 

Retain_L_infl_TR_OT(3) 27.1758 5 5 100 27.176 OK 0.589001 −1.66E-05 No_prior NA NA NA OK 

Retain_L_width_TR_OT(3) 3.58554 6 0.1 20 3.58554 OK 0.0830535 −8.33E-06 No_prior NA NA NA OK 
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Value Phase Min Max Init Status Parm_ 
StDev 

Gradient Pr_type Prior Pr_SD Pr_Like After-
bound 

Siz-
eSpline_GradLo_TR_SP(4) 

0.522912 6 −0.001 1 0.522914 OK 0.022787 −1.02E-05 Sym_Beta 0 0.001 0.000001
8 

OK 

Siz-
eSpline_GradHi_TR_SP(4) 

−0.0836438 6 −1 0.001 −0.08363
46 

OK 0.0095125 −1.71E-06 Sym_Beta 0 0.001 0.001171
1 

OK 

Siz-
eSpline_Val_1_TR_SP(4) 

−4.57878 5 −9 7 −4.57885 OK 0.238773 −3.11E-05 Sym_Beta 0 0.001 0.000223
3 

OK 

Siz-
eSpline_Val_3_TR_SP(4) 

−0.391424 5 −9 7 −0.39131
4 

OK 0.0821294 -4.70E-05 Sym_Beta 0 0.001 0.000005
8 

OK 

Retain_L_infl_TR_SP(4) 19.0972 5 5 100 19.0971 OK 0.413716 2.36E-05 No_prior NA NA NA OK 

Retain_L_width_TR_SP(4) 2.09051 6 0.1 20 2.09051 OK 0.0625552 3.50E-06 No_prior NA NA NA OK 

Size_DblN_peak_FR-IE-
IBTS(5) 

62.7802 5 25 75 62.7795 OK 2.73377 1.18E-05 No_prior NA NA NA OK 

Size_DblN_ascend_se_FR-
IE-IBTS(5) 

8.09365 5 −9 9 8.09361 OK 0.128663 −1.90E-05 No_prior NA NA NA OK 

Size_DblN_de-
scend_se_FR-IE-IBTS(5) 

7.2432 6 −5 30 7.2432 OK 0.254601 2.88E-05 No_prior NA NA NA OK 

Size_inflec-
tion_IE_MONKSURVEY(6) 

28.944 5 10 130 28.9435 OK 4.83099 9.69E-07 No_prior NA NA NA OK 

Size_95%width_IE_MONK
SURVEY(6) 

39.7938 6 −15 60 39.7919 OK 9.8337 −1.45E-06 No_prior NA NA NA OK 

Size_DblN_peak_SPGFS(7
) 

86.278 5 5 130 86.2778 OK 2.17802 4.80E-06 No_prior NA NA NA OK 

Size_DblN_as-
cend_se_SPGFS(7) 

7.2402 5 −1 9 7.24019 OK 0.0647642 −4.15E-06 No_prior NA NA NA OK 
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Value Phase Min Max Init Status Parm_ 
StDev 

Gradient Pr_type Prior Pr_SD Pr_Like After-
bound 

ln(DM_theta)_1 (TR_OT) 0.85913 8 −5 5 0.859132 OK 0.0909707 7.05E-06 Normal 0 1.813 0.112277 OK 

ln(DM_theta)_2 (TR_SP) 1.12865 8 −5 5 1.1286 OK 0.138652 2.22E-06 Normal 0 1.813 0.193772 OK 

ln(DM_theta)_3 (IBTS) 2.37913 8 −5 5 2.37915 OK 0.421826 1.02E-06 Normal 0 1.813 0.861018 OK 

ln(DM_theta)_4 (MONK) 4.69247 8 −5 5 4.69248 OK 0.754811 5.83E-07 Normal 0 1.813 3.34948 OK 

ln(DM_theta)_5 (SPGFS) 1.32113 8 −5 5 1.32114 OK 0.193313 −5.05E-06 Normal 0 1.813 0.2655 OK 

Siz-
eSpline_Val_1_TR_SP(4)_
BLK1add_2007 

−2.53221 7 −9 7 −2.53223 OK 0.193743 −3.11E-05 Sym_Beta 0 0.001 0.000037
3 

OK 
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5.3.1 Growth 

The growth pattern of males and females. 

Figure 5.2. The length-at-age for males and females. 

5.3.2 Selectivity and length compositions fits 

Figure 5.2 shows that all the commercial fleet show bimodal shape in selectivity, although the 
SP_TR show that pattern only before 2007 and for the TR_FR shows the logistic shape because 
that’s the assumed pattern. However, with the splines the model also estimates bimodal shape 
for TR_FR although it shows similar to the logistic pattern and the residuals are not improved. 
The reason to fix the FR_TR parameter at 25.43 was based on the jittering analysis explained in 
the diagnostic section. 

The time block for TR_SP as well as the random walks in the retention curve for TR_FR and 
TR_OT are due to the changes in the fish discards towards bigger fish. 

The model also suggest that the fleets are better at catching small fish than the survey. Probably 
this is explained with the small time window at which the surveys happen compared with the 
commercial fleets that fish during the year. 

ICES | WKANGHAKE   2022 
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Figure 5.3. In the top the estimated selectivity for each fleet, middle figures show the random walk in the retention curve 
for TR_FR (left) and TR_OT (right) and the bottom figure the selectivity pattern of TR_SP with time block in 2007. 

The lower selectivity at around 45 cm and the bimodal shape in selectivity probably could be 
explained with lower fish availability at that size range which could be due to the different ver-
tical distribution of fish with size as well as the different spatial distribution with size (Figure 
5.3). 
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Figure 5.4. The relative abundance of white anglerfish at depth (top figure) and space (bottom figure). 

The jittering in a previous model without the prior in the TR_FR peak parameter showed that 
the model could converge in a local minimum or in the global minimum. The difference in the 
likelihood was very low 13 units, however the trend in SSB was different. The difference was 
due to differences on the estimated peak parameter of the TR_FR. Then following the signal of 
selectivity on small fish of the other fleets, it was decided that the peak parameter of TR_FR fleet 
should have a prior at 25.5 with s.d. of 1 and normal distribution. So then the stability of the 
model as well as the plausibility of the results and from the 30 runs of the jittering only one did 
not give the same results as the others. 

The model fits the length composition data compared to the fits in general. Although, the model 
show some bias the male’s length distribution and also the SPGFS surveys length distribution. 
The bimodal shape of SPGFS is very difficult to fit even with a spline. The survey sometimes 
catches small fish and others no, so we though that the small fish observed by this survey were 
nor representative of the all area. Therefore, the selectivity of this fleet was defined as logistic 
with the peak in the large fish. 
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Figure 5.5. The figure below shows the aggregated length composition by fleets and surveys. 

5.3.3 Indices 

The model fits quite well the indices; however, the model does not fit very well the increase 
observed in the joint index in 2019 and 2018 due to the contradictory trends in the other two 
surveys. 
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Figure 5.6. The indices and the fits of the model of the IBTS joint index (top), monksurvey (middle) and the SPGFS survey 
(bottom). 
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5.3.4 Stock recruitment 

The figure shows the estimated Beverton and Holt stock recruitment relationship with a small 
decrease in recruitment at biomass below 30 000 t. The recruitment deviates estimates are cor-
rected with the suggested parameterization by SS3.  

 

Figure 5.7. The estimated stock recruitment relationship, the deviates, the introduced correction for the estimation of 
the recruitment deviates and the estimated recruitments by year. 

5.3.5 Catches 

The model fits well the landings of all the commercial fleets although the landings of the TR_FR 
are underestimated. The estimated discards by fleets are quite close to the observed values alt-
hough in the case of the TR_SP, the model is not able to estimate them. However the observed 
discards for the TR_SP are very low, most of them below 200 mt. 
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Figure 5.8. The predicted and observed landings and discards by fleet. 
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5.3.5.1  Time-series SSB and fishing mortality 
The model estimated a big decrease in biomass until 2000 and after increases until similar to 1986 
where the length composition data starts. The fishing mortality was very low at the beginning of 
the time-series and increased to 0.3 in 2003 and decreases until 2021 with an F of 0.15 in 2021. 

 

 

Figure 5.9. The estimated time-series of SSB and Fishing mortality (age 3–15) and uncertainty. 
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Table 5.2. Summary of the diagnostics. 

Conver. Total_LL N_Params Runs_test_ 
IBTS 

Runs_test_
MONK 

Runs_test_
SPGFS 

MASE_IBTS MASE_MO
NK 

MASE_SPGF
S 

Retro_SSB_
Rho 

Fore-
cast_SSB_R
ho 

RetroF_Rho Fore-
castF_Rho 

0.00168352 −9113.11 391 Passed Passed Failed 1.57 0.705 1.04 −0.0025 0.012918 0.00173 0.0302 
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5.4 Model diagnostics 

The diagnostic of the model was done based on the plausibility of the results, expert’s 
knowledge, runs test (to analyse the fits of the model), hindcasting (for the predictive skills of 
the model), the jittering and retrospective and forecast analysis (for stability) (Carvallo et al., 
2019). The model passes the runs test of the IBTS survey and the Monksurvey but not the SpGFS 
survey and it passes also the length composition runs test for all the fleets but not for the IBTS 
joint index. The model shows predictive skills of the monksurvey index (MASE<1) and for the 
SPgfS the MASE value was very close to 1 (1.04). The retrospective and forecast of SSB had a very 
low value of Mohn’s rho of 0 and 0.01 for forecast and the same for F fishing mortality (between 
age 3 and 15) with a Mohn’s rho of 0 in the retrospective pattern and 0.03 in the forecast. 

 

Figure 5.10. Runs test results of the surveys. Green means pass and red not pass. Red points means that those observed 
values are out of the confidence interval of the estimated value. 
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Figure 5.11 Runs Test results of the length composition. Red points means that those observed values are out of the 
confidence interval of the estimated value. 

Figure 5.12. Retrospective pattern and forecast of SSB and F fishing mortality of the last 5 years. The figure also show the 
Mohn’s rho values of the retrospective pattern and between brackets the values for the forecast. 
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Figure 5.13. The hindcasting of the 3 surveys and the MASE values of each of them. 

The jittering analysis shows that from 30 jittering only one model did not converge with the same 
results. So the model is quite stable. 

 

Figure 5.14. Results of the jittering of 30 runs. 
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5.5 Alternative runs and discussion 

Different sensitivity analysis were performed and the best model for the assessment was chosen 
based on the different diagnostics: on the fits to the data (runs test), predictive power of the 
model (hindcasting), stability and also plausibility. Below is listed the different sensitivity anal-
ysis performed during the process. However, the sensitivity analysis was done continuously in 
the all process therefore some differences can be found between the different sensitivity analysis, 
where some of the scenarios were done assuming a cv of 0.2 for the catches in the time-series, 
logistic selectivity for all the fleets, length composition of the commercial fleets downweighted 
by 0.1, time block in the IBTS survey but not in the TR_SP fleet, monksurvey fixed, SPGFS second 
parameter fixed… 

Although some of the diagnostics on the IBTS survey were improved there was not any reason 
to assume a time block for the survey. So during the development this setting was modified. The 
time block in the TR_sp was included due to the lack of data on the smallest fish after 2007. 

The comparison of the diagnostics is done based on the results with models with similar settings. 
The models with stars in the name are the reference within the models following those settings. 
The model with name *** base case is the final assessment model which has been mentioned as 
base case in the all section. 

Biology (Table 5.3) 

• Name: LminFix. Lmin fix at 18.9 cm based on the estimates by WD04. The fits to the length
composition of the commercial fleets are much worst, but the fits to the IBTS joint index
length composition are better.

• Name: mMalLorAge3. Natural mortality estimated by the model at age 3 with Lorenzen
curve: The model estimated 0.39 a bit higher than what we assume, however, the Lo-
renzen curve estimates decreasing values of M with age while we assume a constant
value of 0.36 for all the ages >= 3.

• Name: m40. Natural mortality assuming M = 0.4 at age 3 with Lorenzen curve. Similar
outputs to the previous model.

• Name: LinfFem.Estimate Linf for females: 135 cm. Smaller value than in the base case
165 cm. The largest fish caught ~ 180 cm.

• Name: LinfMal. Estimate Linf for male: 95 cm. Similar to the assumed value in the base case
100 cm.

• Estimate K for females: 0.092 cm. Similar estimated values 0.112 cm (*no diagnostics
available for this scenarios)

Selectivity 

• Name:**. All of them logistic. The residual pattern of the length composition of the com-
mercial fleets worst.

• Name: SPGFS splines. The retrospective pattern worst.
• Name: RandomWalkAllFleets. The retrospective pattern worst.
• Name:Without random walk. Worst hindcasting properties.
• Name: LocalMin. Cv of the catches 0.2 the all time-series. The model underestimates the

observed landings.
• Name: Global min. The model shows two convergency points depending on the starting

values. In the global minimum the model estimates high selectivity in big fish, so the fits
of landings are very good but the discards are underestimated and the fit to the length
composition of the discards of TR_FR shows bimodal shape. When the model converge
with TR_FR high selectivity in the smallest fish then the fits to discards and discards
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length composition are better but the landings of TR_FR a bit underestimated. The dif-
ference in likelihood between both models was 13 units. However, the estimated biomass 
for white anglerfish was similar to the black anglerfish when the catches on white an-
glerfish are 3 times higher. The results of the global minimum were not very plausible 
neither compared with the estimated reference points with the previous assessment 
model. This is shown in the section of “Selectivity: sources and explanations”. 

• Name:WithoutTB. Here the time block of the IBTS was removed. The retrospective pat-
tern got worst. However, there was no justification to set a time block in this survey, so 
the final settings did not consider it. 

• Name:Without downweight LC. Without downweighting the LC of the commercial 
fleets the MASE values of the IBTS survey increased considerably and also the retrospec-
tive pattern. 

• Name: Monkfree. Here the selectivity parameters of the monksurvey were estimated by 
the model. Assumming logistic selectivity, the model was estimating very high standard 
error for these parameters, therefore, under this setting the monksurvey parameters were 
kept fixed. 

• Name: Without Random Walk. The MASE values of the IBTS survey were worst, alt-
hough the retrospective pattern were better compared with the model with this settings 
(Name:*). 

• Name: WithRandomWalk2007. Starting random walk in 2007 was resulting in worst ret-
rospective pattern, although better MASE value for the 3 fleets compared with the model 
Name:*. 
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Table 5.3. The diagnostics on the settings of the parameters related with biology. The name of the run is a personal reference to find the run. 

Name Convergence Total_LL N_Params Runs_test_IB
TS 

Runs_test_M
ONK 

Runs_test_S
PGFS 

MASE_IBTS MASE_MON
K 

MASE_SPGFS Retro_Rho Fore-
cast_Rho 

RetroF_Rho Fore-
castF_Rho 

Base case 0.00168352 −9113.11 391 Passed Passed Failed 1.57 0.705 1.04 −0.0025 0.012918 0.00173 0.0302 

LminFix 0.00308211 −8024.61 389 Passed Passed Failed 1.8197462 0.73122569 0.96840914 −0.03864818 −0.03203956 0.0117361 0.21491934 

cv01_Lmin-
Free 

0.00336378 −9113.26 391 Passed Passed Failed 1.50949084 0.72551615 1.06077859 0.00856623 0.01850801 −0.02084086 0.00677703

Below logistic selectivity, dw01, time block IBTSsurvey 

Logistic 0.008799 2109.85 378 Passed Passed Failed 0.98510492 0.76172705 1.15349762 −0.06716675 −0.03626767 0.01736313 −0.08952271

m40 0.00608031 2102.19 378 Passed Passed Failed 0.99287077 0.74940308 1.18236581 0.15801367 0.20091446 −0.16123708 −0.24010401

mMalLor-
Age3 

0.00226161 2245.66 379 Passed Passed Failed 1.95497777 0.78102461 1.1003111 0.11036475 0.1151278 −0.05539304 −0.11724225

LinfFem 0.00091171 2099.68 379 Passed Passed Failed 0.95049806 0.73774119 1.13637496 −0.10904512 −0.09545552 0.09889442 0.01795552 

LinfMal 0.00246355 2098.14 378 Passed Passed Failed 0.917006434 0.750233842 1.1840225 0.175464121 0.21827151 −0.16632128
2 

−0.24714564
6 

Table 5.4. The diagnostics on the settings of the parameters related with selectivity. 

Name Run Conver-
gence 

Total_LL N_Params Runs_test_I
BTS 

Runs_test_
MONK 

Runs_test_S
PGFS 

MASE_IBTS MASE_MON
K 

MASE_SPGF
S 

Retro_Rho Fore-
cast_Rho 

RetroF_Rho Fore-
castF_Rho 

***Base case 

*** FinalModel 0.00168352 −9113.11 391 Passed Passed Failed 1.57 0.705 1.04 −0.0025 0.012918 0.00173 0.0302 

cv02 

AllSpline ASp0 0.00232195 −9252.65 393 Passed Passed Failed 1.64845561 0.74339252 0.66082922 0.1836211 0.22193145 −0.1623238
8 

−0.2178867
2 
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Name Run Conver-
gence 

Total_LL N_Params Runs_test_I
BTS 

Runs_test_
MONK 

Runs_test_S
PGFS 

MASE_IBTS MASE_MON
K 

MASE_SPGF
S 

Retro_Rho Fore-
cast_Rho 

RetroF_Rho Fore-
castF_Rho 

LocalMin VS91_ramp
3_2016_201
5sp_dch 

0.00325105 −9148.93 391 Passed Passed Failed 1.82027162 0.77675145 0.7704905 0.03770356 0.05254709 −0.0474116
4 

−0.1629402
6 

GlobMin VS91_ramp
3_2016_201
5sp_dch_jit-
ter2 

0.00118167 −8909.33 391 Passed Passed Passed 1.57154339 0.72869228 0.88132147 −0.0415892
8 

−0.0347666
3 

−0.0673024
3 

−0.0426494
4 

**Logistic all-dw 0.1-TB in IBTS-fixedMonk-SPGFS 2fixed 

** BC_m12_20
16 

0.008799 2109.85 378 Passed Passed Failed 0.98510492 0.76172705 1.15349762 −0.0671667
5 

−0.0362676
7 

0.01736313 −0.0895227
1 

WithoutTB BC_m12_20
16_woTB 

0.00320853 2102.55 376 Passed Passed Failed 0.9914967 0.76774223 1.18331495 0.12106047 0.15813452 −0.1381147
3 

−0.2262093
9 

SPGFS spline BC_m12_20
16_spgfsSpli
ne 

0.00065772 2109.84 110 Passed Passed Passed 0.87627006 0.78067454 1.17920553 0.15382937 0.18191085 −0.1362338
1 

−0.1580168
7 

Ran-
domWalkAll
Fleets 

BC_m12_20
16_ramp_R
WAll 

0.00160783 2153.36 414 Passed Passed Failed 0.91241636 0.76332691 1.21601467 0.15623795 0.19172861 −0.1697016
2 

−0.2276792
6 

Without 
dow-
enweight LC 

BC_m12_20
16wdw 

0.00510181 6380.56 378 Passed Passed Failed 2.77126365 0.89796163 1.32012836 −0.2116444
3 

−0.2188482
7 

−0.1516154
2 

−0.1672214
7 

MonkFree BC_monk-
free_m12_2
016 

0.0104789 2088.42 380 Passed Passed Failed 0.9225132 0.87296783 1.16038292 0.33549827 0.41232278 −0.2540574
2 

−0.3178813
2 

*below is assumed monksurvey month 1 yr+1 and data LC 2016 removed 

* BC 0.00091428 2015.75 378 Passed Passed Failed 1.29799284 1.80148863 2.11819012 0.09754744 0.13061045 −0.1171975
7 

−0.2027400
1 
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Name Run Conver-
gence 

Total_LL N_Params Runs_test_I
BTS 

Runs_test_
MONK 

Runs_test_S
PGFS 

MASE_IBTS MASE_MON
K 

MASE_SPGF
S 

Retro_Rho Fore-
cast_Rho 

RetroF_Rho Fore-
castF_Rho 

without 
Random 
walk 

BC_wRW 0.00088635 2043.68 339 Passed Passed Failed 1.44795557 1.73210733 2.0252687 0.02415793 0.03346978 −0.0408359
6 

−0.1603025
3 

With Ran-
domWalk20
07 

BC_RW2007 0.00172396 2003.84 370 Passed Passed Failed 0.9914967 0.76774223 1.18331495 0.12106047 0.15813452 −0.1381147
3 

−0.2262093
9 

The base case model shows very good stability and convergency skills as well as very stable retrospective and forecast pattern. However, the hindcasting of the IBTS has a MASE value 
of 1.57 >1. This is probably due to the poor fits of the model in the 2018 and 2019 years where the IBTS joint index shows an increase in biomass while the other two surveys do not show 
the same pattern, so for the model is difficult to fit those data. 
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5.6 Remaining issues 

The model shows some bias in the fits of the males length distribution in the IBTS joint survey 
that could be improved with more knowledge in the biology of this species such as growth and 
natural mortality. 

One of the issues found during the development of the model is the lack of fit of SPGFS survey 
(although the model pass the runs test on this survey) as well as the low prediction skills on the 
IBTS joint index. It would be interesting to try a model with different areas. In that case, the IBTS 
index could be divided in the two indices that could described the trends by area and then the 
fits as well as the hindcasting of these surveys could be improved. Nevertheless, during 
WKTADSA a 2 area model was tried as sensitivity analysis, considering SPGFS as different area 
due to the weird length distribution of this survey and assuming that the Spanish trawlers were 
fishing there, however, the pattern was not improved, and the Spanish trawlers length distribu-
tion was closer to the length distribution of the other fleet (all of them aggregated) than to the 
survey. So afterwards only a one area model was explored. However, very little is known on the 
movement patterns of the white anglerfish for the development of a model with different areas 
and therefore, it would be very difficult to get robust and stable model for this species under 
those assumptions. 

Another important issue that should be considered in the next benchmark is the stock unit. Dif-
ferent studies indicate the probably the stock unit is not defined correctly and that the three white 
anglerfish stock defined in the Atlantic should be assessed as well as managed as a unique stock.  

5.7 Reference points 

5.7.1 ICES approach to setting reference points 

Reference points were established by following the ICES fisheries management reference points 
for category 1 and 2 stocks7 (Published 1 March 2021). The ICES R package msy was used (EqSim 
approach).  

An FLR stock object was created from SS outputs using the R library ss3om. This assessment 
only has one season but two sexes. EqSim works on a single season, single-sex stock object, there-
fore the sexes were combined. SSB was calculated from the stock numbers and weights-at-age 
and the female maturity ogive. Note that SS interprets SSB in a 2-sex model as the female-only 
SSB but the reference points were calculated relative to the combined-sex SSB.  

F and recruitment in the FLStock object were checked against the SS output (and matched 
closely). 

5.7.1.1 Stock–recruit relationship 
In order to be consistent with the SS assessment, the stock–recruit relationship estimated by SS 
was used for estimating reference points (except for PA reference points which are based on a 
segmented regression). The values of R0, B0 and h were translated to the traditional a and b pa-
rameters of the classic Beverton–Holt curve (see Mangel, 2010 Fish and Fisheries for equations). 
However, in order to be consistent with the combined-sex SSB, the parameter B0 (which is for 
females-only in SS output) was converted to a combined-sex B0 by using the ratio of combined-

 
7 ICES. 2021. ICES fisheries management reference points for category 1 and 2 stocks. Technical Guidelines. In Report of 

the ICES Advisory Committee, 2021. ICES Advice 2021, Section 16.4.3.1. https://doi.org/10.17895/ices.advice.7891 
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sex biomass over female-only biomass in the first year of the assessment (which was close to 
unexploited).  

5.7.1.2 Stock type and Blim 

The stock–recruit relationship was examined for the period with length data only (1986 on-
wards). The stock type was identified as type 1 (spasmodic) or type 5 (no evidence of impaired 
recruitment). Blim is defined as the lowest SSB with large recruitment (2004) for type 1 and as the 
lowest observed SSB (2003) for type 5. There was very little difference between the two options 
and the 2004 SSB was chosen as Blim (19 524). 

5.7.1.3 PA reference points 
Bpa is estimated as Blim plus model uncertainty. The estimate of error around SSB in the last year 
of the model was 0.153. This was considered to be very close the default value of 0.2 and there-
fore, better to use the estimated value within SS3, resulting in Bpa = Blim * exp(1.645 * 0.2) = 25,113 

Flim is estimated by simulating a stock with a segmented regression S–R relationship, with the 
point of inflection at Blim, thus determining the F which, at equilibrium, yields a 50% probability 
of SSB > Blim. This simulation is conducted without inclusion of a Btrigger and without inclusion of 
assessment/advice errors.  
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The segmented regression simulation resulted in a large drop in yield for F values above 0.25. 
Therefore, Flim was estimated at the relatively low value of 0.259. As this was inconsistent with 
Fpa (estimated later; using the BH SR and resulting in a much flatter yield curve) and because Flim 
is not used for advice, it was decided to leave the Flim reference point undefined. 

5.7.1.4 FMSY and Btrigger 
FMSY is initially calculated based on an evaluation with the inclusion of stochasticity in a popula-
tion and fishery as well as assessment/advice error but without the MSY Btrigger advice rule. For 
this simulation the BH stock–recruit function with fixed B0 (both sexes); R0 and h parameters was 
used. The ICES default settings were used for cvF = 0.212; phiF = 0.423; cvSSB = 0 and phiSSB = 0. 
This resulted in an initial estimate of Fmsy = 0.184. 

The final simulation implements the ICES advice rule which should be evaluated to check that 
the FMSY and MSY Btrigger combination fulfils the precautionary criterion of having less than 5% 
annual probability of SSB < Blim in the long term. The evaluation includes assessment/advice er-
ror and stochasticity in population biology and fishery selectivity. Btrigger is defined as Bpa = 25113. 

 

 

Figure 5.15. The final simulation (fixed Beverton–Holt SR and including advice rule). The x-axis shows F. Recruitment is 
almost independent of F due to the relatively high steepness assumption (top left). Equilibrium SSB is lower than the 
recently observed SSB (~50000), suggesting that SSB (and yield) will continue to increase at current levels of F close to 
0.15 (top right). The yield curve (bottom-left) is quite flat-topped and fishing at Fmsy results in very close to fall below 
Blim (bottom right). Note that the choice of stock–recruit relationship is influential in these results (i.e. segmented regres-
sion indicates a strong reduction in yield at F>0.25). 
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Figure 5.16. Fmsy is estimated at 0.19 in the final simulation with a range of 0.13–0.288. The upper range is over Fpa and 
therefore it assumed Fupper= Fpa=F0.5= 0.237. 

The final reference points are as follows: 

Reference point Value Rationale 

Blim 19525 SSB(2004); lowest SSB with high recruitment 

Bpa 25113 Blim with assessment error 

MSY Btrigger 25113 Bpa 

Flim Undefined 
(0.259) 

F with 50% probability of SSB>Blim (segreg without Btrigger), This is inconsistent with 
Fpa (which was estimated using a different stock–recruit relationship) and therefore 
Flim will be undefined 

Fpa 0.237 F with 95% probability of SSB ≥ Blim (BH with Btrigger) 

FMSY 0.19 Stochastic simulations (BH with Btrigger) 

FMSYLower 0.13 Stochastic simulations (BH with Btrigger) 

FMSYUpper 0.237 The estimated value for FmsyUpper was over Fpa value, therefore, we assume 
FMSYUpper = Fpa 

BMSY5pc 25278 5% probability of SSB < Blim 
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5.8 Forecast assumptions 

The following are default forecast options. The working group will review these annually and 
adapt as necessary: 

• Mean weights-at-age, maturity-at-age: These are fixed, so the values from the last year 
can be used; 

• Discard proportions-at-age: average last 3 years; 
• Exploitation pattern: average last 3 years; 
• F status-quo average last 3 years unless there is a clear trend in F, in which case F can be 

rescaled to the last year; 
• F in the intermediate year: F status-quo; 
• Recruitment in the intermediate and forecast years: predicted from Stock Synthesis 

stock–recruit relationship; 
• Recruitment in the last data year(s): if the working group believes these are not accurately 

estimated it can be replaced with the recruitment predicted from Stock Synthesis stock–
recruit relationship. 
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Annex 2: Resolutions 

The benchmark workshop on anglerfish (Lophius budegassa, Lophius piscatorius) and hake (Mer-
luccius merluccius) (WKANGHAKE) was chaired by Giuseppe Scarcella (CNR) and Massimiliano 
Cardinale (SLU), and reviewed by invited external experts Lisa Ailloud (NOAA), Matthew Smith 
(NOAA), and Dean Courtney (NOAA). The benchmark participants met online 23–25 November 
2021 for a data workshop, and 14–18 February 2022 for a five-day assessment methods work-
shop. For all stocks in this benchmark, it was proposed to use Stock Synthesis (SS) as the assess-
ment method. See also the work presented in WKTADSA8 that was done in preparation of this 
benchmark for further details on model development. WKANGHAKE worked to: 
 
8. As part of the data workshop:  

a) Publish an ICES data call for information on length and maturity data from sampled 
catches for hake to assist in validating the maturity ogive. Collate and analyse sub-
mitted data; 

b) Consider the quality of data proposed for use in the assessment; 
c) Examine the raising of discards in collaboration with representatives from 

WKMIXFISH;  
d) Make a proposal to the benchmark on the use and treatment of data for each assess-

ment, including discards, surveys, life history, fishery-dependent, recreational, etc.; 
e) Stakeholders are invited to contribute data (including data from non-traditional 

sources) and to contribute to data preparation and evaluation of data quality.  

9. In preparation for the assessment methods workshop:  
a) Following the data workshop, produce working documents to be reviewed during 

the benchmark assessment workshop at least 14 days prior to the meeting. 

10. As part of the assessment methods workshop, agree to and thoroughly document the 
most appropriate: 
a) Method for conducting the stock assessment;  
b) Method and values for fisheries and biomass reference points that follow the best 

available science (i.e. taking into consideration the recommendations made by 
WKREF1 and WKREF2) and are in line with ICES guidelines (see ICES Technical 
Guidelines on reference points9); 
(i) If additional time is needed to conduct the work and agree to reference points, 

a short additional reference point workshop will be scheduled to conduct this 
work. 

c) Method for conducting the short-term forecast. 

11. As part of the assessment methods workshop, knowledge of environmental drivers, in-
cluding multispecies interactions, and ecosystem impacts should be integrated in the 
methodology. A full suite of diagnostics (regarding data, retrospective behaviour, model 
fit etc.) should be examined as a whole to evaluate the appropriateness of any model 
developed and proposed for use in generating advice. 

 
8 https://doi.org/10.17895/ices.pub.8004 

9 https://doi.org/10.17895/ices.advice.7891 
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12. If no analytical assessment method can be agreed, then an alternative method (the former
method, or following the ICES data-limited stock approach see WKLIFE X10 should be
put forward by the benchmark;

13. Update the stock annex as appropriate; and

14. Develop recommendations for future improvements of the assessment methodology and
data collection.

The benchmark will report by 18 March 2022 for the attention of ACOM. 

10 https://doi.org/10.17895/ices.pub.5985 
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Annex 3: Working documents11 

Summary of working documents related to northern hake and issue list 

Working documents 

Working Document 01: Length-weight relationship parameters for Northern hake using linear models. 

The objective of this study was to analyse if the current length-weight relationship parameters 
used in the assessment model of Northern Hake (ICES 1991) are still appropriate.  

Using linear models and the dataset compiled for MEVA project in 2020, we estimated the 
length-weight relationship parameters for Northern Hake stock by sex, area (ICES area 7, 8 and 
6) and year (from 2001 to 2019). The results indicated that there were differences in the length-
weight relationship by sex, area and year. The weight of females was higher than males. The 
fishes in Area 8 had higher weight than fishes in areas 6 and 7. The weight of the fishes was lower 
in the most recent years. There was a clear temporal trend in the estimated mean weight of indi-
viduals, with lower weights in recent years. It was agreed to used three year blocks to model the 
variability of weight, using the data in those years to estimate the length-weight parameters. 

A detailed description of this analysis is given in a working document presented to during the 
workshop. 

Working Document 02: Maturity ogive for Northern hake using general binomial models. 

The objective of this study was to verify if the current maturity ogive parameters used in the 
assessment model of Northern Hake (ICES, 2010) are still adequate to be used in the assessment 
and if there have been changes over time. The high increase in biomass in recent years could 
have produced an increase in the length at maturity. 

Using the general binomial model and the spawning period data compiled by AZTI, the maturity 
ogive of Northern hake by sex and year was estimated (from 2001 to 2021, no data for years 2016 
and 2020 was available) for area 8. The results indicated that there were differences in the ma-
turity ogive by sex and year. The males matured at lower sizes than females. The fishes matured 
at earlier length in the past than in the most recent years. Overall, there were high differences 
between the values used historically and the values obtained from this study to define the ma-
turity ogive of Northern hake. According to this study, the individuals mature earlier than his-
torically is assumed. 

The dataset used in this study is the most complete dataset we have to analyse the maturity ogive 
of Northern Hake. However, these data did not cover the whole distribution area of the stock. 
Thus, although this study showed that the individuals mature earlier than assumed in the as-
sessment further analysis are needed to verify if the same happens in the whole distribution 
areas.  

A detailed description of this analysis is given in a working document presented to during the 
workshop. 

 

 
11 Working documents can be found in full below the four summary sections. 
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Issue list 

The ‘base case’ for the model configuration of northern stock of hake is the configuration used 
in the assessment of the stock in 2021 in WGBIE (ICES, 2021). The input files are in the ‘Data’ 
folder of the meeting SharePoint. 

In the table below different hypotheses (model configurations) in terms of data and model set-
tings are listed. The performance of those alternative configurations will be evaluated using di-
agnostics and guidelines in Minte-Vera et al. (2021) and Carvalho et al. (2017, 2021) to detect 
model misspecification and discriminate between models. When introducing additional model 
complexity that do not lead to significant changes in the performance of the model the alternative 
model will be discarded in favour of current model configuration (base case). 

Without modelling the stock development there are several things we know about the stock and 
fishery development that will help identify misspecification in model runs: 

1. Fishing effort is believed to have decreased considerably during the last decades.
2. Biomass indices increased sharply from 2008 to 2016 and decreased since then. The

catches had similar trend with a maximum in 2016, comparable to the historical maxi-
mum. The high increase in biomass produced an expansion of the stock to the North Sea.
The subsequent decrease in biomass could be motivated by the high catches or the inca-
pacity of the ecosystem to maintain the stock

3. The stock has not been able to maintain maximum catches around 100 thousand tones in
two historical periods, around 1960 and around 2016. Thus, maximum sustainable yield
should be below this limit. There was a stable period of catches around 60 000 tonnes.
However, it was followed by a decrease in the catches and a recovery plan for the stock
in 2004.

Issue Comment 

Age Data There is no validated criterion to age hakes. Length data will be used solely. 

Stock identity Stock identity is unknown. 

Has been referred to SIMWG and WGAGFA – no resolution before this benchmark. Keep 
stock definition as is for now. 

Maturity Ogive Maturity ogive was calculated in 2010 using data only from Bay of Biscay and using a 
knife-edge curve with L50 = 42.85 cm. 

In the workshop time-series of L50 estimated using AZTI’s data (Bay of Biscay) was pre-
sented. L50 shown an increasing trend in the most recent years that could be due to 
both, change in the way resting individuals are assigned and a real trend in the biologi-
cal process. After the working group a deeper analysis of data were conducted using 
data from the data call and DATRAS. There are differences between labs difficult to ex-
plain. It seems that resting individuals, difficult to distinguish from immature ones, are 
assigned systematically to immatures in some cases which leads to high L50 estimates. 
Further work will be conducted to ensure right L50 estimate can be obtained. With the 
high increase in biomass in the last two decades increases in L50 due to denso-depend-
ence is not discarded but needs to be confirmed with data. Here 3 possible scenarios 
are presented but only the most likely will be tested based on available evidence. 

Alternative scenario 1: Overall maturity ogive estimated from data.  

Alternative scenario 2: Maturity ogive estimated from data with a temporal trend.  

Alternative scenario 3: No maturity data are used, biomass from certain age group used 
as a proxy of reproductive potential. 
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Issue Comment 

Length weight relationship The length weight relationship used in the base case has parameters α=0.00513 and 
β=3.074 and was estimated in the 1980s. In a working document presented during the 
benchmark a trend in the estimated mean weight at length over time was observed. It 
was proposed to use 3-year blocks using the mean value in each block.  

 

Alternative scenario: 3-year blocks with 3 year mean value.  

Growth parameters In the ‘base case’ configuration Linf and K are both fixed. Linf = 130 cm and K ~0.17.  

De Pontual et al. (2013) based on tagging data proposed Linf = 125 cm and K = 0.17.  

In a working document presented during the workshop Cerviño et al. (2021) proposed 
to calculate Linf based on a meta-analysis on different hake species and life invariants. In 
this case Linf is derived from maturity ogives. For northern hake, during the workshop 
inconsistencies were encountered in maturity data that needs to be further analysed.  

 

Alternative scenario 1: Linf = 125 cm, if an accurate maturity ogive can be constructed 
for the stock the life invariants approach will be tested to check if 125 cm is consistent 
with biology theory. If not, Linf obtained using life invariants will be considered. K = 0.17. 

Alternative scenario 2: Estimate K internally in the model. The model will be able to es-
timate K but it could impact negatively on the retrospective pattern. 

Natural mortality In ‘base case’ scenario M = 0.4 for all ages is used, the value is not based in scientific ev-
idence. 

 

Alternative scenario 1: A mean value of M based on life invariants (Starting from L50 in 
the maturity ogive or Linf = 125, depending on the quality of maturity data).  

Alternative scenario 2: Lorenzen model with intermediate value equal to that in sce-
nario 1.  

Steepness Steepness is equal to 0.99 in the ‘Base Case’ which is considered inappropriate. As sig-
maR is big enough to give flexibility to the model to estimate recruitment deviations ad-
equately, the impact of different steepness values in the historical development of the 
stock is low. Steepness impacts in the estimation of virgin biomass, reference points 
and projections.  

Steepness value in FishLife package is equal to 0.68. From a precautionary perspective is 
better to use a value below the real one that overestimate it because the risk is lower. 
The benchmark chair proposes to use a two-stage profiling to tune steepness and Sig-
maR.  

 

Alternative scenarios: Test different values of steepness and based on the two-stage 
profiling and other model diagnostics select the most sensible value.  

Initial condition ‘Base Case’ assumes that in 1978 the stock was in equilibrium to the mean catch in 
1978–1982. This assumption may be wrong and impact on the estimation of the 
productivity of the stock. 

 

Alternative scenario: Reconstruct the time-series of catch back in time to start from an 
(almost) non-exploited state. There is some information on Spanish landings back to 
1900, but rough assumptions will be necessary to split the catch between southern and 
northern stocks and to infer international landings from Spanish landings. Historically 
Spain has been the most important country in the fishery.  

The rational for this scenario is that it is better to have a rough assumption about his-
torical catch and start form unexploited condition, than assume the stock was in equi-
librium to a certain unknown catch at some point in the historical period.  
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Issue Comment 

Weight of the likelihood 
components 

The amount of length data in the model (7 fleets + 7 surveys, 4 seasons, annual lfd data 
since 1978, seasonal since 1990) produces a big imbalance in the composition of the 
likelihood of the model, 97% of the likelihood comes from the LFD. This makes the 
model a bit ‘insensitive’ to other data sources. 

We have tried Dirichlet approach, and it only results in a small correction in one of the 
fleets. 

We have also down-weight the LFD component to see the impact. When the LFD com-
ponent is multiplied by 0.01, the surveys are better estimated, and the abundance esti-
mates at the beginning of the series are more consistent with ‘a priori’ expectations. 

Weighting of likelihood components need to be further investigated based on existing 
literature and in deep analysis of model performance. 

Alternative scenario: Alternative weights based on existing knowledge will be tested. 

Irish Survey A new Irish survey starting in 2016 was presented during the workshop. This index has a 
wide coverage along Celtic Sea and targets bigger individuals than EVHOE and IE-IGFS. 

The index could be useful to have more information on big individuals and sex ratio for 
sex-separated model- 

Alternative scenario: Inclusion of this index will be tested, and performance of the 
model analysed. 

OTHER fleet OTHER fleet that accounts for catches in the northern part of the stock distribution 
(ICES divisions 3, 4 and 6) was a minor fleet in the past but with the expansion of the 
stock its contribution to the total catch is around 30%. This fleet includes catches from 
different gears like trawlers and gillnetters. During the workshop it was considered nec-
essary to disaggregate this fleet into two segments, Trawlers and Non-Trawlers. The dis-
aggregation is only possible since 2013 when Intercatch was first used for reporting 
catch data. 

Alternative scenario: An alternative scenario is proposed with two new fleets, OTHER 
fleet as it is now until 2012. Since 2012 we introduce two new fleets, OTHER-TR and 
OTHER-NTR-  

Selectivity When all the fleets have dome-shape selectivity the abundance estimates in most re-
cent years are too high. The ‘base case’ has two fleets with logistic selectivity. 

Proposal: Maintain logistic selectivity in the two fleets for the moment and when the 
new configuration is almost final test what happens changing them to dome shape.  

Discards Discards are not raised externally; even if discards are estimated internally they could 
be underestimated. It was proposed to check the data and raise the discards externally 
in some cases where no samples are available, and discards are likely to occur. 

Alternative scenario: Discards data raised externally. 

Sex disaggregated configu-
ration 

Hake is a dimorphic species with very different growth pattern by sex, while females 
reach more than 130 cm it is rare to observe males above 80 cm.  

A first attempt to adjust a sex-disaggregated model with data from SP-PORCUPINE sur-
vey has been made. However, the results are not satisfactory. The abundance estimates 
in most recent years are too high. 
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Issue Comment 

More work is needed in the sex-disaggregated configuration, adding new irish survey 
could help. As EVHOE survey targets juveniles where sex determination is difficult it 
does not provide many data but could also help. 

Not clear what would be better, to work in the sex disaggregated configuration first and 
then work in the other issues, or the other way around. 

 

Alternative scenario: Sex disaggregated configuration of the model. 
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Summary of working documents related to southern hake and issue list 

Working documents 

Fleets and indices review 

The last stock assessment model for the southern Atlantic hake (Merluccius merluccius) stock was 
carried out in GADGET with data from 1982 to 2020. This model was rejected in 2020 mainly due 
to problems with the retrospective pattern and other alternatives were explored. The current 
model in progress is Stock Synthesis, which progress was already presented in the WGBIE 2021. 
In this new model, the main differences on the input data for fleets and indices (surveys and 
CPUEs) in terms of catches and Length Frequency Distributions are: historical mixed fleet (1948–
1981), modern fleets separated data (1994–2020), new standardized CPUE indices for Spain and 
Portugal, sex separated data for Spanish and Portuguese surveys and discards of the trawl fleets. 
In the working group, the next main issues have been addressed: 1) Split the historical mixed 
fleet (which has no LFD) in two fleets in order to give them the LFDs of existing ones. 2) Combine 
separated fleets from the periods 1982–1993 and 1994–2020 by setting in SS a different group plus 
for each period (80+ and 100+, respectively). 3) Combine a Spanish CPUE for big individuals 
(longline, gillnet) and test the combination of another one for trawlers with their associated LFD 
or by mirroring the other fleets LFDs. 4) Use sex separated data in SS to construct the sex sepa-
rated model and to estimate the sex ratio of the stock. 5) Assume 0 discards for trawlers before 
1991. All the available fleets and indices data (catch and LFDs) for the stock can be seen in the 
document SouthernHake_1-CatchDataReview.html. 

There is only Portuguese catch data from 1948 to 1971. Spanish data are not reliable because 
Spanish catch statistics were recorded without considering the origin of the catch but the harbour 
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of landing. This means that catch assigned to 9.a were caught both in 9.a and in the North of 
Africa and catches assigned to 8.c were caught in the whole 8 area. It is worth to notice that this 
situation was extended until 1986. Current available data for Spain from 1972 to 1986 was esti-
mated at the beginning of the 1990s based on experts’ experience. Taken this limitation in con-
sideration Spanish catch data for 1948 to 1971 was estimated assuming the same catch ratio be-
tween the countries as the mean observed in the period 1972 to 1981. However, the quality of 
these data is weak and must be considered in the SS model. 

See Working Document 03. 

Length-weight relationship review 

The current length-weight relationship that has been used for the southern stock was carried out 
in 1999. This relationship provides global (not time-specific) estimates of the a and b parameters 
(Wi =a Lib, i=1, …, N, being N the total sample size). More precisely, the actual values are a=0.00659 
and b=3.01721. Hence, a review of the length-weight relationship has been done addressing: (i) 
estimation of global (not year specific) a and b using the updated length-weight data, (ii) estima-
tion of year specific b (and common a), and (iii) estimation of global a and b by sex. The time-
series of predicted weights along the years for the lengths 20, 30, ..., 90, 100 cm have been derived 
from (ii). The year variability of the series is almost negligible supporting that year specific b 
estimates are not required. The curves for females and males derived from (iii) are very similar 
for the range of lengths for which data of both sexes is available. All these results led to conclude 
that the proposition of a model not counting for sex differences can be suitable. The final pro-
posal is to update the a and b values using the estimates derived from the global model (i) using 
data from 2003 to 2019. This period corresponds to years for which the sample sizes of both 
countries are considerable. The updated values are: a=0.00377 and b=3.16826.  

See Working Document 10. Details of the analysis are reported in the working documents section 
as WD10_Southern_Hake_LengthWeightStudy.html (all the code is on the Software section as South-
ern_Hake_LengthWeightStudy.Rmd). 

Maturity ogives combining Portuguese and Spanish data 

A review of the maturity data analysis has been carried out to address the following issues: (i) 
the change from a common maturity ogive to a female maturity ogive which is expected to pro-
vide a more realistic measure of the stock reproductive potential, and (ii) the inclusion of the 
Portuguese maturity data that was not included in the model previously due to the unbalanced 
sampling (compared to Spain) and because of the latitudinal length-at-maturity gradient. Issue 
(i) has an immediate solution, whereas (ii) requires the following discussion. Previous analysis
provides evidences that in Portugal the maturity occurs at lower lengths than in Spain. In fact, a
regression logistic model (generalized linear model) has been fitted explaining the maturity (bi-
nary response, immature/mature) using the length and the country factor leading to two statis-
tical different ogives one for each country.

The maturity data covers from 1980 to 2019, however, while the data for Spain cover the entire 
period, we have missing Portuguese data for some years. Furthermore, the samples sizes by year 
for each country are not balanced. For that reason, the modelling ignoring the country is not a 
suitable option. Other option can be a weighted average of the country ogives, but for that it is 
necessary to decide which weights must be used. After some research, we have found a possible 
solution using a Bayesian approach. Our proposal is a bivariate Bayesian regression model using 
the integrated nested Laplace approximation (INLA) (Rue et al., 2009) approach in the R-INLA 
software (https://www.r-inla.org/). 

The bivariate model response considers separately two maturity variables, each for each country. 
The two response variables are explained using length and year covariables. The model formu-
lation in terms of covariables depends on the aim: - (i) a standard year combined maturity ogive 
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or - (ii) a combined maturity ogive by year. On (i) the common predictor for the two responses 
is equal to an intercept plus a linear effect of the length plus a year random effect. The year 
random effect is changed by a year factor for (ii) approach. The model carried out a combined 
estimation of all the parameters of the common predictor providing a combined maturity to in-
troduce in the stock assessment model. It is important to mention that year covariable has the 
following categories: 1980–2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017–2019. We define 1980–2000 and 2017–2019 groups since for 
such years IPMA information is missing and IEO sample size is low. The model using the year 
factor without grouping has been also fitted but the L50 (length at 50% maturity) time-series 
shows huge jumps from one year to the next. Hence, the smoother using the year categories 
1980–2000 and 2017–2019 is considered a suitable choice and our proposal to introduce the ma-
turity ogive parameters in the stock synthesis model. 

See: Working Document 09. A whole description of this analysis can be found under: 
WD09_Southern_Hake_MaturityStudy.html (all the code is on the Software section as South-
ern_Hake_MaturityStudy.Rmd). 

Estimating biological parameters (Linf, k and M) with Bayesian hierarchical analysis based on 
life-history invariants. 

Hake stocks in ICES area can be considered “data poor” stocks in terms of biological information, 
being this one of the main difficulties to get a good assessment model. Difficulties to estimate 
growth, as well as the usual problems in estimating M compromise a good quality assessment 
model. However, there is a lot of biological information in similar species that can help to fill this 
gap. Life-history invariants theory and hierarchical Bayesian models can be combined to better 
understand biological processes needed in most stock assessment models (maturity, growth and 
natural mortality) providing the required parameters together with their statistical structure 
(posteriors). As an example of this approach we use the two European hake stocks in the North-
east Atlantic Ocean. The Bayesian hierarchical analysis provides posteriors for the main biolog-
ical Linf, k and M. In the case of Southern hake, for which sex maturity at length data are available 
sex separated parameters are also provided. However, these results cannot be used directly in 
SS and further work is required to implement these in the SS model. Options to do it include fix 
some of them and allow SS to estimate others, use the posteriors as SS priors or combine these 
two options. 

Data Linf.mean Linf.sd k.median k.CV M.median M.CV 

North combined 123.416 18.267 0.164 0.107 0.279 0.129 

South combined 97.613 16.183 0.189 0.114 0.32 0.134 

South female 122.175 17.374 0.165 0.103 0.28 0.127 

South male 79.61 12.28 0.212 0.104 0.361 0.126 

 
Preliminary estimates  

Warning! An error in the database of Merluccius information was found an we are now revising 
these data to guaranty that the selected records accomplish the quality required for this kind of 
analysis. Results presented here should be considered preliminary although the methodology 
proposed are the definite one. 

A whole description of this analysis can be found in Working Document 03. 

Portuguese LPUE Standardization 
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At previous benchmark workshop (WKROUND, 2010), Cardador and Jardim (2010) presented a 
standardization LPUE model for hake (Merluccius merluccius) only considering the positive 
catches of hake with a Gamma generalized linear model (with log link). The explanatory varia-
bles were year (as factor), area (north, southwest, south and no specified area), engine power (nine 
levels, in 100 kW class intervals, ranging from 100–1000 kW), trawl duration (5 levels, in 4-hour 
class intervals equivalent to 1 to 5 hauls in average per day), log total catch classes (6 levels), pro-
portion of hake in the total catch (low, medium and high), métier (assigned to each record based on 
the predominance of some species (HOM – horse mackerel, CEF – cephalopods, WHB – blue 
whiting and MIX – other, according to the cluster analysis presented in Silva et. al 2009). The 
final LPUE is predicted considering one reference level of each factor. 

In this work we tested various models to improve the Portuguese hake trawl LPUE model taking 
also into account the null observations present in the dataset. A GLM assuming a Tweedie dis-
tribution was considered adequate to model the hake LPUE since a reasonable explained devi-
ance was obtained with the advantage of accounting for the information given by the zero-val-
ued observations. 

Further details on the analysis are reported in the Presentations section under “Southern-
Hake_PT standardized LPUE_Summary of results.pdf” document. 

Spanish fleets CPUE standardization. 

The Southern stock of European hake (Merluccius merluccius) is fished by a Spanish multi-gear 
fleet operating in the Cantabric-Northwest fishing ground. The fleet includes vessels using 
trawls (bottom, midwater and pairs), gillnets (“volanta”), and bottom-set lines targeting different 
portions of the population, from smaller individuals by the trawlers to larger specimens by the 
hooks. The objective of the analysis was to standardize the hake catches from the Spanish fleet 
operating in Iberian waters (8.c and 9.a) using two sources of data.  

Data were obtained from i) onboard observers (OAB) for 3 trawl métiers (baka, jurelera and pa-
reja) and 1 gillnet métier (volanta) from 2003 to 2020, and from ii) logbooks (DEA) for the bottom-
set longlines from 2009 to 2020. Data included for each haul or fishing operation i the catch, the 
vessel characteristics (LOA = Length overall), fishing operation information (HD = haul duration, 
FT = fishing time, DE = haul depth) and spatio-temporal data that varied depending on the 
source. The standardization process was based on fitting mixed-effects models assuming a 
Gamma distribution with a log link using the INLA approach as follows: 

For OAB data: 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 = 𝛼𝛼 + 𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 + 𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑄𝑄𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 + 𝑇𝑇𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 + 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 + 𝐻𝐻𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 + 𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖with ui ~ GMRF(0,∑) 

For DEA data: 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 = 𝛼𝛼 + 𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 + 𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑄𝑄𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 + 𝑇𝑇𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 + 𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 + 𝑌𝑌𝑟𝑟 + 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖with ar ~N(0,σa2) 

 “Hot spots” of hake catch mostly occurred in Galician waters and to the east of the Cantabric 
Sea. Catch typically increased with vessel length, with the exception of the pairtrawlers, and with 
duration of the fishing operations, with the exception of the gillnetters. Hauls performed in 
deeper waters were associated with less catches, but for the gillnet. Catches were generally 
higher in winter and spring months and were roughly stable since 2009, though a slight increase 
was also apparent for otter trawls and longlines. 

The 3 trawlers are combined in a unique index for small fish and the gillnet and longline, target-
ing larger fish, are also combined weighted them by the inverse variance. These combinations 
will be explored in SS calibration. 

Further details on the analysis are reported in the Presentations section under “Southern-
Hake_SpCPUE_Otero et al _WKAngHake_Benchmark_2021.pdf” 

Issue list 
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Stock identity 

Issue Northern and southern Atlantic hake stocks are a single stock. 

Description Stock ID area, hybrids (SIMWG and WGAGFA). There are not clear boundaries in North and South 8.c 
9.a. No biological reason to separate both stocks. 

 

Proposed so-
lution  

Presumably not resolved before benchmark. 

Work to do Very future: join both stocks in a spatial SS model. 

Hypothesis 
to test 

None. 

 

Catch 

Issue Which catch data must we use? 

Description Period 1948–1971: there is only Portuguese data.  

Period 1972–1981: No length no fleets. Only yearly catch by country.  

Period 1972–1985: Spanish data estimated in 1990s by Sp experts. No document found. 

Period 1982–1993: new data disaggregated by fleet and length distribution. Yearly and 80+ cm. 

Period 1994–present: the same as usual, seasonally data with LFD 100+ cm. Evaluate fleet groups pro-
posal. 

Proposed so-
lution  

Period 1948–1981: use ratio Spain/Portugal to extend historical fleet catch data. 

Divide historical fleet (1948–1981) in trawlers and volpal by mirroring the selectivity (LFD) of the mod-
ern fleets. 

Combine fleets 1982–1993 with fleets 1994–2020. 

Work to do Ask and review Punzón work on historical catch review. 

Check length distributions to combine fleets 

Extend modern fleets to the past: Divide current historical fleet with ratio/proportions of catches in 
modern fleets.  

Construct 2 artificial historical fleets and mirror selectivity 

 

 

Hypothesis 
to test 

Sensitivity analyses with truncated catch time-series (e.g. 1948–20; 1972–20; 1982–20)  

Downweigh older data 

 

 

Discards time-series 

Issue Incomplete discards time-series. 

Description Discards. Complete data after 2003. Some gaps before. Assumed 0 before 1991. How to link? 

Cadiz Trawl discards inly available after 2005. Small ( < 100 t) compared with whole stock (~2000 t) 
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Proposed so-
lution 

Assume zero discards for fleet trawlers before 1991. Volanta and Palangre does not have discards. 

Assume zero discards for Cadiz trawl fleet 

Work to do Assume zero discards before 1991. Probably some discards happened but there was a market for small 
fish . 

Identify and eliminate estimated discards (in 2014 benchmark) for the period 1991 to 2003.  

Decide how to address 2020 discards (low sampling) 

Hypothesis 
to test 

Allow SS to estimate discards in the period 1991–2020 for years without data. 

LFDs landings and discards 

Issue Different plus groups in LFDs. 

Description LFDs in 1982–1993 with 80+ cm. After 1993 the complete DB is available with all Ld data available. How 
to link fleets? 

Proposed so-
lution 

Rick Methot said that it is possible to have different data bins for two periods in each fleet. 

Work to do Apply the correspondent settings. 

Hypothesis 
to test 

None. 

Portuguese CPUE 

Issue Pt CPUE standardization 

Description New std CPUE with zero catch data 

Proposed so-
lution 

New model developed and presented to WKANGHAKE data meeting. 

Work to do Compare models 6 and 11 in relative scale. Explore correlations among variables. 

Select one CPUE model index and use it mirroring the LFD from trawlers. 

Hypothesis 
to test 

None. 

Spanish CPUEs 

Issue Sp CPUEs standardization 

Description New standardized CPUEs for the different Métiers. 

Proposed so-
lution 

Important to have a good CPUE for big individuals (Volanta and Palangre fleets). Combine this as a sin-
gle CPUE index. 

Regarding trawlers, try to group 2 trawls (pair and midwater).  

Check length distributions (SS out and Observed onboard)  
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Test alternatives with SS. 

Work to do Combine indices by the inverse of the variance? 

Input them into SS. 

Check LDs and join the 3 trawl fleets. 

Report WG about CPUEs LDs (Discard Atlas) 

Explore data selection for LLS-DEF (PAL11, y LLS11). Test wheter both have the same effort measure 
and combine if possible. Otherwise select fleet > 12 m 

Hypothesis 
to test 

Combine in two CPUEs for big fish (gill+longline) and small fish (trawls) 

Test the use of the CPUE associated LFDs or mirror the modern fleet LFDs. 

  

Length-weight 

Issue Review of the length-weight relationship. 

Description Estimation of global (not year specific) length-weight parameters.  

Estimation of year specific parameters. 

Estimation of parameters by sex. 

Proposed so-
lution  

No relevant differences by year neither sex. Update the length-weight parameters using the estimates 
derived from the global model (data from 2003 to 2019). 

Work to do Use parameters in SS. 

Hypothesis 
to test 

Update l-w parameters in SS and proceed. Check impact compared with previous model. 

  

Maturity 

Issue Maturity Ogive values to use. 

Description Maturity ogive using females. 

Inclusion of the Portuguese maturity data: 

(i) a standard year combined maturity ogive (not time specific). 

(ii) a combined maturity ogive by year. 

(iii) a combined maturity ogive by year categories (groups of years). 

 

Proposed so-
lution  

Bivariate Bayesian regression model using INLA approach in the R-INLA software (https://www.r-
inla.org/). The bivariate model response considers separately two maturity variables each one for each 
country. The model carried out a combined estimation of all the parameters of the common predictor 
providing a combined maturity. 

 

High variability of the L50 (length at 50% maturity) time-series from (ii). The smoother using the year 
categories is considered a suitable choice. The year categories have been derived from an exploratory 
analysis in accordance also with a structural change analysis. 

 

Work to do Introduced the maturity ogive parameters by each year category in SS. 
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Hypothesis 
to test 

Update maturity logistic parameters in SS and proceed. Check impact compared with previous model. 

LHI 

Issue Life-history Invariants for biological parameters estimation (by sex) 

Description Life-history invariants and Bayesian hierarchical analysis to develop posteriors for Linf, k and M. 

Proposed so-
lution 

Perform the analysis from Lmat data. 

Work to do Input values in SS regarding different hypothesis. 

Review data selection. 

Hypothesis 
to test 

Develop a list of biological hypotheses for Linf, k and M (use as priors, use as fixed, etc.).  

Fix Linf and explore others. Priors to help SS to estimate unknow parameters. 

Explore different alternatives in SS. Lorenzen, M at age, single M. 

Summary of working documents related to black anglerfish and issue list 

Working documents 

WD04 – Growth estimates for black and white anglerfish in 7, 8.a, 8.b, and 8.d and hake in 3.a, 4, 6, 7, 
8.a, 8.b, and 8.d using cohort analysis of length–frequency distributions.

Age cohorts were identified from survey length frequency data in order to estimate growth pa-
rameters because no reliable direct ageing methods are available. The estimated parameters are 
intended to be used as priors or assumed values in Stock Synthesis models, as well as the basis 
for life-history-based analysis such as estimating M or maturity-at-age. 

The estimated von Bertalanffy growth parameters are listed below: 

Stock Sex Linf k t0 

Black anglerfish in 7, 8.a, 8.b, and 8.d Both 132 0.097 -0.031 

Female 129 0.101 0.009 

Male 78 0.197 0.099 

The male growth parameters are estimated with poor precision because large males are rare and 
it was agreed to investigate a method by Cerviño (2014) to improve the estimate of male growth 
parameters, based on the sex-ratio at length. 

Working Document 05: Maturity - ank.27.78abd, mon.27.78abd and hke.27.3a46-8abd 

Length at 50% maturity (L50) was estimated from Irish Survey data. Age at 50% maturity is in-
ferred from growth parameters estimated from length cohort analysis (see WD 04) 

Stock Sex L50 A50 (approx.) 
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Black anglerfish in 7, 8.a, 8.b, and 8.d Female 62 cm Age 6 

Male 48 cm Age 5 

 
Alternatively, L50 was estimated using the regression between L50 and latitude, based on esti-
mates from the literature and the current study. The stock ranges from 44.5°N to 54.5°N; in the 
middle of the stock range the expected L50 is as follows: 

Stock Sex L50 A50 (approx.) 

Black anglerfish in 7, 8.a, 8.b, and 8.d Female 58 cm Age 6 

Male 40 cm Age 4 

 
A third alternative could be to only use estimates from the literature that have been validated 
using histology. The slope of the regression with latitude could be used to correct for any bias 
resulting from the sampling region. 

Working Document 06: Natural mortality - ank.27.78abd, mon.27.78abd and hke.27.3a46-8abd 

Natural mortality estimates were explored using a variety of methods. Methods using growth 
parameters yielded low estimates of M (0.15–0.16). Methods based on the age at first maturity 
resulted in intermediate estimates of M (0.26–0.37); methods based on GSI resulted in high M for 
females (0.45) and low M for males (0.11). The FishLife method (Thorson et al., 2017) based on a 
range of life-history parameters and taxonomic hierarchy gave an intermediate estimate of M 
(0.32). Methods based on size-at-age (like Lorenzen) have very little prediction power for larger 
fish (for which predation is probably not the main cause of natural mortality). Therefore, it is 
proposed to use a fixed M for fish aged 4 and older and M estimated using the Lorenzen method 
for younger fish. The Thorsen estimate of 0.32 is proposed as a base case but values between 0.15 
and 0.45 can all be considered plausible. 

Issue list 

The issue lists for white and black anglerfish are presented together (in the white anglerfish sec-
tion) because the issues and proposed solutions are very similar for the two stocks. 

Summary of working documents related to white anglerfish and issue list 

Working documents 

Working Document 04: Growth estimates for black and white anglerfish in in 7, 8.a, 8.b, and 8.d and hake 
in 3.a, 4, 6, 7, 8.a, 8.b, and 8.d using cohort analysis of length–frequency distributions. 

Age cohorts were identified from survey length frequency data in order to estimate growth pa-
rameters because no reliable direct ageing methods are available. The estimated parameters are 
intended to be used as priors or assumed values in Stock Synthesis models, as well as the basis 
for life-history-based analysis such as estimating M or maturity-at-age. 

The estimated von Bertalanffy growth parameters are listed below: 

Stock Sex Linf k t0 

White anglerfish in 7, 8.a, 8.b, and 8.d Both/Female 165 0.112 -0.084 
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Fixed Linf medium 130 0.159 0.031 

Fixed Linf low 100 0.245 0.180 

Separate parameters for males and females could not accurately be estimated because large 
males are rare. By fixing Linf to intermediate and low values and fitting k and t0, plausible pa-
rameters for males were explored. It was agreed to further investigate a method by Cerviño 
(2014) to improve the estimate of male growth parameters, based on the sex-ratio at length 

Working Document 05: Maturity - ank.27.78abd, mon.27.78abd and hke.27.3a46-8abd 

Length at 50% maturity (L50) was estimated from Irish Survey data. Age at 50% maturity is in-
ferred from growth parameters estimated from length cohort analysis (see WD 04) 

Stock Sex L50 A50 (approx.) 

White anglerfish in 7, 8.a, 8.b, and 8.d Female 90 cm Age 7 

Male 58 cm Age 4 

Alternatively, L50 was estimated using the regression between L50 and latitude, based on esti-
mates from the literature and the current study. The stock ranges from 44.5°N to 54.5°N; in the 
middle of the stock range the expected L50 is as follows: 

Stock Sex L50 A50 (approx.) 

White anglerfish in 7, 8.a, 8.b, and 8.d Female 81 cm Age 6 

Male 52 cm Age 3 

A third alternative could be to only use estimates from the literature that have been validated 
using histology. The slope of the regression with latitude could be used to correct for any bias 
resulting from the sampling region. 

Working Document 06: Natural mortality - ank.27.78abd, mon.27.78abd and hke.27.3a46-8abd 

Natural mortality estimates were explored using a variety of methods. Methods using growth 
parameters yielded low estimates of M (0.15–0.18). Methods based on the age at first maturity 
resulted in intermediate estimates of M (0.22–0.28); methods based on GSI resulted in high M for 
females (0.45) and low M for males (0.11). The FishLife method (Thorson et al., 2017) based on a 
range of life-history parameters and taxonomic hierarchy gave an intermediate estimate of M 
(0.36). Methods based on size-at-age (like Lorenzen) have very little prediction power for larger 
fish (for which predation is probably not the main cause of natural mortality). Therefore, it is 
proposed to use a fixed M for fish aged 3 and older and M estimated using the Lorenzen method 
for younger fish. The Thorsen estimate of 0.36 is proposed as a base case but values between 0.15 
and 0.45 can all be considered plausible. 

The issue lists for white and black anglerfish (in 27.78abd) are presented together because the 
issues and proposed solutions are very similar for the two stocks. Unless stated explicitly, the 
same proposals apply to both stocks. 

Hypotheses are listed below where models with different settings/data will be compared using 
diagnostics which may help detect model misspecification (guidance in Minte-Vera et al., 2021; 
Cavalio et al., 2017; 2021). The hypotheses are structured so that the ‘base case’ is the preferred 
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option. If diagnostics do not indicate a clear difference between two options, the base case will 
be taken forward. In this way the ‘rules of the game’ are specified beforehand and choices be-
tween alternatives are clearly justified. 

Without modelling the stock development there are a number of things we know about the 
stocks that will help identify misspecification in model runs: 

1. The two stocks of anglerfish have sustained annual landings between 20 and 40 thousand 
tonnes with no downward trends after the initial peak in the 1980s.  

2. Fishing effort of the dominant fleets in the area has decreased considerably since the 
1990s, in the period time landings have shown an increasing trend. 

3. Biomass indices have increased substantially in recent years. 

Point 1) indicates that the stocks have been sustainably exploited (they never collapsed) but it 
does not indicate whether or not long-term yield could be further improved by reducing fishing 
effort. Points 2) and 3) suggest that the recent reduction in fishing effort has led to an increase in 
biomass, so F in the past was likely higher than Fmsy but current F may be reasonably close to 
Fmsy (possibly below). Therefore, any models that indicate that the stocks are currently highly 
under or overexploited (e.g. less than 0.5*Fmsy or more than 1.5*Fmsy) are likely to be misspec-
ified. Similarly, biomass is currently high, it is unclear how much of a further increase in biomass 
can be sustained by the ecosystem but any model that estimates B0 to be more than, say, 4 times 
current biomass is likely misspecified. 

Making these assumptions is not the same as ‘cherry-picking’ a model configuration that 
matches our expectations; instead they are intended to identify broad problems with the specifi-
cation of the model. 

Issue list 

Age data 

Issue No direct age data 

Proposed so-
lution 

Length-based model (without ALK data) 

Stock identity Stock identity is unknown 

Proposed so-
lution 

Has been referred to SIMWG and WGAGFA – no resolution before this benchmark. Keep stock defini-
tion as is for now. 

  

Surveys 

Issue Which sample size to use. 

Use actual sample size or an artificial number (which allows manual scaling of the relative influence of 
each survey)? 

Proposed so-
lution 

Agreed to use the actual number of hauls in each survey as the sample size input. 

Work to do HG to provide number of hauls per year for FR-IE-IBTS and IAMS. 

Issue Biomass index or abundance? 

Proposed so-
lution 

Probably not important 
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Hypothesis to 
test 

Base case: abundance indices 

Compare against: biomass indices 

Issue Length frequency by sex?  

Proposed so-
lution 

This can be made available for FR-IE-ITBS and IAMS (MONK) surveys. Agreed that this would be useful 
considering the sexual dimorphism. 

Work to do HG to make available length data by sex for the 2 surveys. 

AU and HG to build base case models with separate biological and survey length data by sex. 

Hypotheses 
to test 

Base case: survey length data separated by sex 

Compare against: survey length data combined sexes 

Issue Which indices to use? 

Proposed so-
lution 

Surveys have good coverage of the population, so no need to use fishery-dependent data. 

The following surveys will be included in the model 

FR-IE-IBTS as before but length data split by sex 

IAMS (MONK) as before but length data split by sex and remove the first two years as the survey cov-
erage was different in those two years and the time-series is now long enough to be used without 
these years (6 years). 

SP-PORC only for white anglerfish as the catch numbers for black anglerfish are too low to build an in-
dex. Small white anglerfish show up in the index in some years but not in others; this is probably be-
cause small fish only occur in a small part of the survey area which may not be sampled each year. The 
proposal is to retain these fish and accept that they will result in large residuals. We understand why 
these residuals occur and it was considered better than to arbitrarily remove small fish unless they 
cause unsurmountable problems with fitting the model. 

Hypotheses 
to test 

(white angler only) 

Base case: include all length data from SP-PORC 

Compare against:  

Remove <40 cm fish 

Omit SP-PORC survey entirely (it covers only the porcupine bank area and this area is now also covered 
by IAMS). 

Catch data 

Issue Which resolution of catch data? 

Proposed so-
lution 

Annual landings and discard data (data are available at quarterly resolution but these data seem very 
noisy; Some discard data were estimated on annual basis and split out across quarters) 

Single area. There are known differences between areas (27.7 vs. 27.8abd; shelf/slope and porcupine 
bank) but it was considered too complicated for a first benchmark using SS. This will be considered at 
future benchmarks. 

Multiple fleets. Initial models were set up using a single fleet but selectivity of bottom trawlers, gillnets 
and beam trawlers is clearly different. Although the proportion of these fleets is quite stable over time, 
this may not continue into the future. 

Catch data are not available by sex; survey sex ratios probably not suitable to split so use unsexed 
catch data. 

Work to do AU and HG to explore historic data to decide on fleet groupings. Gear only, split OTB in white-
fish/Nephrops, split by country 
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Hypotheses 
to test 

Base case: multiple commercial fleets 

Compare against: Single (combined) commercial fleet 

Issue Which time-series of landings to use? 

The official landings data shows a very sharp increase in French landings in the late 1960s. It is unclear 
if this was an emerging fishery or a change in reporting practices. 

Proposed so-
lution 

Use official landings from 1920 to 1986, use ICES estimates after. The development of the landings af-
ter WWII shows a fairly typical pattern so there is no strong reason not to believe the data. These data 
are reported for the two species combined, so use country-specific species split. Also use country-spe-
cific fleet split to allocate landings to same fleet groupings as 1986 onwards. 

Hypotheses 
to test 

Base case: Official landings 

Compare against: Equilibrium landings before 1986 

Issue Which assumptions to make about historic discards? 

Proposed so-
lution 

Discard data are available since 2003. Landings length data are available from 1986 and these data 
suggest that discarding occurred in the period 1986–2002 (very few small fish were landed). Before 
1986 no length data available and in terms of tonnage, discarding is negligible, therefore assume zero 
discards before 1986. For the period 1986–2002 let the model estimate discards using a retention 
curve. 

Issue Which sample size to use? 

Proposed so-
lution 

Sample size from InterCatch is unreliable as some countries merge samples and then split them out 
across strata, creating duplicate values for sample size. Actual sample sizes are reported in WGBIE and 
WGSSDS reports – these should be used. 

Work to do AU and HG to compile sample sizes from working group reports. 

  

Recruitment 

Issue Recruitment timing 

Proposed so-
lution 

Spawning happens in the first half of the year so assume 1 Jan. 

  

Selectivity 

Issue How to specify selectivity curves for fleets and surveys? 

Proposed so-
lution 

Use double normal by default as this is very flexible. Consider logistic selectivity for IAMS survey as it 
has good coverage of the stock area and depth range. 

Hypotheses 
to test 

Base case: double normal for all fleets and surveys 

Compare against: Logistic for IAMS survey only 

  

Growth parameters 

Issue Fix growth or model estimate? 

Early model runs converged on unrealistically low Linf (e.g. considerably less than 80% of largest ob-
served individual) 
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Proposed so-
lution 

Fix growth parameters  

Work to do HG: Growth parameters were estimated using cohort tracking in length data from surveys. These are 
likely to be dominated by females as the older male cohorts are ‘drowned out’ by the larger females. 
Male growth curves may be estimated using an approach published by Cerviño (2014). Possibly the 
model can estimate different growth curves for males and females using biphasic growth. 

Hypotheses 
to test 

Base case: fixed growth parameters for females, model estimated for males (based on sex ratio-at-
length data) 

Compare with:  

fixed growth parameters, different for the sexes 

fixed growth parameters, same for both sexes 

model-estimated parameters, different for the sexes 

It may also be useful to explore biphasic growth settings using the age as maturity as a cut-off between 
the phases. 

Maturity 

Issue Which age at maturity to use? 

Proposed so-
lution 

Only use histology studies / use expected value for latitude – to be decided 

Natural mortality 

Issue Which assumption to make for natural mortality 

Proposed so-
lution 

Explore range of credible values of M (see WD). Use Lorenzen and fix M for older fish (Lorenzen works 
well for relatively small fish) 

Hypotheses 
to test 

Base case: Lorenzen with intermediate value for M for age 3 or 4 (same for both sexes) value to be de-
cided (probably in the range of 0.30–0.35). 

Compare with: 

* Low M for both sexes (e.g. 0.15 or other value to be decided)

* high M for both sexes (e.g. 0.45 or other value to be decided)

* higher M for females than males (based on assumed mortality due to high GSI)

* higher M for females let model estimate the difference between the sexes

Stock–recruit 

Issue Which stock–recruit parameters to use 

Early runs where the model was allowed to estimate steepness usually resulted in unrealistically high 
values (0.99). 

Proposed so-
lution 

Fix steepness. BH with fixed sigma R and steepness from FishLife. Risk is asymmetric so be cautious 
(better use lower steepness). 

 Use 2-stage profiling (max has script).  
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Hypotheses 
to test 

Base case: median estimates of sigma R and steepness from FishLife 

Compare against:  

lower CI of steepness (0.8?) 

extreme steepness (0.99) to explore behaviour with ‘free’ recruitment 

to explore the interaction between M and steepness (the main drivers of MSY) a factorial design of hy-
potheses will be explored. However the M options will be narrowed down to 2 or 3 first. 

  

Virgin biomass 

Issue Sensitivity of virgin biomass (B0) to assumptions 

The estimate of B0 is central to the estimation of MSY reference points; however, it is likely to be very 
sensitive to assumptions on steepness and natural mortality.  

Proposed so-
lution 

A production model will provide an estimate of B0 which could be used to compare against the SS 
model 

Survey data can give an estimate of the highest observed density of anglerfish per km2. This can be ex-
trapolated over the full stock area to give an upper limit of B0 

Work to do Explore simple production model for both stocks 

Estimate maximum density and surface area of the stock distribution. 
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Annex 4: Updated stock annexes 

ICES. 2022. Stock Annex: Hake (Merluccius merluccius) in subareas 4, 6, and 7, and divisions 3.a, 8.a–b, and 
8.d, Northern stock (Greater North Sea, Celtic Seas, and the northern Bay of Biscay). ICES Stock An-
nexes. 37 pp. https://doi.org/10.17895/ices.pub.21623226

NEW EDITION OF: https://doi.org/10.17895/ices.pub.18622544 

ICES. 2022. Stock Annex: Hake (Merluccius merluccius) in divisions 8.c and 9.a, Southern stock (Cantabrian 
Sea and Atlantic Iberian waters). ICES Stock Annexes. 13 pp. 
https://doi.org/10.17895/ices.pub.21623340 

NEW EDITION OF: https://doi.org/10.17895/ices.pub.18622547 

ICES. 2022. Stock Annex: Black-bellied anglerfish (Lophius budegassa) in Subarea 7 and divisions 8.a–b and 
8.d (Celtic Seas, Bay of Biscay). ICES Stock Annexes. 13 pp. https://doi.org/10.17895/ices.pub.21623154

NEW EDITION OF: https://doi.org/10.17895/ices.pub.18622010 

ICES. 2022. Stock Annex: White anglerfish (Lophius piscatorius) in Subarea 7 and divisions 8.a–b and 8.d 
(Celtic Seas, Bay of Biscay). ICES Stock Annexes. 17 pp. https://doi.org/10.17895/ices.pub.21623349 

NEW EDITION OF: https://doi.org/10.17895/ices.pub.18621971 
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